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H E n O R A N D U n 

July 5, 1989 

TO: JUDGHENTS SUBConnITTEE: 

FROH: 

RE: 

Jack Mattison, Chair 
John Buttler 
Robert Mcconville 
Martha Rodman 
Larry Thorp 

Fred nerrill 

Redraft of Rule 68 

The Council charge to this subcommittee is a bit vague but I 
think two specific matters relating to judgments came up last 
year: (1) requirements for docketing judgments and (2) treatment 
of costs, disbursements, and attorney fee awards as judgments. 
The first was addressed in detail by HB 2127. The second was 
originally included as part of HB 2127 and then removed at our 
request so that we could consider the matter in detail. Under 
the circumstances, I think the subcommittee should start with the 
second problem and that is the subject of this memo. 

The State Court Administrator's amendment of ORCP 68 C was 
section 2 of HB 2127 (attached as Exhibit A). The problem which 
the Court Administrator was attempting to address was the status 
of an award of costs, disbursements, or attorney fees as a 
judgment. It is presently covered in ORCP 68 C(4), which states 
that costs, disbursements and attorney fees are "entered as part 
of a j~dgment", without ever describing how that is actually 
accomplished, particularly when the cost bill is filed subsequent 
to the principal judgment or there is an objection to the cost 
bill which is not resolved until after entry of the principal 
judgment. The existing rule also seems to treat the cost bill 
amount as part of the principal judgment even if there is 
objection and a separate, subsequent court order establishing the 
cost bill amount. The existing rule raised some questions 
relating to jurisdiction of the trial court to enter cost awards 
after appeal and whether the cost awards required an appeal 
separate from the appeal from the principal judgment. A 
legislative amendment to ORS 19.033 in 1983 took care of the 
problem of jurisdiction to award the fees after appeal of the 
main · judgment, but did not clarify the status of the attorney fee 
award as a separate judgment. 

The language in existing ORCP 68 C(4) was substantially 
lifted from ORS 20.210 and 20.220 in 1981. It preserved the 
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approach of having the clerk enter the amount in the cost bill 
automatically upon filing of the cost bill, subject to being 
changed by the court after objection. In Oregon, the court clerk 
has no discretion to allow or disallow fees. The clerk must 
enter whatever is filed in the cost bill and all discretion is 
exercised by the court after the filing of objections. The amount 
is also entered immediately upon filing the cost bill. 
Originally, the Oregon statutes followed the procedure used in 
federal courts and in most other states, where the clerk reviews 
the propriety of the cost bill and only taxes costs which the 
clerk determines are allowable, with appeal to the court. The 
Oregon statutes were changed to the present system in 1903. 
Oregon Laws, 1903, p. 209. 

The rule which the council adopted in 1981 did differ in 
some respects from the preceding ORS sections. It specifically 
says that the "judgment" entered when the cost bill is filed is 
stayed during the pendency of objections to the cost bill, which 
was not covered by the statutes. ORCP 68 C(S). It also refers 
to both the attorney fees contained in the cost bill and entered 
by the clerk under 68 C(4)(a) and the attorney fees ordered by 
the court after objection to the cost bill under 68 C(4)(d) as 
being entered "as part of the judgment", pre~umably the original 
judgment. ORS 20.210 (repealed 1981) covered entry of the cost 
bill by the clerk and used the reference to the fees being 
entered as part of judgment. ORS 20.220(1) (repealed 1981) 
covered attorney fees ordered by the court after objection, and 
it said the court should "render judgment" on the claim for costs 
and objections. Under ORS 20.220(3), this "judgment" on the cost 
bill was separately appealable. ORS 20.220(3) became ORS 20.220 
after 1981 and it says: "An appeal may be taken from a judgment 
under ORCP 68 C(4) on the allowance and taxation of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements on questions of law only, as in other 
cases .... " 

Perhaps the most important aspect of Rule 68 which 
indirectly put pressure on the procedural status of the award of 
costs was the shifting of all attorney fee claims to the cost 
bill. 

The adoption of Rule 68 then did clarify the enforceability 
of attorney fees awards as a judgment, but may have confused the 
question of the relationship between the principal judgment and 
the attorney fee judgment, particularly for purposes of appeal. 
That confusion is actually addressed in Section 7 of HB 2127 by 
amendment to ORCP 20.220. (The amendment as it finally passed is 
attached as Exhibit B). That amendment makes it somewhat clearer 
that any cost bill judgment entered after the principal judgment 
is appealed is a separate judgment and must be appealed 
separately. Actually, this only is important as to a judicial 
orde~ after objection to the cost bill. Even though a cost bill 
entered as a judgment without objection would be covered by the 
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reference in 20.220(1) to a "judgment under ORCP 68 C(4) allowing 
or denying" costs, without an objection at the trial court level 
there would be nothing to appeal. 

The amendment also takes care of the problem presented when 
there is no appeal from the attorney fee award but the principal 
judgment is reversed or modified. The amendment does not make 
clear whether a cost bill judgment must be appealed separately if 
it is, in fact, entered before the principal judgment. The 
proposal for Rule GB C, set out below, may help clarify the 
question. In any case, it is a matter of appellate procedure not 
covered by the rules. 

ORS 20.220, as amended by HB 2128, is not particularly 
consistent with the language of ORCP 68 C(4) as it now stands. 
ORS 20.220 seems to opt for treatment of a subsequent cost bill 
award as a totally separate judgment for appeal purposes, whereas 
the rule continues to refer to the attorney fee award as part of 
the original judgment. ORCP 68 C(4) also retains ambiguity as 
the exact procedure to be followed for cost bills, particularly 
for a cost bill award after entry of the principal judgment. 

An examination of the federal rules and statutes of a 
sampling of other states (California, Florida, Illinois, Michigan 
Minnesota, New Jersey, Ohio, Texas, Washington and Wisconsin) 
provided no useful drafting suggestions. None of them 
particularly address the question of the relationship between 
taxation of costs and the judgment. Most differ from Oregon in 
that there is an order entered by the clerk taxing costs after 
they are claimed, which then can be appealed to the court. For 
example, FRCP 54(d) says that costs are taxed by the clerk but 
the action of the clerk may be appealed to the court. 28 USCA 
1920 says: "A bill for costs shall be filed in the case and upon 
allowance included in the judgment and decree". 

In modifying the language of ORCP 68 C(4), the following 
objectives should be kept in mind: 

1. Entry of the principal judgment should not be delayed 
for determination of questions raised by the cost bill. 

2. If we want to retain the present Oregon system, the 
clerk should exercise no discretion in taxing costs. 

3. If there is objection, enforcement of the amounts 
claimed in the cost bill should be stayed pending determination 
of the objections. 

4. Amounts which become allowable from the cost bill, 
either due to lack of objection or order of the court, should be 
collectable through the mechanisms for enforcement of judgment. 
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5. The cost bill judgment should be enforceable as soon a 
possible, but not until it becomes final. 

6. The status of these cost bill amounts, both in terms of 
enforceability and appealability should be clear and free from 
ambiguity. 

7. The procedure to be followed by the trial court should 
be clear. 

The Court Administrator's language in Section 2 of HB 2127 
seems a good beginning point for redrafting. Two distinctions 
which must be observed are whether objection is filed to the cost 
bill or not and whether the cost award becomes final before or 
after entry of the principal judgment. The suggested language in 
HB 2127 does address the first fairly well. The second is 
addressed for cost awards by the court, but not where there is no 
objection to the cost bill. The Court Administrator's form is 
consistent with the approach in amended ORS 20.220 making any 
court determination of the cost bill, subsequent to the principal 
judgment, a separate supplemental judgment. some of the language 
used, however, is inconsistent with that approach. I suggest the 
following modified form of the language. 

* * * 

ORCP 68 
ALLOWANCE ANO TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 

FEES ANO COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

c. Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(l) Application of this section to award of attorney fees. 
Notwithstanding Rule 1 A. and the procedure provided in any rule 
of statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 
case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 
attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 
to recovery of such fees, except where: 

C.(l)(a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1)(1) provide the 
substantive right to such items: or 

C.(l)(b) Such items are claimed as damages arising prior to 
the action: or 

C.(l)(c) such items are granted by order, rather than 
entered as part of a judgment. 

C.(2) Asserting claim for attorney fees. A party seeking 
attorney fees shall assert the right to recover such fees by 
alleging the facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
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the award of such fees in a pleading filed by that party. A 
party shall not be required to allege a right to a specific 
amount of attorney fees; an allegation that a party is entitled 
to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient. If a party does not 
file a pleading and seeks judgment or dismissal by motion, a 
right to attorney fees shall be asserted by a demand for attorney 
fees in such motion, in substantially similar form to the 
allegations required by this subsection. Such allegation shall 
be taken as substantially denied and no responsive pleading shall 
be necessary. Attorney fees may be sought before the substantive 
right to recover such fees accrues. No attorney fees shall be 
awarded unless a right to recover such fee is asserted as 
provided in this subsection. 

C.(3) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 
subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 
during the trial. 

[C(4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements; 
entry and enforcement of judgment. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 
follows:] 

[C(4)(a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements (whether a cost or disbursement has been paid or 
not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party claiming 
them:] 

[C(4)(a)(i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a verified 
and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees and costs 
and disbursements upon all parties who are not in default for 
failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the entry of the 
judgment: and] 

(C(4)(a)(ii) Files the original statement and proof of 
service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 c., with the court.] 

[For any default judgment where attorney fees are included 
in the statement referred to .in subparagraph Ci) of this 
paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 
judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.] 

[C(4)(b) Objections. A party may object to the allowance of 
attorney fees and costs and di~bursements or any part thereof as 
part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 
such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 
15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of su~h 
items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 
Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or iri fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 
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23.] 

[C(4)(c) Review by the court; hearing. Upon service and 
filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issues.] 

[C(4)(d) Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 
make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment. No 
other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary.] 

. C(4). Procedure for claiming attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. The procedure for claiming attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements shall be as follows: 

C(4)(a) Filing and 
costs and disbursements. 
and disbursements shall, 
judgment: 

serving claim for attorney fees and 
A party claiaing attorney fees or costs 

not later than 14 days after entry of 

C(4)(a)(i) File with the court a verified and detailed 
statement of the amount of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements, together with proof of service, if any, in 
accordance with Rule 9 c; and 

·c(4)(a)(ii) Serve, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a copy of 
the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 
to appear. 

C(4)(b) Objections. A party ~ay object to a statement 
claiming attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part 
thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections 
shall be signed in accordance with Rule 17 and served and filed 
within 14 days after service of the ~tatement on the party under 
subparagraph (ii) of paragraph Ca) of this subsection. The 
objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 

C(4)(c) Amendment of statements and objections. statements 
and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 23. 

C(4)(d) Entry by the clerk. If no objection to a statement 
of attorney fees or costs and disbursements is timely filed, the 
amount claimed in the statement becomes part of the judgment on 
the cause to which the attorney fees or costs and disbursements 
relate. If no judgment has been entered disposing of the cause 
to which the statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements relates before the time for objection to such 
statement has expired, the amount claimed in such statement shall 
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be set forth in any judgement subsequently entered. If judgment 
on the cause has been entered before the time for objection to 
the statement of attorney fees or costs and disbursements 
expired, such .statement shall be entered, and notice thereof 
shall be given to the parties, in the saae manner as provided in 
Rule 70 B(ll, excluding the last sentence thereof. For any 
default judgment where attorney fees are included in the 
statement, the attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 
judgment unless approved by the court before entry. 

C(4l(e)(i) Hearing on objections. If objections to a 
statement of attorney fees or costs and disbursements are filed, 
the court, without a jury, shall hear and determine all issues of 
law or fact raised by the statement and objections. Parties 
shall be given a reasonable opportunity to present evidence and 
affidavits relevant to any factual issue. 

C(4)(e)(ii) nemorializing the determination of the court. 
The court shall deny or allow in whole or in part the statement 
of attorney fees and costs and disbursements. If no judgment has 
been entered disposing of the cause to which the statement of 
attorney fees or costs and disburse~ents relates, the court's 
determination may be included in the judgment. If a judgment on 
the cause has been entered before the court has determined the 
claim for attorney fees or costs and disbursements, the 
determination of the court shall be set forth in a separate 
supplemental judgment. No other findings of fact or conclusions 
of law shall be necessary. 

C(4)(f) Entry and effect of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. The supplemental judgment awarding 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall be filed and 
entered, and notice thereof shall be given to the parties, in the 
same manner as provided in Rule 70 B(l), excluding the last 
sentence thereof. An order awarding attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements becomes a part of the judgment on the cause to 
which the attorney fees or costs and disbursements relate. 

C(S) Form. Supplemental judgments awarding attorney fees 
or costs and disbursements shall not be subject to the 
requirements of ORCP 71 A(2) and (3). 

C(6) Avoidance of multiple collection of attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(6)(a) Separate judgments for separate claims. Where 
separate final judgments are granted in one action for separate 
claims, pursuant to Rule 67 B., the Court shall take such steps 
as necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 

C(G)(b) Separate judgments for the same claim. When there 
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are separate judgments entered for one claim {where separate 
actions are brought for the same claim against several parties 
who might have been joined as parties in the same action, or 
where pursuant to Rule 67 B. separate final judgments are entered 
against several parties for the same claim), attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements may be entered in each such judgment as 
provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such judgment 
shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and disbursements 
included in all other judgments. 

connENT 

The redraft continues the existing practice of having the 
clerk exercise no discretion in entry of the cost bill. The 
committee should consider whether this should be changed • 

. The redraft follows the Court Administrator's approach of 
not providing for immediate entry of the cost bill. This creates 
an automatic 14-day delay in enforceability of the cost bill. 
The subcommittee should consider the desirability of this. The 
existing procedure is awkward. The cost bill amount becomes part 
of the judgment and is then suspended by filing of an objection 
and only becomes enforceable again after court order. 

The redraft retains the requirement of verification of the 
cost bill. This unusual requirements seems desirable because if 
there is no objection, the correctness of the amount claimed is 
automatically allowed. 

The language in C(4)(d) differs from the Court 
Administrator's proposal. It makes clear that, if the cost bill 
amount becomes final before the main judgment, it is simply 
included in the judgment and entered as part of the main 
judgment. If it becomes final after the judgment, there is a 
separate entry. The entered amount is still part of the main 
judgment and not a separate judgment. Since no appeal of the 
cost bill is involved, this should present no problem, even if 
the principal judgment has been appealed when the cost bill 
becomes final. 

Subparagraph C{4)(e)(ii) was changed by substituting the 
words "supplemental judgment" for "order subsequent to the 
judgment". The purpose is to be consistent with ORS 22.220(1), 
which refers to an appeal of a judgment awarding attorney fees. 

In C(4)(f), the supplemental judgment was again used rather 
than order. The last sentence suggested in the court 
Administrator's draft was eliminated as inconsistent with the 
rest of the subsection and ORS 20.220. The supplemental judgment 
is not part of the original judgment, but is a separate judgment . 

Paragraph C(S) in the Court Administrator's draft was 
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eliminated. It is unnecessary in light of the language now in 
the rest of the section. The language substituted avoids the 
requirement that the judgment after the cost bill objection state 
that an amount of costs are awarded and then say the same thing 
again following a "money judgment" designation. Note that if a 
cost award is set forth in the principal judgment, it is subject 
to the Rule 70 requirements. 

Encs. 
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* * 1t 

ORCP 68 
ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 

FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEKENTS 

c. Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(l) App1ication of this section to award of attorney fees. 
Notwithstanding Rule l A. and the procedure provided in any rule 
or statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 
case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 
attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 
to recovery of such fees, except where: 

C.(l)(a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1)(1) provide the 
substantive right to such items: or 

C.(l)(b) Such items are claimed as damages arising prior to 
the action: or 

C.(l)(c) such items are granted by order, rather than 
entered as part of a judgment. 

C.(2) Asserting c1aim for attorney fees. A party seeking 
attorney fees shall assert the right to recover such fees by 
alleging the facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
the award of such fees in a pleading filed by that party. A 
party shall not be required to allege a right to a specific 
amount of attorney fees: an allegation that a party is entitled 
to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient. If a party does not 
file a pleading and seeks judgment or dismissal by motion, a 
right to attorney fees shall be asserted by a demand for attorney 
fees in such motion, in substantially similar form to the 
allegations required by this subsection. Such allegation shall 
be taken as substantially denied and no responsive pleading shall 
be necessary. Attorney fees may be sought before the substantive 
right to recover such fees accrues. No attorney fees shall be 
awarded unless a right to recover such fee is asserted as 
provided in this subsection. 

C.(3) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 
subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 
during the trial. 

[c(4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements; 
entry and enforcement of judgaent. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 
follows:] 

EXHIBIT A TO MEMO DATED 7/5/89 



(C(4)(a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and . 
disbursements (whether a cost or disbursement has been paid or 
not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party claiming 
them:] 

[C(4)(a)(i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a verified 
and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees and costs 
and disbursements upon all parties who are not in default for 
failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the entry of the 
judgment; and] 

(C(4)(a)(ii) files the original statement and proof of 
service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 c., with the court.] 

[For any default judgment where attorney fees are includ~d 
in the statement referred to in subparagraph (1) of this 
paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 
judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.] 

(C(4)(b) Objections. A party may object to the allowance of 
attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part thereof as 
part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 
such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 
15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of such 
items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 
Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
Statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 
23.] · 

(C(4)(c) Review by the court; hearing. Upon service and 
filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issues,] 

[C(4)(d) Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 
make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment. No 
other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary.] 

C(4) Procedure for claiming attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. The procedure for claiming attorney fees and 
costs and disburseaents shall be as follows: 

C(4)(a) Filing and 
costs and disbursements. 
and disbursements shall, 
judgaent: 

serving claim for attorney fees and 
A party claiming attorney fees or costs 

not later than 14 days after entry of 

C(4)(a)(i) File with the court a verified and detailed 
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statement of the amount of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements, together with proof of service, if any, in 
accordance with Rule 9 C; and 

C(4)(a)(ii) Serve, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a copy of 
the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 
to appear. 

C(4)(b) Objections. A party may object to a statement 
claiming attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part 
thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections 
shall be signed in accordance with Rule 17 and served and filed 
within 14 days after service of the statement on the party under 
subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of this subsection. The 
objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and uhall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 

C(4)(c) Amendment of statements and objections. Statements 
and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 23. 

C(4)(d) Entry by the clerk. If no objection to a statement 
of attorney fees or costs and disbursements is timely filed, the 
clerk shall docket in the judgment docket the aaount claiffled in 
the statement. For any default judgment where attorney fees are 
included in the statement, the attorney fees shall not be entered 
as part of the judgment unless approved by the court before 
entry. 

C(4)(e)(i) Hearing on objections. If objections to a 
state•ent of attorney fees or costs and disbursements are filed, 
the court, without a jury, shall hear and determine all issues of 
law or fact raised by the statement and objections. Parties 
shall be given a reasonable opportunity to present evidence and 
affidavits relevant to any factual issue. 

C(4)(e)(ii) nemorializinq the determination of the court. 
The court shall deny or allow in whole or in part the statement 
of attorney fees and costs and disbursements. If no judgment has 
been entered disposing of the cause to which the state•ent of 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements relates, the court's 
determination may be included in the judg•ent. If a judgment on 
the cause has been entered before the court has determined the 
claim for attorney fees or costs and'disbursements, the 
determination of the court shall be set forth in an order 
separate froa the judgment. No other findings of fact or 
conclusions of law shall be necessary. 

C(4)(f) Entry and effect of award of attorney fees and costs 
and disburse~ents. The order shall be filed and entered, and 
notice thereof shall be given to the parties, in the saae manner 
as provided in Rule 70 B(l), excluding the last sentence thereof. 
An order awarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements 
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becoaes a part of the judg~ent on the cause to which the attorney 
fees or costs and disbursements relate. 

C(5) Enforcement. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements entered [as part of a judgment] pursuant to this 
section may be enforced as part of [that] the judgment[. Upon 
service and filing of objections to the entry of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements as part of a judgment, pursuant to 
paragraph (4)(b) of this section, enforcement of that portion of 
the judgment shall be stayed until the entry of a statement of 
attorney fees and costs and disbursements by the court pursuant 
to paragraph (4)(d) of this section] on the cause to which the 
award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements relates on 
entry thereof and not before. 

C(6) Avoidance of multiple collection of attorney fees and 
costs and disburseaents. 

C(G)(a) Separate judgaents for separate claims. Where 
separate final judgments are granted in one action for separate 
claims, pursuant to Rule 67 B., the Court shall take such steps 
as necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 

C(6)(b) Separate judgments for the sa•e claim. When there 
are separate judgments entered for one claim (where separate 
actions are brought for the same claim against several parties 
who might have been joined as parties in the same action, or 
where pursuant to Rule 67 B. separate final judgments are ent~red 
against several parties for the same claim), attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements may be entered in each such judgment as 
provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such judgment 
shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and disbursements 
included in all other judgments. 
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SECTION 7. ORS 20.220 is amended to read: 

20.220. (1) An appeal may be taken from a judgment under ORCP 68 C.(4) [on the allowance and 

taxation an allowing or denying attorney fees [and) or costs and disbursements on quest.ions of law 

only, as in other cases, On such appeal the atat~ment of attorney fees [and] or costs and disburse• 

ments, the objections theretoL] and the judgment rendered thereonL and the uceptians, if any,] shall 

constitute the trial court file, as defined In ORS 1~.005. 

(2) It _an appeal 11 taken rrom a judgment under ORS 19.010 before the tri~I court enters 

a judgment under ORCP 88 C.(4), any nece1sary modincatlon of the appeal 1hall be pursuant 

to rules of the appellate court. 

(3) When an appeal is taken Crom a judgment under ORS 19.010 to which an award or 

attorney fees or costs and disbursements relates: 

(a) It the appellate court reverses the judgment, the award of attorney tees or costs and 

disbursements shall be deemed reversed; or 

(b) Ir the appellate court modifies the judgment such that the party who was awarded 

attorney tees or coats and disbursements is no longer entitled to the award, the party 

against whom attorney fees or costs and disbursements were awarded may move for relief 

under ORCP 71 B.(l)(e). 
- ·---·--- .. ·------- - --···-·-------··-

EXHIBIT B 'ro MEMO DATED 7/5/89 



January 3, 1990 

H E M O R A N D U M 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

JUDGMENTS SUBCOMMITTEE: 

Judge Mattison 
Susan Bischoff 
Judge Mcconville 
Judge Liepe 

Fred Merrill 

Redraft of ORCP 68 C 

Since we have two new members on the subcommittee, I am 
sending them copies of the original memorandum to the 
subcommittee. I am also attaching a copy of Judge Buttler's 
opinion in Marquez v. Meyers, where he spells out some of the 
problems with the present rule. 

At our last subcommittee meeting in the fall, I was asked to 
simplify the draft of ORCP 68 c. You also asked for one version 
where the attorney fee portion of the judgment would always be 
entirely separate and another version where the attorney fee 
portion of the judgment would be settled before any judgment was 
entered, so that the attorney fees and costs would always be 
part of the main judgment. 

* * * 

ORCP 68 
ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 

FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

c. Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(l) Application of this section to award of attorney fees. 
Notwithstanding Rule 1 A. and the procedure provided in any rule 
or statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 
case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 
attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 
to recovery of such fees, except where: 

C.(l)(a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1)(1) provide the 
substantive right to such items; or 

C.(l)(b) Such items are claimed as damages arising prior to 
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the action: or 

C.(l)(c) Such items are granted by order, rather than 
entered as part of a judgment. 

C.(2) Asserting claim for attorney fees. A party seeking 
attorney fees shall assert the right to recover such fees by 
alleging the facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
the award of such fees in a pleading filed by that party. A 
party shall not be required to allege a right to a specific 
amount of attorney fees; an allegation that a party is entitled 
to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient. If a party does not 
file a pleading and seeks judgment or dismissal by motion, a 
right to attorney fees shall be asserted by a demand for attorney 
fees in such motion, in substantially similar form to the 
allegations required by this subsection. such allegation shall 
be taken as substantially denied and no responsive pleading shall 
be necessary. Attorney fees may be sought before the substantive 
right to recover such fees accrues. No attorney fees shall be 
awarded unless a right to recover such fee is asserted as 
provided in this subsection. 

C.(3) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 
subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 
during the trial. 

[C(4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements: 
entry and enforcement of judgment. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 
follows:] 

[C(4)(a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements (whether a cost of disbursement has been paid or 
not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party 
claiming them:] 

[C(4)(a)(i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a 
verified and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements upon all parties who are not in 
default for failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the 
entry of the judgment: andJ 

[C(4)(a)(ii) Files the original statement and proof of 
service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 C., with the court.] 

[For any default judgment where attorney fees are included 
in the statement referred to in subparagraph (i) of this 
paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 
judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.] 

(C(4)(b) Objections. A party may object to the allowance 
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of attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part thereof 
as part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 
such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 
15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of such 
items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 
Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
Statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 
23. J 

[C(4)(c) Review by the court; hearing. Upon service and 
filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issues.J 

CC(4)(d) Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 
make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment. No 
other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary.] 

C(4) Procedure for claiming attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. The procedure for claiming attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements shall be as followss 

C(4)(a) Filing and serving claim for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. A party claiming attorney fees or costs 
and disbursements shall, not later than 14 days after entry of 
judgment: 

C(4)(a)(i) File with the court a verified and detailed 
statement of the amount of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements, together with proof of service, if any, in 
accordance with Rule 9C: and 

C(4)(a)(ii) Serve, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a copy of 
the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 
to appear. 

C{4){b) Objections. A party may object to a statement 
claiming attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part 
thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections 
shall be signed in accordance with Rule 17 and served and filed 
within 14 days after service of the statement on the party under 
subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of this subsection. The 
objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 

C(4)(c) Amendment of statements and objections. Statements 
and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 23. 
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C(4)(d) No objections filed - entry by the clerk. If no 
objection to a statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursement is timely filed, the clerk shall sign a supplemental 
judgment awarding the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
claimed in the statement. Where the principal judgment is by 
default and attorney fees are included in the statement, the 
supplemental judgments.hall not be entered unless the attorney 
fees are approved by the court before entry. 

C(4)Ce)(i) Objections filed - hearing on objections. If 
objections to a statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements are filed, the court, without a jury, shall hear 
and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the statement 
and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable opportunity 
to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any factual issue. 

C(4)(e)(i1) Judgment for attorney fees by the court. The 
court shall deny or allow in whole or in part the statement of 
attorney fees and costs and disbursements. The determination of 
the court shall be set forth in a separate supplemental 
judgment. No other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall 
be necessary. 

C(4)(f) Entry and effect of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. The supplemental judgment awarding 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall be filed and 
entered. Notice of the supplemental judgment shall be given to 
the parties in the same manner as provided in Rule 70 B(l), 
excluding the last sentence thereof. 

C(4)(g) Form of supplemental judgments. Supplemental 
judgments awarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall 
not be subject to the requirements of ORCP 71 AC2) and (3). 

C[(6}](S) Avoidance of multiple collection of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements. 

C[(6)](5)(a) Separate judgments for separate claims. Where 
separate final judgments are granted in one action for separate 
claims, pursuant to Rule 67 B, the court shall take such steps 
as necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 

C[(6)](5)(b) Separate judgments for the same claim. When 
there are separate judgments entered for one claim (where 
separate actions are brought for the same claim against several 
parties who might have been joined as parties in the same action, 
or where pursuant to Ruie 67 B separate final jud~ments are 
entered against several parties for the same claim), attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements may be entered in each such 
judgment as provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such 
judgment shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and 
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disbursements included in all other judgments. 

COMMENT 

Several conforming amendments to the ORCP would be 
necessary. ORCP 70 A(2)(a)(vii) should be eliminated. That 
subparagraph reads as follows: 

"If the judgment awards costs and disbursements or attorney 
fees, that they are awarded and any specific amounts 
awarded. This subparagraph does not require inclusion of 
specific amounts where such will be determined later under 
Rule 68 C." 

ORCP 70 A(l)(b) would be amended to read: 

"Be signed by the court or judge rendering such judgment or, 
in the case of judgment entered pursuant to Rule 68 C(4)(d) 
or 69 B(l), by the clerk. 

The approach in this draft allows the principal judgment to 
be entered without any delay relating to the cost bill. It is 
also the most consistent with ORS 20.220 (attached), which treats 
the attorney fees and costs and disbursements as a separate 
judgment for appeal and ORS 19.033(1), which allows a court to 
enter an attorney fee and costs and disbursements award after 
appeal. There would be no ambiguity about the separate existence 
and appealability of a judgment for attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. On the other hand, there would be an increase in 
paper. Every judgment would require a separate supplemental 
judgment for attorney fees and costs and disbursements. I assume 
the attorney submitting the cost bill would always include a form 
of judgment for the clerk to sign and enter if no objections were 
filed. A separate notice of appeal would always be required to 
appeal the supplemental judgment. 

2. Combined Judgment 

This would use the form above, but C(4)(d) would read as 
follows: 

c (4)(d) No objections filed. If no objection to a 
statement of attorney fees and costs and disbursements is timely 
filed, the amount claimed may be included in the judgment. For 
any judgment by default, where attorney fees are included in the 
statement, the attorney fees portion of the statement shall not 
be entered unless approved by the court before entry. 

C 4(e)(ii) would read as follows: 

C (4){e)(ii) Award by the court. The court shall deny or 
allow in whole or in part the statement of attorney fees and 
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costs and disbursements . The determination of the court shall be 
included in the judgment. No other findings of fact or 
conclusions of law shall be necessary. 

C (4))(f) and (g) would be eliminated. The second sentence 
of ORCP 70 A(2)(a)(vii) would also be eliminated. 

This approach assumes that no final judgment will be entered 
until the attorney fees and costs and disbursements claims are 
settled. I suggest we can accomplish this by defining a final 
judgment to exist only where the claim for costs and 
disbursements is settled. We could add the following after the 
first sentence of ORCP 67 A: 

The rights of the parties to the action are not finally 
determined until any claim for attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements is either determined or no timely claim for 
attorney fees and costs and disbursements is filed as 
provided in Rule 68 c. 

This has the advantage of using into the final judgment 
rule. It certainly would be possible to treat this as a claim . 
/1/ It also has a built-in way to get around delay in entry of 
the principal judgment. If the party securing the judgment is 
in a hurry, they can ask for an ORCP 67 B judgment on the 
principal amount. It also is flexible. 

One problem is that the time for filing the cost bill 
presently begins only when there is a judgment. Under this 
draft, there is no judgment until the attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements are settled. We would have to amend ORCP 68 
C(4)(a) to read: 

"A party claiming attorney fees or coats and disbursement 
shall, not later than 14 days after entry of [judgment] any order 
disposing of all other rights of parties to an action: 

/1/ In Swagerty y. Joe Romania Chevrolet. Inc .• 95 Or App 728, 
730, 770 P2d 976 (1989), the defendant had asserted a claim for 
attorney fees as a counterclaim. At trial, the judge stated that 
attorney fees were not a counterclaim and should be asserted by 
cost bill. At a later point, the court entered an order 
dismissing the counterclaim. The Court of Appeals held that the 
appeal time did not begin until the counterclaim order was 
entered. Once asserted as a counterclaim, the fees claim must be 
disposed of to have a final judgment, even if it is not a proper 
counterclaim. The oral disposition at trial does not satisfy the 
requirement of a written final judgment. Maduff Mortgage Corp. 
v. Deloitte Haskins and Sells, 83 or App 15, 17-21, 730 P2d 558 
(1986). 
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216 
Marquez v. Meyers 

BUTTLER, P. J. 
Defendant appeals an order awarding attorney fees 

incurred in collecting the original judgment in this action that 
was entered more than eight months earlier. During oral argu
ment, this court raised the question of whether the order is 
appealable. Counsel for both parties stated that they thought 
that it was and, after argument, defendant's counsel for
warded to us a certified copy of the Lane County judgment 
docket, showing that the amount of attorney fees awarded by 
the order had been separately docketed as a judgment. This 
matter is properly before us. 

ORCP 68C governs the procedure for the award of 
attorney fees. It does not specifically require the entry of a 
separate judgment, as such; it requires only that the court 
"shall make a statement of the attorney fees * * *, which shall 
be entered as a part of the judgment." ORCP 68C(4)(d). It 
does not require the judge to sign a separate judgment. It is 
unclear how the clerk is expected to enter the "statement" as 
"part of the judgment," other than to enter it in the register 
and enter the amount in the docket, as was done here. If 
attorney fees are denied, there would. be nothing for the clerk 
to enter. On the other hand, ORS 20.220 provides that an 
appeal may be taken from "a judgment under ORCP 68C(4) 
on the allowance and taxation of attorney fees." ORCP 67A 
defines a "judgment as used in these rules" as "the final deter
mination of the rights of the parties in an action * * *." Given 
that definition, the disposition of ancillary issues, such as 
attorney fees and costs, would not constitute a judgment. 
Accordingly, we interpret ORS 20.220 to refer to whatever 
order is required by ORCP 68C( 4)(d) to dispose of a claim for 

attorney fees. 
ORCP 68C appears to contemplate that the amount 

awarded as attorney fees will be entered in the judgment 
theretofore entered in the principal action by filling in a blank 
left for that purpose. However, we know that that is not 
always the case, and we also know that, in order to appeal the 
award or denial of attorney fees, even though there is already 
an appeal from the judgment on the merits of the action, a 
separate notice of appeal must be filed. See Jansen u. Atiyeh, 
89 Or App 557,749 P2d 1230, rev den 305 Or 576 (1988). Given 
that state of affairs, to require that the award of attorney fees 

'.;~ 
... 
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be entered in the judgment in the principal action as a part of 
that judgment could mean that one who wished to appeal only 
the award of attorney fees would be confronted with the 
expiration of the time within which he could appeal before the 
award or denial of attorney fees is made. Obviously, that was 
not intended. Notwithstanding the confusion between ORCP 
68C and ORS 20.220, we conclude that the order is appealable 
under ORS 19.010(2)(c): 

''For the purpose of being reviewed on appeal, the follow
ing shall be deemed a judgment or decree: 

"* * * * * 

"(c) A final order affecting a substantial right, and made 
in a proceeding after judgment or decree." 

We recognize that our conclusion means that there is little, if 
any, significance to ORS 20.220. So be it. 

On the merits, the question is whether attorney fees 
incurred in collecting a judgment may be allowed when the 
application therefor is made more than 10 days after entry of 
the original judgment, which awarded plaintiff attorney fees 
for prosecution of the action. Approximately eight months 
thereafter, plaintiff filed a supplemental statement of costs 
and attorney fees relating to her efforts in collecting the judg
ment. Defendant objected on the ground that the supplemen
tal statement was served and filed more than 10 days after the 
original judgment, contrary to ORCP 68C(4)(a)(i). The trial 
court did not sustain defendant's objection, entertained plain
tiffs motion and entered the order awarding plaintiff attorney 
fees from which defendant appeals. 

ORCP 68 "governs the pleading, proof and award of 
attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 
to recovery of such fees***." ORCP 68C(l). Defendant does 
not challenge plaintiffs substantive right to the post-judg
ment attorney fees, but relies on the procedural requirement 
of ORCP 68C(4)(a)(l) that service of the statement ofamount 
of attorney fees be made not later than 10 days after the entry 
of the judgment. It would appear that ORCP 68, on its face, 
does not contemplate an award of attorney fees incurred in 
collecting a judgment. However, we recognized in Johnson v. 
Jeppe, 77 Or App 685, 688, 713 P2d 1090 (1986), that 

"(t]he enforcement of a judgment and final collection of 
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money due are 'legal services related to the prosecution or 
defense of an action' and may be considered in awarding attor
ney fees. The difficulty lies in determining the 'reasonable 
value' of these services before they are rendered." 

In that case, the prevailing party, in his original statement for 
attorney fees, sought additional fees that he anticipated would 
be incurred in collecting the judgment. We reversed the award 
of post-judgment attorney fees, because the plaintiffs offered 
no evidence to substantiate their claim; it was based on pure 
speculation. 

Given our recognition that post-judgment attorney 
fees may be awarded if there is evidence to support them, the 
question is whether the 10-day limitation for claiming them 
precludes the court's entertaining an application made after 
the attorney fees have been incurred, but more than 10 days 
after the original judgment. ORCP 15D permits the court, in i 

its discretion, to allow any pleading or motion to be made ; 
"after the time limited by the procedural rules." We perceive 
no reason why a court may not exercise discretion to entertain 
such a motion. Defendant argues that, if this procedure is 
permitted, attorney fee litigation may continue forever 
because, each time an award of fees is made and becomes a 
part of the judgment, there might be a supplemental motion 
for attorney fees incurred in collecting the preceding judgment 
for fees. Although that result is a possibility, it is within the 
judgment debtor's control to avoid it. 

We conclude that there is no procedural or practical 
1 

reason why the procedure followed here is not permissible, 
within the court's discretion under ORCP 15D. 

Affirmed. 



TO: 

FROM: 

February 28, 1990 

JUDGMENTS SUBCOMMITTEE MEMBERS: 

Judge Mattison 
Judge Liepe 
Judge Mcconville 
Susan Bischoff 
Larry Thorp 

Fred Merrill 

The following draft of our report is being faxed to you for 
review and comment. We are also sending a copy to Judge Buttler. 
The subcommittee chairer or Executive Director will contact you 
at the beginning of next week for comments and suggestions. 

DRAFI' REPORT - JUDGMENTS SUBCOMMITTEE 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Members, COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES 

Judgments Subcommittee 

RE: ORCP 68 C 

The subcommittee recommends the following amendment to ORCP 
68 C.: 

* * * 

ORCP 68 
ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 

FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

c. Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C{1) Application of this section to award of attorney fees. 
Notwithstanding Rule 1 A. and the procedure provided in any rule 
or statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 
case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 
attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 
to recovery of such fees, except where: 

C. (1) (a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1) (i) provide the 
substantive right to such items; or 
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C. (1) (b) Such items are claimed as damages arising prior to 
the action; or 

c. (1) (c) Such items are granted by order, rather than 
entered as part of a judgment. 

C.(2) Asserting claim for attorney fees. A party seeking 
attorney fees shall assert the right to recover such fees by 
alleging the facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
the award of such fees in a pleading filed by that party. A 
party shall not be required to allege a right to a specific 
amount of attorney fees; an allegation that a party is entitled 
to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient. If a party does not 
file a pleading and seeks judgment or dismissal by motion, a 
right to attorney fees shall be asserted by a demand for attorney 
fees in such motion, in substantially similar form to the 
allegations required by this subsection. Such allegation shall 
be taken as substantially denied and no responsive pleading shall 
be necessary. Attorney fees may be sought before the substantive 
right to recover such fees accrues. No attorney fees shall be 
awarded unless a right to recover such fee is asserted as 
provided in this subsection . 

c. (3) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 
subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 
during the trial. 

[C(4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements; 
entry and enforcement of judgment. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 
follows:] 

[C(4) (a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements (whether a cost of disbursement has been paid or 
not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party 
claiming them:] 

[C(4) (a) (i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a 
verified and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements upon all parties who are not in 
default for failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the 
entry of the judgment; and] 

[C(4) (a) (ii) Files the original statement and proof of 
service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 c., with the court.] 

[For any default judgment where attorney fees are included 
in the statement referred to in subparagraph (i) of this 
paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 
judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.] 
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[C(4) (b) Objections . A party may object to the allowance 
of attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part thereof 
as part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 
such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 
15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of such 
items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 
Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
Statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 
23.] 

[C(4) (c) Review by the court; hearing. Upon service and 
filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issues.] 

[C(4) (d) Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 
make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment. No 
other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary.] 

C(4) Procedure for claiming attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. The procedure for claiming attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements shall be as follows: 

C(4)(a) Filing and 
costs and disbursements. 
and disbursements shall, 
judgment: 

serving claim for attorney fees and 
A party claiming attorney fees or costs 

not later than 14 days after entry of 

C(4)(a)(i) File with the court a verified and detailed 
statement of the amount of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements, together with proof of service, if any, in 
accordance with Rule 9C; and 

C(4)(a)(ii) Serve, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a copy of 
the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 
to appear. 

C(4)(b) Objections. A party may object to a statement 
claiming attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part 
thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections 
shall be signed in accordance with Rule 17 and served and filed 
within 14 days after service of the statement on the party under 
subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of this subsection. The 
objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 

C(4)(c) Amendment of statements and objections. statements 
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and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 23. 

C(4) (d) No objections filed - entry by the clerk. If no 
objection to a statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursement is timely filed, the clerk shall sign a supplemental 
judgment awarding the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
claimed in the statement. Where the principal judgment is by 
default and attorney fees are included in the statement, the 
supplemental judgment shall not be entered unless the attorney 
fees are approved by the court before entry. 

C(4)(e)(i) Objections filed - hearing on objections. If 
objections to a statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements are filed, the court, without a jury, shall hear 
and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the statement 
and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable opportunity 
to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any factual issue. 

C(4) (e)(ii) Judgment for attorney fees by the court. The 
court shall deny or allow in whole or in part the statement of 
attorney fees and costs and disbursements. The determination of 
the court shall be set forth in a separate supplemental 
judgment. No other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall 
be necessary. 

C(4)(f) Entry and effect of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. The supplemental judgment awarding 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall be filed and 
entered. Notice of the supplemental judgment shall be given to 
the parties in the same manner as provided in Rule 70 B(1), 
excluding the last sentence thereof. 

C(4)(g) Form of supplemental judgments. Supplemental 
judgments awarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall 
not be subject to the requirements of ORCP 71 A(2) and (3). 

C[(6)] (5) Avoidance of multiple collection of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements. 

C[(6)] (5)(a) Separate judgments for separate claims. Where 
separate final judgments are granted in one action for separate 
claims, pursuant to Rule 67 B, the court shall take such steps 
as necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 

C[(6)](5) (b) Separate judgments for the same claim. When 
there are separate judgments entered for one claim (where 
separate actions are brought for the same claim against several 
parties who might have been joined as parties in the same action, 
or where pursuant to Rule 67 B separate final judgments are 
entered against several parties for the same claim), attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements may be entered in each such 
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judgment as provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such 
judgment shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements included in all other judgments. 

COMMENT 

The approach in this draft allows the principal judgment to 
be entered without any delay relating to the cost bill. It is 
also the most consistent with ORS 20.220 (attached), which treats 
the attorney fees and costs and disbursements as a separate 
judgment for appeal and ORS 19.033(1), which allows a court to 
enter an attorney fee and costs and disbursements award after 
appeal. There would be no ambiguity about the separate existence 
and appealability of a judgment for attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. On the other hand, there would be an increase in 
paper. Every judgment would require a separate supplemental 
judgment for attorney fees and costs and disbursements. We 
assume the attorney submitting the cost bill would always include 
a form of judgment for the clerk to sign and enter if no 
objections were filed. 

Several conforming amendments to the ORCP would be 
necessary. ORCP 70 A(2) (a) (vii) should be eliminated. That 
subparagraph reads as follows: 

"If the judgment awards costs and disbursements or attorney 
fees, that they are awarded and any specific amounts 
awarded. This subparagraph does not require inclusion of 
specific amounts where such will be determined later under 
Rule 68 C." 

ORCP 70 A(l) (b) would be amended to read: 

•Be signed by the court or judge rendering such judgment or, 
in the case of judgment entered pursuant to Rule 68 C(4)(d) 
or 69 B(1), by the clerk. 

The subcommittee also suggests that the Council recommend 
that the legislature adopt the following amendment to ORS 19.026 

19.026 Time for service and filing of notice of appeal. (1) 
Except as provided in -subsections (2) [and (3)) through 4 of this 
section, the notice of appeal shall be served and filed within 30 
days after the judgment appealed from is entered in the register. 

(2) When a supplemental judgment awarding attorney fees or 
costs and disbursements is entered pursuant to ORCP 68 C(4)(f). 
notice of appeal of the judgment upon the principal claim in the 
case or the supplemental judgment awarding attorney fees or costs 
and disbursements shall be served and filed within 30 days after 
such supplemental judgment is entered in the register. If notice 
of appeal of the judgment upon the principal claim has been filed 
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of appea1 of the judgment upon the principa1 c1aim has been fi1ed 
and served before entry of the supp1em.enta1 judgment awarding 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements, the notice of appea1 of 
the principa1 judgment sha11 a1so be a notice of appea1 of the 
supp1ementa1 judgment and error in a11owance or the amount of 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements may be assigned in such 
appea1. 

[(2)] ill Where any party has served and filed a motion for 
a new trial or a motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, 
the notice of appeal of any party shall be served and filed 
within 30 days after the earlier of the following dates: 

(a) The date that the order disposing of the motion is 
entered in the register. 

(b) The date on which the motion is deemed denied, as 
provided in ORCP 63 Dor 64 F. 

[(3)] 1il Any other party who has appeared in the action, 
suit or proceeding, desiring to appeal against the appellant or 
any other party to the action, suite or proceeding, may serve and 
file notice of appeal within 10 days after the expiration of the 
time allowed by subsections (1) [and] through [(2)] ..ill of this 
section. Any party not an appellant or respondent, but who 
becomes an adverse party to a cross appeal, may cross appeal 
against any party to the appeal by a written statement in the 
brief . 

[(4)] 1fil Except as otherwise ordered by the appellate 
court, when more than one notice of appeal is filed, the date on 
which the last such notice was filed shall be used in determining 
the time for preparation of the transcript, filing briefs and 
other steps in connection with the appeal . 

Enclosure: ORS 20 . 220 

cc: Judge Buttler (w/enc.) 
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20.150 PROCEDURE 'IN CIVIL PROCEEDINGS 

20.150 Recovery of costs and disburse
ments when party represented by another; 
In an action, suit or proceeding prosecuted or 
defended by an executor, administrator, trustee 
of an express trust or person expressly authorized 
by statute to prosecute or defend therein; or in 
which a party appears by general guardian, con
servator or guardian ad litem, costs and disburse
ments shall be recovered or not as in ordinary 
cases, but if recovered shall be chargeable only 
upon or collected from the estate, trust fund or 
party represented or for whom appearance is 
made, unless the court or judge thereof shall order 
such costs and disbursements to be recovered 
from the executor, administrator, trustee;person, 
guardian or conservator personally for mis~ 
management or ba.d faith in the commencement, 
prosecution or defense of the action, , suit or 
proceeding. [Amended by 1961 c.344 §99) 

20.160 Liability of attorney of nonresi
dent or foreign corporation plaintiff; 
security for costs. The attorney of a plaintiff 
who resides out of the state or is a foreign 
corporation, against whom costs are adjudged in 
favor of a defendant, is liable to the defendant 
therefor; and if the attorney neglects to pay the 
same, upon the information of the defendant 
shall be punished as for a contempt. The attorney 
may relieve or discharge the attorney from such 
liability by filing an undertaking' at the coma 
mencement of the action or suit, or at any time 
thereafter before judgment or decree,' for the 
payment to the defendant of the costs and dis
bursements that may be adjudged to the attorney, 
executed by one or more sufficient sureti~s- · 

20.170 Qualification of and exception 
to sureties; deposit in lieu of undertaking. 
The sureties in the undertaking described in ORS 
20.160 shall possess the qualifications of sureties 
in an undertaking for bail on arrest, and their 
sufficiency may be excepted to by the defendant 
at any time within five days from notice of filing 
the same, and if so, they shall justify in an 
amount not less than $200, in like manner and 
with like effect as sureties for bail on arrest. Until 
the time for excepting to the sufficiency of the 
sureties has expired or, if excepted to, until they 
are found sufficient, the attorney is liable as if no 
undertaking had been given. A deposit of $200 or 
other sum which the court or judge may direct, 
with the clerk, may be made in lieu of such 
undertaking. · 

20.180 Effect of tender as to costs. 
When in any action or suit for the recovery of 
money or damages only, the defendant shall_ allege 
in answer that before the commencement thereof 
the defendant tendered to the plaintiff a certain 

amount of money·in-full payment or satisfaction 
of the cause, and now brings the same into court · 
and deposits it with the clerk for the plaintiff, if 
such allegation of tender is found true, and the 
plaintiff does not recover a greater sum than the , 
amount so ··tendered, the plaintiff: shall not 
recover costs off the defendant, but the defendant 
shall recover them off the plaintiff. i., ,,,, 

20.190 Recovery of additional amounts 
as part of costs and disbursements. A pre
vailing party in a civil action or proceeding who 
has a right to recover costs and disbursements in 
the following cases also has a right to recover, as a 
part ofthe costs and disbursements, thefollowing 
additional amounts: · · ! 

( 1) In · the Supreme· Court or Court of 
Appeals, on an appeal, $85. 

(2) In a circuit court or district court: 
' . 

(a) -When judgment is given without trial of 
an issue of law or fact'or on an appeal, $35; or , 

(b) When' judgment is given after trial of ari 
issue of law or fact; $60; : , , 

• • . f ' 

(3) In a small claims department; a county 
court or justice's court, one-half of the amount 
provided for hi subsection (2) of this section. (1981 
c.898 §18a; 1987 c.725 §6) ·' ' : ·' 

;• ; : 

APPEALS ON ATTORNEY FEES AND 
; OTHER COSTS '- . 

20.210 [Amended b; 1959 c.638 §7; 1979 c.284.§60; 
repealed by 1981 c.898 §53] · 

'· 20.220 Appeal on ·attorney fees and 
costs. An appeal may be taken from a judgment 
under ORCP 68 C.(4). on the allowance and 
taxation of attorney fees and costs and disburse
ments on questions of law only, as in other cases. 
On such appeal the statement of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements, the objections 
thereto, the judgment rendered thereori, and the 
exceptions, if any, shall constitute the trial court 
file, as defined ih ORS 19.005. [Amended by 1967 
c.471 §2; 1981 c.898 §22] ' :, · · 

20.230. [Rep~aled by 1981 c,-898_§53] · 1 
;· .,; 

COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS IN ·! 
APPELLArECOURTS . 

, 20.310 Costs and disbursements in 
Supreme Court or Court of Appeals. (1) In 
any appeal to the Court of Appeals or review by 
the Supreme Court, the 'Court shall allow costs 
and disbursements to the prevailing party, unless 
a statute provides that in the particular case costs 
and disbursements shall not be allowed to the 
prevailing party or shall be allowed to some other 
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cases, but if recovered shall be chargeable only 
upon or collected from the estate, trust fund or 
party represented or for whom appearance is 
made, unless the court or judge thereof shall ordet 
such costs and disbursements to be recovered 
from the executor, administrator, trustee, person, 
guardian or conservator personally for mis
management or bnd faith in the commencement, 
prosecution or defense of the action, . suit or 
proceeding. !Amended by 1961 c.:144 §99) 

20.160 Liability of attorney of nonresi
dent or foreign corporation plaintiff; 
security for costs. The attorney of a plaintiff 
who resides out of the state or is a foreign 
corporation, against whom costs are adjudged in 
favor of a defendant, is liable to the defendant 
therefor; and if the attorney neglect~ to pay the 
same, upon the information of the defendant 
shall be punished as for a contempt. The attorney 
may relieve or discharge the attorney from such 
liability by filing an undertaking at the com
mencement of the action or suit, or at any time 
thereafter before judgment or decree,' for the 
payment to the defendant of the costs and dis
bursements that may be adjudged to the attorney, 
executed by one or more sufficient sureties. · 

20.170 Qualification of and exception 
to sureties; deposit in lieu of undertaking. 
The sureties in the undertaking described in ORS 
20.160 shall possess the qualifications of sureties 
in an undertaking for bail on arrest, and their 
sufficiency may be excepted to by the defendant 
at any time within five days from notice of filing 
the same, and if so, they shall justify in an 
amount not less than $200, in like manner and 
with like effect as sureties for bail on arrest. Until 
the time for excepting to the sufficiency of the 
smeties has expired or, if excepted to, until they 
are found sufficient, the attorney is liable as if no 
undertaking had been given. A deposit of $200 or 
other sum which the court or judge may direct, 
with the clerk, may be made In lieu of such 
undertaking. 

20.180 Effect of tender n1 to co11t1, 
When in any action or suit for the recovery of 
money or damages only, the defendant shall allege 
in answer that before the commencement thereof 
the defendant tendered to the plaintiff a certain 

20.190 Recovery of additional amounts 
as part of costs and disbursements. A pre- , 
vailing party in a civil action or proceeding who 
has a right to recover costs and disbursements in ;; 
the following cases also has a right to recover, as a '\ 
part of the costs and disbursements, the following '' 
additional amounts: ' · · ' , J 

' ( 1) In the Supreme Court or Court of ' 
Appeals, on an appeal, $85. ' ; ., 

(2) In a circuit court or district court: 

(a) When judg~ent is given without trial or ; 
an issue of law or fact or on an appeal, $35; or , · 

(b) When· judgment is given after trial of an ; 
issue of law or fact, $60: 

(3) In a small claims department,; a county ·; 
court or justice's court, one-half of the amount 
provided for iri subsection (2) of this section. (1981 • 
c.898 § 18a; 1987 c.725 §6) ' · · · · : · · · 

APPEALS ON ATTORNEY FEES AND 
OTHER COSTS 

I : l 

20.210 (Amended by 1959 c.638 §7; 1979 c.284.§60; ·, 
repealed by 1981 c.898 §53] ' 

, 20.220 Appeal on attorney fees and 
costs. An appeal may be taken from a judgment 
under ORCP 68 C.(4) on the allowance and 
taxation of attorney fees and costs and disburse
ments on questions of law only, as in other cases. 
On such appeal the statement of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements, the objections 
thereto, the judgment rendered thereon, and the 
exceptions, if any, shall constitute the trial court 
file, as defined ih ORS 19.005. [Amended by 1967 
c.471 §2; 1981 c.898 §22) · ;. ' ' 

20.230. (Repealed by 1981 c.898 §53) · 1 · 
,• 'I •;'i 

COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS IN :·; 
APPELLATE COURTS 

: 20.310 Costs and disbursements in 
Supreme Court or Court of Appeal1, (l) In 
any appeal to the Court of Appeals or review by 
the Supreme Coutt, the court shall allow costs 
and disbursements to the prevailing party, unless 
a statute provides that in the particular case costs 
and disbursements shall not be allowed to the 
prevailing party or shall be allowed to some other 
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March 8, 1990 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Members, COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES 

Judgments Subcommittee 

RE: ORCP 68 C 

The subcommittee recommends the following amendment to ORCP 
68 C: 

* * * 

ORCP 68 
ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 

FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

C. Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(1) Application of this section to award of attorney fees. 
Notwithstanding Rule 1 A. and the procedure provided in any rule 
or statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 
case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 
attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 
to recovery of such fees, except where: 

C.(1) (a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1) (i) provide the 
substantive right to such items; or 

C.(1) (b) Such items are claimed as damages arising prior to 
the action; or 

C.(1) (c) Such items are granted by order, rather than 
entered as part of a judgment. 

C.(2) Asserting claim for attorney fees. A party seeking 
attorney fees shall assert the right to recover such fees by 
alleging the facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
the award of such fees in a pleading filed by that party. A 
party shall not be required to allege a right to a specific 
amount of attorney fees; an allegation that a party is entitled 
to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient. If a party does not 
file a pleading and seeks judgment or dismissal by motion, a 
right to attorney fees shall be asserted by a demand for attorney 
fees in such motion, in substantially similar form to the 
allegations required by this subsection. Such allegation shall 
be taken as substantially denied and no responsive pleading shall 
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be necessary . Attorney fees may be sought before the substantive 
right to recover such fees accrues. No attorney fees shall be 
awarded unless a right to recover such fee is asserted as 
provided in this subsection. 

C.(3) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 
subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 
during the trial. 

[C(4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements; 
entry and enforcement of judgment. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 
follows:] 

[C(4) (a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements (whether a cost of disbursement has been paid or 
not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party 
claiming them:] 

[C(4) (a) (i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a 
verified and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements upon all parties who are not in 
default for failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the 
entry of the judgment; and] 

[C(4) (a) (ii) Files the original statement and proof of 
service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 c., with the court.] 

[For any default judgment where attorney fees are included 
in the statement referred to in subparagraph (i) of this 
paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 
judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.] 

[C(4) (b) Objections. A party may object to the allowance 
of attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part thereof 
as part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 
such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 
15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of such 
items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 
Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
Statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 
23.] 

[C(4) (c) Review by the court; hearing. Upon service and 
filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issues.] 
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[C(4) (d) Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 
make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment. No 
other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary.] 

C(4) Procedure for claiming attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. The procedure for claiming attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements shall be as follows: 

C(4)(a) Fi1ing and 
costs and disbursements. 
and disbursements sha11, 
judgment: 

serving claim for attorney fees and 
A party claiming attorney fees or costs 

not 1ater than 14 days after entry of 

C(4)(a)(i) File with the court a verified and detailed 
statement of the amount of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements, together with proof of service, if any, in 
accordance with Rule 9C; and 

C(4)(a)(ii) Serve, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a copy of 
the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 
to appear. 

C(4)(b) Objections. A party may object to a statement 
c1aiming attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part 
thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections 
shall be signed in accordance with Rule 17 and served and filed 
within 14 days after service of the statement on the party under 
subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of this subsection. The 
objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and sha11 be deemed controverted without further pleading. 

C(4)(c) No objections filed - entry by the clerk. If no 
objection to a statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursement is timely filed, the clerk sha11 sign a supplemental 
judgment awarding the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
claimed in the statement. Where the principal judgment is by 
default and attorney fees are included in the statement, the 
supplemental judgment shall not be entered unless the attorney 
fees are approved by the court before entry. 

C(4)(d)(i) Objections filed - hearing on objections. If 
objections to a statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements are filed, the court, without a jury, shall hear 
and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the statement 
and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable opportunity 
to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any factual issue. 

C(4)(d)(ii) Judgment for attorney fees by the court. The 
court shall deny or allow in whole or in part the statement of 
attorney fees and costs and disbursements. The determination of 
the court shall be set forth in a separate supplemental 
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judgment. No other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall 
be necessary. 

C(4)(e) Entry and effect of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. The supplemental judgment awarding 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall be filed and 
entered. Notice of the supplemental judgment shall be given to 
the parties in the same manner as provided in Rule 70 B(1), 
excluding the last sentence thereof. 

C(4)(f) Form of supplemental judgments. Supplemental 
judgments awarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall 
not be subject to the requirements of ORCP 70 A(2) and (3). 

C[(6)](5) Avoidance of multiple collection of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements. 

C[(6)](5)(a) Separate judgments for separate claims. Where 
separate final judgments are granted in one action for separate 
claims, pursuant to Rule 67 B, the court shall take such steps 
as necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 

C((6)](5)(b) Separate judgments for the same claim. When 
there are separate judgments entered for one claim (where 
separate actions are brought for the same claim against several 
parties who might have been joined as parties in the same action, 
or where pursuant to Rule 67 B separate final judgments are 
entered against several parties for the same claim), attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements may be entered in each such 
judgment as provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such 
judgment shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements included in all other judgments. 

COMMENT 

The approach in this draft allows the principal judgment to 
be entered without any delay relating to the cost bill. It is 
also the most consistent with ORS 20.220 (attached), which treats 
the attorney fees and costs and disbursements as a separate 
judgment for appeal and ORS 19.033(1), which allows a court to 
enter an attorney fee and costs and disbursements award after 
appeal. There would be no ambiguity about the separate existence 
and appealability of a judgment for attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. On the other hand, there would be an increase in 
paper. Every judgment would require a separate supplemental 
judgment for attorney fees and costs and disbursements. We 
assume the attorney submitting the cost bill would always include 
a form of judgment for the clerk to sign and enter if no 
objections were filed. 

Several conforming amendments to the ORCP would be 
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necessary . ORCP 70 A(2) (a) (vii) should be eliminated. That 
subparagraph reads as follows: 

"If the judgment awards costs and disbursements or attorney 
fees, that they are awarded and any specific amounts 
awarded. This subparagraph does not require inclusion of 
specific amounts where such will be determined later under 
Rule 68 C." 

ORCP 70 A(l) (b) would be amended to read: 

•Be signed by the court or judge rendering such judgment or, 
in the case of judgment entered pursuant to Rule 68 C(4)(d) 
or 69 B(1), by the clerk.• 

The subcommittee also suggests that the Council recommend 
that the legislature adopt the following amendment to ORS 19.026 

19.026 Time for service and filing of notice of appeal. (1) 
Except as provided in subsections (2) [and (3)] through 4 of this 
section, the notice of appeal shall be served and filed within 30 
days after the judgment appealed from is entered in the register. 

(2) When a supplemental judgment awarding attorney fees or 
costs and disbursements is entered pursuant to ORCP 68 C(4)(f), 
notice of appeal of the judgment upon the principal claim in the 
case or the supplemental judgment awarding attorney fees or costs 
and disbursements shall be served and filed within 30 days after 
such supplemental judgment is entered in the register. If notice 
of appeal of the judgment upon the principal claim has been filed 
and served before entry of the supplemental judgment awarding 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements, the notice of appeal of 
the principal judgment shall also be a notice of appeal of the 
supplemental judgment and error in allowance or the amount of 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements may be assigned in such 
appeal. 

[(2)] ill Where any party has served and filed a motion for 
a new trial or a motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, 
the notice of appeal of any party shall be served and filed 
within 30 days after the earlier of the following dates: 

(a) The date that the order disposing of the motion is 
entered in the register. 

(b) The date on which the motion is deemed denied, as 
provided in ORCP 63 Dor 64 F. 

[(3)] ill. Any other party who has appeared in the action, 
suit or proceeding, desiring to appeal against the appellant or 
any other party to the action, suite or proceeding, may serve and 
file notice of appeal within 10 days after the expiration of the 
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time allowed by subsections (1) [and] through [(2)] ill of this 
section. Any party not an appellant or respondent, but who 
becomes an adverse party to a cross appeal, may cross appeal 
against any party to the appeal by a written statement in the 
brief. 

[(4)] 1fil.. Except as otherwise ordered by the appellate 
court, when more than one notice of appeal is filed, the date on 
which the last such notice was filed shall be used in determining 
the time for preparation of the transcript, filing briefs and 
other steps in connection with the appeal. 

Enclosure: ORS 20.220 

cc: Judge Buttler (w/enc.) 
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March 19, 1990 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: JUDGMENTS SUBCOMMITTEE 

FROM: Fred Merrill, Executive Director 

The following is the form of ORCP 68 C and ORS 19 . 026 after 
the Council changes. I will confer with Judge Liepe to develop a 
proposal to deal with his concerns. 

* * * 

ORCP 68 
ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 

FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

C. Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(1) Application of this section to award of attorney fees. 
Notwithstanding Rule 1 A. and the procedure provided in any rule 
or statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 
case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 
attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 
to recovery of such fees, except where: 

c. (1) (a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1) (i) provide the 
substantive right to such items; or 

C. (1) (b) Such items are claimed as damages arising prior to 
the action; or 

c. (1) (c) Such items are granted by order, rather than 
entered as part of a judgment. 

C.(2) Asserting claim for attorney fees. A party seeking 
attorney fees shall assert the right to recover such fees by 
alleging the facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
the award of such fees in a pleading filed by that party. A 
party shall not be required to allege a right to a specific 
amount of attorney fees; an allegation that a party is entitled 
to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient. If a party does not 
file a pleading and seeks judgment or dismissal by motion, a 
right to attorney fees shall be asserted by a demand for attorney 
fees in such motion, in substantially similar form to the 
allegations required by this subsection. Such allegation shall 
be taken as denied and no responsive pleading shall be necessary. 
Any objections to the form or specificity of allegation of facts, 
statute, or rule which provides a basis for the award of fees 



shall be waived if not asserted prior to trial. Attorney fees 
may be sought before the substantive right to recover such fees 
accrues. No attorney fees shall be awarded unless a right to 
recover such fee is asserted as provided in this subsection. 

C.(3) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 
subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 
during the trial. 

[C(4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements; 
entry and enforcement of judgment. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 
follows:] 

[C(4) (a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements (whether a cost of disbursement has been paid or 
not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party 
claiming them:] 

[C(4) (a) (i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a 
verified and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements upon all parties who are not in 
default for failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the 
entry of the judgment; and] 

[C(4) (a) (ii) Files the original statement and proof of 
service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 c., with the court.] 

[For any default judgment where attorney fees are included 
in the statement referred to in subparagraph (i) of this 
paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 
judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.] 

[C(4) (b) objections- A party may object to the allowance 
of attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part thereof 
as part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 
such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 
15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of such 
items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 
Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
Statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 
23.] 

[C(4) (c) Review by the court; hearing. Upon service and 
filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issues.] 

[C(4) (d) Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 
make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
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allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment. No 
other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary.] 

C(4) Procedure for claiming attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. The procedure for claiming attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements shall be as follows: 

C(4) (a) Filing and 
costs and disbursements. 
and disbursements shall, 
judgment: 

serving claim for attorney fees and 
A party claiming attorney fees or costs 

not later than 14 days after entry of 

C(4)(a)(i) File with the court a verified and detailed 
statement of the amount of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements, together with proof of service, if any, in 
accordance with Rule 9C; and 

C(4)(a)(ii) Serve, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a copy of 
the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 
to appear. 

C(4)(b) Objections. A party may object to a statement 
claiming attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part 
thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections 
shall be signed in accordance with Rule 17 and served and filed 
within 14 days after service of the statement on the party under 
subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of this subsection. The 
objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 

C(4)(c) No objections filed - entry by the court. If no 
objection to a statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursement is timely filed, the court shall sign a supplemental 
judgment awarding the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
claimed in the statement. 

C(4)(d)(i) Objections filed - hearing on objections. If 
objections to a statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements are filed timely, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issue. 

C(4)(d)(ii) Judgment for attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements by the court. The court shall deny or allow in 
whole or in part the statement of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. The determination of the court shall be set forth 
in a separate supplemental judgment. No other findings of fact 
or conclusions of law shall be necessary. 

C(4)(e) Entry and effect of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. The supplemental judgment concerning 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall be filed timely 
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and entered. Notice of the supplemental judgment shall be given 
to the parties in the same manner as provided in Rule 70 B(1), 
excluding the last sentence thereof. 

C(4)(f) Form of supplemental judgments. Supplemental 
judgments awarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall 
not be subject to the requirements of ORCP 70 A(2) and (3). 

C[(6)](5) Avoidance of multiple collection of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements. 

C[(6)](5)(a) Separate judgments for separate claims. Where 
separate final judgments are granted in one action for separate 
claims, pursuant to Rule 67 B, the court shall take such steps 
as necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 

C((6)](5)(b) Separate judgments for the same claim. When 
there are separate judgments entered for one claim (where 
separate actions are brought for the same claim against several 
parties who might have been joined as parties in the same action, 
or where pursuant to Rule 67 B separate final judgments are 
entered against several parties for the same claim), attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements may be entered in each such 
judgment as provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such 
judgment shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements included in all other judgments. 

COMMENT 

The approach in this draft allows the principal judgment to 
be entered without any delay relating to the cost bill. It is 
also the most consistent with ORS 20.220 (attached), which treats 
the attorney fees and costs and disbursements as a separate 
judgment for appeal and ORS 19.033(1), which allows a court to 
enter an attorney fee and costs and disbursements award after 
appeal. There would be no ambiguity about the separate existence 
and appealability of a judgment for attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. On the other hand, there would be an increase in 
paper. Every judgment would require a separate supplemental 
judgment for attorney fees and costs and disbursements. We 
assume the attorney submitting the cost bill would always include 
a form of judgment for the clerk to sign and enter if no 
objections were filed. 

several conforming amendments to the ORCP would be 
necessary. ORCP 70 A(2) (a) (vii) should be eliminated. That 
subparagraph reads as follows: 

"If the judgment awards costs and disbursements or attorney 
fees, that they are awarded and any specific amounts 
awarded. This subparagraph does not require inclusion of 
specific amounts where such will be determined later under 
Rule 68 C." 
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The subcommittee also suggests that the Council recommend 
that the legislature adopt the following amendment to ORS 19.026 

19.026 Time for service and filing of notice of appeal. (1) 
Except as provided in subsections (2) [and (3)] through 4 of this 
section, the notice of appeal shall be served and filed within 30 
days after the judgment appealed from is entered in the register. 

(2) When a supplemental judgment awarding attorney fees or 
costs and disbursements is entered pursuant to ORCP 68 C(4)(f), 
notice of appeal of the judgment upon the principal claim in the 
case or the supplemental judgment concerning attorney fees or 
costs and disbursements shall be served and filed not later than 
30 days after such supplemental judgment is entered in the 
register. If notice of appeal of the judgment upon the principal 
claim has been filed and served before entry of the supplemental 
judgment awarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements, the 
notice of appeal of the principal judgment shall also be deemed a 
notice of appeal of the supplemental judgment and error in 
allowance or the amount of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements may be assigned in such appeal. 

[(2)] 1ll Where any party has served and filed a motion for 
a new trial or a motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, 
the notice of appeal of any party shall be served and filed 
within 30 days after the earlier of the following dates: 

(a) The date that the order disposing of the motion is 
entered in the register. 

(b) The date on which the motion is deemed denied, as 
provided in ORCP 63 Dor 64 F. 

[(J)J 1.!l Any other party who has appeared in the action, 
suit or proceeding, desiring to appeal against the appellant or 
any other party to the action, suite or proceeding, may serve and 
file notice of appeal within 10 days after the expiration of the 
time allowed by subsections (1) (and) through [(2)] 1ll of this 
section. Any party not an appellant or respondent, but who 
becomes an adverse party to a cross appeal, may cross appeal 
against any party to the appeal by a written statement in the 
brief. 

[(4)] 1.21 Except as otherwise ordered by the appellate 
court, when more than one notice of appeal is filed, the date on 
which the last such notice was filed shall be used in determining 
the time for preparation of the transcript, filing briefs and 
other steps in connection with the appeal. 

cc: Judge Buttler 
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April 9, 1990 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

MEMBERS, COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES 

JUDGMENTS SUBCOMMITTEE 

The following is the form of ORCP 68 C and ORS 19.026 after 
the Council changes at the last meeting: 

* * * 

ORCP 68 
ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 

FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

C. Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(1) Application of this section to award of attorney fees. 
Notwithstanding Rule 1 A. and the procedure provided in any rule 
or statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 
case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 
attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 
to recovery of such fees, except where: 

c. (1) (a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1) (i) provide the 
substantive right to such.items; or 

C.(1) (b) Such items are claimed as damages arising prior to 
the action; or 

c. (1) (c) Such items are granted by order, rather than 
entered as part of a judgment. 

c. (2) Asserting claim for attorney fees. A party seeking 
attorney fees shall assert the right to recover such·fees by 
alleging the facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
the award of such fees in a pleading filed by that party. A 
party shall not be required to allege a right to a specific 
amount of attorney fees; an allegation that a party is entitled 
to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient. If a party does not 
file a pleading and seeks judgment or dismissal by motion, a 
right to attorney fees shall be asserted by a demand for attorney 
fees in such motion, in substantially similar form to the 
allegations required by this subsection. such allega.tion shall 
be taken as denied and no responsive pleading shall be necessary. 
Any objections to the form or specificity of allegation of facts, 
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statute, or rule which provides a basis for the award of fees 
shall be waived if not asserted prior to trial. Attorney fees 
may be sought before the substantive right to recover such fees 
accrues. No attorney fees shall be awarded unless a right to 
recover such fee is asserted as provided in this subsection. 

c. (3) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 
subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 
during the trial. 

(C(4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements; 
entry and enforcement of judgment. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 
follows:] 

[C(4) (a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements (whether a cost of disbursement has been paid or 
not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party 
·claiming them: ] 

[C(4) (a) (i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a 
verified and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements upon all parties who are not in 
default for failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the 
entry of the judgment; and] 

(C(4) (a) (ii) Files the original statement and proof of 
service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 C., with the court.] 

[For any default judgment where attorney fees are included 
in the statement referreq_ to in subparagraph (i) of this 
paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 
judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.] 

[C(4) (b) Objections. A party may object to the allowance 
of attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part thereof 
as part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 
such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 
15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of such 
items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 
Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
Statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 
23.] 

[C(4) (c) Review by the court; hearing. Upon service and 
filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issues.] 
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[C(4) (d) Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 
make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment. No 
other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary.] 

C(4) Procedure for claiming attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. The procedure for claiming attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements shall be as follows: 

C(4) (a) Filing and 
costs and disbursements. 
and disbursements shall, 
judgment: 

serving claim. for attorney fees and 
A party claiming attorney fees or costs 

not later than 14 days after entry of 

C(4)(a)(i) File with the court a verified and detailed 
statement of the amount of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements, together with proof of service, if any, in 
accordance with Rule 9C; and 

C(4)(a)(ii) Serve, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a copy of 
the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 
to appear. 

C(4)(b) Objections. A party may object to a statement 
claiming attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part 
thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections 
shall be signed in accordance with Rule 17 and served and filed 
within 14 days after service of the statement on the party under 
subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of this subsection. The 
objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed contr~verted without further pleading. 

C(4) (c) No objections filed - entry by the court. If no 
objection to a statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursement is timely filed, the court shall sign a supplemental 
judgment awarding the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
claimed in the statement. 

C(4) (d)(i) Objections filed - hearing on objections. If 
objections to a statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements are filed timely, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issue. 

C(4) (d)(ii) Judgment for attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements by the court. The court shall deny or allow in 
whole or in part the statement of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. The determination of the court shall be set forth 
in a separate supplemental judgment. No other findings of fact 
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or conclusions of law shall be necessary. 

C(4)(e) Entry and effect of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. The supplemental judgment concerning 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall be filed timely 
and entered. Notice of the supplemental judgment shall be given 
to the parties in the same manner as provided in Rule 70 B(1}, 
excluding the last sentence thereof. 

C(4)(f) Form of supplemental judgments. Supplemental 
judgments awarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall 
not be subject to the requirements of ORCP 70 A(2) and (3). 

C[(6)](5) Avoidance of multiple collection of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements. 

C[(6)](5)(a) Separate judgments for separate claims. Where 
separate final judgments are granted in one action for separate 
claims, pursuant to Rule 67 B, the court shall take such steps 

·as necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 

C[(6)](5)(b) Separate judgments for the same claim. When 
there are separate judgments entered for one claim (where 
separate actions are brought for the same claim against several 
parties who might have been joined as parties in the same action, 
or where pursuant to Rule 67 B separate final judgments are 
entered against several parties for the same claim), attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements may be entered in each such 
judgment as provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such 
judgment shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements included i~ all other judgments. 

COMMENT 

The approach in this draft allows the principal judgment to 
be entered without any delay relating to the cost bill. It is 
also the most consistent with ORS 20.220 (attached), which treats 
the attorney fees and costs and disbursements as a separate 
judgment for appeal and ORS 19.033(1), which allows a court to 
enter an attorney fee and costs and disbursements award after 
appeal. There would be no ambiguity about the separate existence 
and appealability of a judgment for attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. On the other hand, there would be an increase in 
paper. Every judgment would require a separate supplemental 
judgment for attorney fees and costs and disbursements. We 
assume the attorney submitting the cost bill would always include 
a form of judgment for the clerk to sign and enter if no 
objections were filed. 

Several conforming amendments to the ORCP would be 
necessary. ORCP 70 A{2) (a) (vii) should be eliminated. That 
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subparagraph reads as follows: 

Wif the judgment awards costs and disbursements or attorney 
fees, that they are awarded and any specific amounts 
awarded. This subparagraph does not require inclusion of 
specific amounts where such will be determined later under 
Rule 68 c.w 

The subcommittee also suggests that the Council recommend 
that the legislature adopt the following amendment to ORS 19.026 

19.026 Time for service and filing of notice of appeal. (1) 
Except as provided in subsections (2) [and (3)) through 4 of this 
section, the notice of appeal shall be served and filed within 30 
days after the judgment appealed from is entered in the register. 

(21 When a supplemental judgment awarding attorney fees or 
costs and disbursements is entered pursuant to ORCP 68 C(4) (fl. 
notice of appeal of the judgment upon the principal claim in the 
case or the supplemental judgment concerning attorney fees or 
costs and disbursements shall be served and filed not later than 
30 days after such supplemental judgment is entered in the 
register. If notice of appeal of the judgment upon the principal 
claim has been filed and served before entry of the supplemental 
judgment awarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements. the 
notice of appeal of the principal judgment shall also be deemed a 
notice of appeal of the supplemental judgment and error in 
allowance or the amount of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements may be assigned in such appeal. 

[(2)] _m Where any party has served and filed a motion for 
a new trial or a motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, 
the notice of appeal of any party shall be served and filed 
within 30 days after the earlier of the following dates: 

(a) The date that the order disposing of the motion is 
entered in the register. 

(b) The date on which the motion is deemed denied, as 
provided in ORCP 63 Dor 64 F. 

[(3)] ill Any other party who has appeared in the action, 
suit or proceeding, desiring to appeal against the appellant or 
any other party to the action, suite or proceeding, may serve and 
file notice of appeal within 10 days after the expiration of the 
time allowed by subsections (1) [and] through ((2)) m._ of this 
section. Any party not an appellant or respondent, but who 
becomes an adverse party to a cross appeal, may cross appeal 
against any party to the appeal by a written statement in the 
brief. 

((4)) .!.fil Except as otherwise ordered by the appellate 
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court, when more than one notice of appeal is filed, the date on 
which the last such notice was filed shall be used in determining 
the time for preparation of the transcript, filing briefs and 
other steps in connection with the appeal. 

cc: Judge Buttler (w/enc.) 
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FURTHER REVISIONS 

OF 

AMENDMENT TO ORCP 68 C 

(Suggestions by Judge Liepe, 
Judge Mcconville, and Larry 
Thorp) 



JUDGE LIEPE'S SUGGESTED REVISIONS 

Pages 1 and 2 contain the new suggested language, and the 
balance shows the changes in context. 

0 R C P 6 8 C 

I. Revisions to allow inclusion of attorney fees, costs and 
disbursements when appropriate in the original judgment or in a 
supplemental judgment. Delete from 3/19/90 draft C(4) (c) thru 
C(4) (e) and substitute the following: 

C(4) (c) Hearing on objections. If objections are timely filed, 
the court, without a jury, shall hear and determine all issues of 
law and fact raised by the statement of attorney fees and costs 
and disbursements and by the objections. Parties shall be given 
a reasonable opportunity to present evidence and affidavits 
relevant to any factual issue. 

C(4) (d) No timely objections. If objections are not timely 
filed the court may award attorney fees and costs and disburse
ments claimed in the statement. 

C(5) Award or denial of attorney fees. costs and disbursements 
in a judgment or supplemental judgment. 

C(5) (a) Form. The court shall deny or award in whole or in 
part claimed attorney fees and costs and disbursements. No 
findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary. 

C(5) (b) As part of judgment. When all issues regarding 
attorney fees and costs and disbursement have been determined by 
the court or by stipulation of the parties when a judgment is 
entered, the court shall include any award or denial of attorney 
fees, costs or disbursements in that judgment. 

C(5) (~ By supplemental judgment; notice. When any issue 
regarding attorney fees, costs or disbursements has not been 
determined by the court or by stipulation of the parties when a 
judgment is entered, any award or denial of attorney fees, costs 
or disbursrnents made by the court after entry of the judgment 
shall be made by a separate supplemental judgment. Notice of the 
supplemental judgment shall be given to the parties in the same 
manner as provided in Rule 70B(l). 

C(S) (d) Parties in default. When judgment is entered against a 
party in default, under Rule 69, the judgment may include costs 
and disbursement and attorney fees approved by the court. 
(Comment: This follows present ORCP 68C(4) (a) (ii) and 69B(3) .) 

Renumber C(S) of March 19, 1990 draft as C(6). 

i 
W. K. Liepe 

4/9/90 



II. Further revisions of C(5) (d) to allow objections by party in 
default. 

C(5) (d) Parties in default. When judgment is entered against a 
party in default under Rule 69 the judgment may include costs 
and attorney fees and disbursements, unless objections have been 
filed and served under paragraph (5) (d) (i) of this section. 

C(5) (d) (i) If the statement of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements has been filed together with proof of service on a 
party in default, the party in default may file objections as 
provided in paragraph C(4) (b) of this Rule to be heard and 
determined in the manner provided with respect to parties not in 
default. 

C(5) (d) (ii) If the statement of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements has been filed without proof of service on a party 
in default, the party in default may file objections within 14 
days after the statement has been filed. Such objections shall 
be heard and determined in the manner provided with respect to 
parties not in default and the court shall b~ supplemental 
judgment confirm, modify or deny attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements awarded in the judgment . 

w. K. Liepe 
4/9/90 
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* * * 

/ 

ORCP 68 
ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 

FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

c. Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(1) Application of this section to award of attorney fees. 
Notwithstanding Rule 1 A. and the procedure provided in any rule 
or statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 
case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 
attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 
to recovery of such fees, except where: 

C.(1) (a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1) (i) provide the 
substantive right to such items; or 

c.(1) (b) such items are claimed as damages arising prior to 
the action; or 

c.(1) (c) Such items are granted by order, rather than 
entered as part of a judgment. 

C.(2) Asserting claim for attorney fees. A party seeking 
attorney fees shall assert the right to recover such fees by 
alleging the facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
the award of such fees- in a pleading filed by that party. A 
party shall not be required to allege a right to a specific 
amount of attorney fees; an allegation that a party is entitled 
to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient. If a party does not 
file a pleading and seeks judgment or dismissal by motion, a 
right to -attorney fees shall be asserted by a demand for attorney 
fees in such motion, in substantially similar form to the 
allegations required by this subsection. Such allegation shall 
be taken as denied and no responsive pleading shall be necessary. 
Any objections to the form or specificity of allegation of facts, 
statute, or rule which provides a basis for the award of fees 



y shall be waived if not asserted prior to trial. Attorney rees 
may be sought before the substantive right to recover such fees 
accrues. No attorney fees shall be awarded unless a right to 
recover such fee is asserted as provided in this subsection. 

C.(3) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 
subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 
during the trial. 

[C(4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements; 
entry and enforcement of judgment. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 
follows:) 

[C(4) (a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements (whether a cost of disbursement has been paid or 
not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party 
claiming them:] 

[C(4) (a) (i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a 
verified and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements upon all parties who are not in 
default for failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the 
entry of the judgment; and] 

[C(4) (a) (ii) Files the original statement and proof of 
service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 c., with the court.] 

[For any default judgment where attorney fees are ,included 
in the statement referred to in subparagraph (i) of this 
paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 
judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.] 

[C(4) (b) Objections. A party may object to the allowance 
of attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part thereof 
as part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 
such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 
15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of such 
items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 
Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
Statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 
23.) 

[C(4) (c) Review by the court; hearing. Upon service and 
filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issues.) 

[C(4) (d) Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 
make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
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· .· . . / · 
/ . . 

,, 

allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment. No 
other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary.] 

, 
C(4) Procedure for claiming attorney fees and costs and 

disbursements. The procedure for claiming attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements shall be as follows: 

C(4)(a) Filing and 
costs and disbursements. 
and disbursements shall, 
judgment: 

serving claim for attorney fees and 
A party claiming attorney fees or costs 

not later than 14 days after entry of 

C(4)(a)(i) File with the court a verified and detailed 
statement of the amount of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements, together with proof of service, if any, in 
accordance with .. Rule 9C; and 

C(4)(a)(ii) Serve, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a copy of 
the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 
to appear. 

C(4)(b) Objections. A party may object to a statement 
claiming attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part 
thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections 
shall be signed in accordance with Rule 17 and served and filed 
within 14 days after service of the statement on the party under 
subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of this subsection. The 
objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. ,, 

C(4) (c) No objections filed·-:: entry bi th'; court.;.-;rtno 
o ·ection to a statement of attorney fee~or costs ano/ . 
dis ursement is timely filed, the court/shall sign supplemental 
jud nt awarding the attorney fees antl costs and 1sbursements 
claime in the statement. / 

/ 
C ( 4) ) .-( if Ob· ections f ilea./- hear in on ob· ections. If 

objections a statement of att6rney fee or costs and 
disbursements re filed timely//the couft, without a jury, shall 
hear and dete · ne all issues,/of lawfir fact raised by the 
statement and ob ctions. Partie0h~ll be given a reasonable 
opportunity to pre ent evide7ce nd affidavits relevant to any 
factual issue. /' ,, 

C(4) fd) (ii)· nt or atto e fees -elf costs and 
disbursements b The ourt shall deny or allow in 
whole or in part the s t ent attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. The dEl'termi on of the court shall be set forth 
in a separate supp ~~ental ju ent. No other findings of fact 
~onclU:sions-e~- aw shall be - ecessary. 

C(4)(e) 
costs and dt 

: /. :, ...,\ ,· t . . "' 

n --.and .. effeet o:f , d ent for attorne fees and. 
urseme~ 4'he sttppl:. e ntal -judgntt!uL cu11cerhlng 
-or-eoststand-d:i:-sal:H?Seme . ~ ha-,l-J:-be-ri-l:ee-~:i:,me,.1-y-

Noti ~pple:men~~-udgment shall be given 
e . partie · the same manner as ;~ in Ru1e 70 B.(1), 

e last sentence thereof. __ _._., ... :..• ___ __..,.. 



C(4) (c) Hearing on objections. If objections are timely filed, 
the court, without a jury, shall hear and determine all issues of 
law and fact raised by the statement of attorney fees and costs 
and disbursements and by the objections. Parties shall be given 
a reasonable opportunity to present evidence and affidavits 
relevant to any factual issue. 

C(4) (d) No timely objections. If objections are not timely 
filed the court may award attorney fees and costs and disburse
ments claimed in the statement. 

C(S) Award or denial of attorney fees. costs and disbursements 
in a judgment or supplemental judgment. 

C(S) (a) Form. The court shall deny or award in whole or in 
part claimed attorney fees and costs and disbursements. No 
findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary. 

C(S) (b) As part of judgment. When all issues regarding 
attorney fees and costs and disbursement have been determined by 
the court or by stipulation of the parties when a judgment is 
entered, the court shall include any award or denial of attorney 
fees, costs or disbursements in that judgment. 

C(S) (41) By supplemental judgment; notice. When any issue 
regarding attorney fees, costs or disbursements has not been 
determined by the court or by stipulation of the parties when a 
judgment is entered, any award or denial of attorney fees, costs 
or disbursments made by the court after entry of the judgment 
shall be made by a separate supplemental judgment. Notice of the 
supplemental judgment shall be given to the parties in the same 
manner as provided in Rule 70B(l). 

C.C5)(~) 

Cf4)(:E-r Form of supplemental judgments. Supplemental 
judgments awarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall 
not be subject to the requirements of ORCP 70 A(2) and (3) . 

C(S)-(-:t!l-) Parties in default. When judgment is entered against a 
party in default, under Rule 69, the judgment may include costs 
and disbursement and attorney fees approved by the court. 
(Comment: This follows present ORCP 68C{4) {a) (ii) and 69B{3) .) 



II. Further revisions of C(S} (d} to allow objections by party in 
default. 

C(S) (d) Parties in default. When judgment is entered against a 
party in default under Rule 69 the judgment may include costs 
and attorney fees and disbursements, unless objections have been 
filed and served under paragraph (5) (d) (i) of this section. 

C(S) (d) (i) If the statement of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements has been filed together with proof of service on a 
pa+tY in default, the party in default may file objections as 
provided in paragraph C(4) (b) of this Rule to be heard and 
determined in the manner provided with respect to parties not in 
default. 

C(S) (d) (ii) If the statement of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements has been filed without proof of service on a party 
in default, the party in default may file objections within 14 
days after the statement has been filed. Such objections shall 
be heard and determined in the manner provided with respect to 
parties not in default and the court shall be supplemental 
judgment confirm, modify or deny attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements awarded in the judgment. 

5 
W. K. Liepe 
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Cj(6)~ Avoidance of multiple collection of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements. 

Cite,( 6) ~(-?):'Ca) Separate judgments for separate claims. Where 
separate f1nal judgments are granted in one action for separate 
claims, pursuant to Rule 67 B, the court shall take such steps 
as necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 

C,€,{6)~(b) Separate judgments for the same claim. When 
there are separate judgments entered for one claim (where 
separate actions are brought for the same claim against several 
parties who might have been joined as parties in the same action, 
or where pursuant to Rule 67 B separate final judgments are 
entered against several parties for the same claim), attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements may be entered in each such 
judgment as provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such 
judgment shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements included in all other judgments. 



March 30, 1990 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Fred Merrill, Executive Director 

FROM: Robert B. Mcconville 

In the interest of 11 fine tuning 11 the proposal of the sub-committee 
on judgments, I suggest that we revise the language of our latest 
proposal to make clearer the distinction between the judgment 
on merits and the supplemental judgment for attorney fees, costs 
and disbursements. Toward that end, I would propose the following 
language. (New matter is in bold type. Deleted matter is in 
brackets): 

C. (4.)(a) Filing and serving claim for attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements. A party claiming attorney fees 
or costs and disbursements shall, not later than 14 days after 
entry of FINAL judgment [:] ON THE MERITS: 

C. ( 4.) ( 3) Entry and effect of judgment for attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements. The supplemental judgment concerning 
the attorney fees and costs and disbursements shall be SEPARATELY 
filed [timely] and entered. Notice of the supplemental ,judgmert 
shall be given to parties in the same manner as provided in 
Rule 70B(l), excluding the last sentence thereof. 

ORS 19. 026 ( 2). When a supplemental judgment awarding 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements is entered pursuant 
to ORCP 68c(4)(f), notice of appeal of the final judgment [upon 
the principle claim in the case] on the merits or the supplemental 
judgment concerning attorney fees or costs and disbursements 
shall be served and filed not later than 30 days after such 
supplemental judgment is entered in the register. If notice 
of appeal of the final judgment [upon the principal claim] on 
the meri .ts has ~een served and filed before entry of the 
supplemental judgment awarding attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements, the notice of appeal of the final [principal] 
judgment on the merits shall also be deemed a notice of appeal 
of the supplemental judgment and error in allowance or the amount 
of attorney fees or costs and disbursements may be assigned 
in such appeal. 
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RE: ORCP 68 

Dear Fred: 

LAURENCE E. THORP 

DOUGLAS J. DENNETT 

DWIGHT G. PURDY 

JILL E . GOLDEN 

G . DAVID JEWETT 
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J . RICHARD URRUTIA 
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OFFICE MANAGER 

MARVIN 0 . SANDERS 

l1 U l 2-1977) 

JACK B. LIVELY 

11 923-1 9 791 

I reviewed your proposed revisions to ORCP 68C. I propose 
a number of editorial changes which I have written on the 
attached copy. 

I am still having some problem with the proposed addition 
of new subsection 2 to ORS 19.026. The first sentence is fine. 
The second sentence, however, seems to be somewhat inconsistent 
with the first sentence which treats the principal judgment and 
the supplemental judgment as separate judgment for appeal 
purposes. If it were left up to me, I would simply delete the 
second sentence in its entirety. The argument against that is 
that an appellant who appeals prior to the entry of the 
supplemental judgment may be deceived into believing that they 
do not have to file a second notice of appeal as to the 
supplemental judgment. On the other hand, leaving the second 
sentence in as you proposed it, would relieve the appellant from 
the original judgment in the position of automatically 
appealing the supplemental judgment, while the respondent may 
make the mistake of thinking that the respondent would not have 
to file a separate notice of appeal on the supplement judgment 
which I believe would be required. 

I do believe the second sentence has one other trap for the 
unwary. I could easily see a case in which a notice of 
appeal is filed with the appellant believing that it was 
filed "before entry of the supplemental judgment" since it 
often takes several days following entry before the attorneys 
are actually notified that the judgment is entered. It is 
entirely possible, that under such circumstances an appellant 
may believe that they have "filed and served" the notice of 
appeal before entry of the supplemental judgment when they have 



Mr. Fredric R. Merrill 
March 29, 1990 
Page 2 

not. This may cause an appellant to erroneously believe that 
it is unnecessary to file a notice of appeal from the 
supplemental judgment. 

In light of these concerns, if we don not delete the second 
sentence in its entirety we should at least add the words "by 
either party" to the end of the second sentence. By doing so, 
then each party is automatically an appellant with respect to 
the supplemental judgment without further notice of appeal. 
This would, of course, put the supplemental judgment at issue 
in every case in which the principal judgment is appealed prior 
to the filing of the supplemental judgment. That will probably 
be the typical case in any event. 

Again, given these problems, my preference is to treat both 
judgments as separate judgments for appeal purposes with 
separate notices of appeal by each party as to each judgment, 
but extending the time for filing notice of appeal until 30 
days after entry of the supplemental judgment. 

LET: j s 
Enclosure 
cc: Judge Winfrid Liepe 

Judge Jack L. Mattison 
Judg-e Robert B. Mcconville 
Judge John H. Buttler 

Very truly yours, 

THORP, DENNETT, PURDY 
GOLDEN & JEWETT, P.C. 

Laurence E. Thorp 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: JUDGMENTS SUBCOMMITTEE 

FROM: Fred Merrill, Executive Director 

The following is the form of ORCP 68 c and ORS 19.026 after 
the Council changes. I will confer with Judge Liepe to develop a 
proposal to deal with his concerns. 

* * * 

ORCP 68 
ALLOWANCE Al\.TO TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 

FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

C. Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(1) Application of this section to award of attorney fees. 
Notwithstanding Rule 1 A. and the procedure provided in any rule 
or statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 
case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 
attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 
to recovery of such fees, except where: 

C.(1) (a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1) (i) provide the 
substantive right to such items; or 

C. (1) (b) Such items are claimed as damages arising prior to 
the action; or 

C. (1) (c) such items are granted by order, rather than 
entered as part of a judgment. 

C. (2) Asserting claim for attorney fees. A party seeking 
attorney fees shall assert the right to recover such fees by 
alleging the facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
the award of such fees in a pleading filed by that party. A 
party shall not be required to allege a right to a specific 
amount of attorney fees; an allegation that a party is entitled 
to nreasonable attorney fees" is sufficient. If a party does not 
file a pleading and seeks judgment or dismissal by motion, a 
right to attorney fees shall be asserted by a demand for attorney 
fees in such motion, in substantially similar form to the 
allegations required by this subsection. Such allegation shall 
be taken as denied and no responsive pleading shall be necessary. 
Any objections to the form or specificity of allegation of facts, 
statute, or rule which provides a basis for the award of fees 



shall be waived if not asserted prior to trial. Attorney fees 
may be sought before the substantive right to recover such fees 
accrues. No attorney fees shall be awarded unless a right to 
recover such fee is asserted as provided in this subsection. 

c. (3) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 
subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 
during the trial. 

(C(4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements; 
entry and enforcement of judgment. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 
follows:] 

(C(4) (a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements (whether a cost of disbursement has been paid or 
not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party 
claiming them:] 

[C(4) (a) (i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a 
verified and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements upon all parties who are not in 
default for failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the 
entry of the judgment; and] 

(C(4) (a) (ii) Files the original statement and proof of 
service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 C., with the court.] 

[For any default judgment where attorney fees are included 
in the statement referred to in subparagraph (i) of this 
paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 
judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.] 

[C(4) (b) Objections. A party may object to the allowance 
of attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part thereof 
as part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 
such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 
15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of such 
items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 
Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
Statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 
23.] 

[C(4) (c) Review by the court; hearing. Upon service and 
filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issues.] 

[C(4) (d) Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 
make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
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allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment . No 
other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary . ] 

C(4) Procedure for claiming attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. The procedure for claiming attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements shall be as follows: 

C(4)(a) Filing and 
costs and disbursements. 
and disbursements shall, 
judgment: 

serving claim for attorney fees and 
A party claiming attorney fees or costs 

not later than 14 days after entry of 

C(4)(a)(i) File with the court a veci~ and detailed 
statement of the amount of attorney fees costs and 
disbursements, together with proof of service, if any, in 
accordance with Rule 9C; and 

C(4){a) (ii) Serve, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a copy of 
the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 
to appear. 

dV 
C{4){b) Objection~A party may object to a statement 

claiming attorney fees costs and disbursements or any part 
thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections 
shall be signed in accordance with Rule 17 and served and filed 
w~days after service of the statement on the party under 

C ~ ~)~paragrapli' (ii) ef paragraph (a) of tbjs snbs9ction. The 
objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 

C(4)(c) No objections filed - entry by the court. If no 
objection to a statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursement is timely filed, the court shall sign a supplemental 
judgment awarding the attorney fees~ costs and disbursements 
claimed in the statement. q.fL_, 

C(4){~) (i) Objections filed - hearing on objections. If CM\ 

objection;Yto p statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements~e-'2.filed timely, the~, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law~fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportlliaity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issue. 

C(4)(d) (ii) Judgment for attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements by the court. The court shall de~or allow in 
whole or in part the statement of attorney fees~~costs and 
disbursements. The determination of the court shall be set forth 
in a separate supplemental judgment. No other findings of fact 
or conclusions of law shall be necessary. 

f ~ ~ ~ fJ ~ tr{~ ~-
C( 4) (e) ~ntri and ef~of Judgment for attorney fees and 

costs and disbursements. ,!J'he supplemental jud-(JBlent eonoerning ·
att;erney fees or costs and disbursements shall be filed timely 0

-
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~ j);vA pal ;5;-J-r' 

-and--ent.--er~ Neaee-ni'- the supplemental judgment~hall be Agi ven 
to the parties in the same manner as provided in Rule 70 B(l), 
excluding the last sentence thereof. 

C(4)(f) Form of supplemental judgments. Supplemental 
judgments awarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall 
not be subject to the requirements of ORCP 70 A(2} and (3). 

C[(6)] (5) Avoidance of multiple collection of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements. 

C[(6)] (5) (a) Separate judgments for separate claims~ Where 
separate final judgments are granted in one action for separate 
claims, pursuant to Rule 67 B, the court shall take such steps 
as necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 

C[(6)](5)(b) Se arate · ents for the same cla" • When 
there are separate judgments entered for one c aim (where 
separate actions are brought for the same claim against several 
parties who might have been joined as parties in the same action, 
or where pursuant to Rule 67 B separate final judgments are 
entered against several parties for the same claim), attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements may be entered in each such 
judgment as provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such 
judgment shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements included in all other judgments. 

COMMENT 

The approach in this draft allows the principal judgment to 
be entered without any delay relating to the cost bill. It is 
also the most consistent with ORS 20.220 (attached), which treats 
the attorney fees and costs and disbursements as a separate 
judgment for appeal and ORS 19.033(1), which allows a court to 
enter an attorney fee and costs and disbursements award after 
appeal. There would be no ambiguity about the separate existence 
and appealability of a judgment for attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. On the other hand, there would be an increase in 
paper. Every judgment would require a separate supplemental 
judgment for attorney fees and costs and disbursements. We 
assume the attorney submitting the cost bill would always include 
a form of judgment for the clerk to sign and enter if no 
objections were filed. 

Several conforming amendments to the ORCP would be 
necessary. ORCP 70 A(2) (a) (vii) should be eliminated. That 
subparagraph reads as follows: 

"If the judgment awards costs and disbursements or attorney 
fees, that they are awarded,.and any i.;pecific amount~ 
~ This subparagraph does not require inclusion of 
specific amounts where such will be determined later under 
Rule 68 C." 
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The subcommittee also suggests that the Council recommend 
that the legislature adopt the following amendment to ORS 19.026 

19.026 Time for service and filing of notice of appeal. (1) 
Except as provided in subsections (2) [and (3)] through 4 of this 
section, the notice of appeal shall be served and filed within 30 
days after the judgment appealed from is ente~ed in the register. 

(2) When a supplemental judgment ~ttorney fees or 
costs and disbursements is entered pursuant to ORCP 68 C(4)(f). 
notice of appeal of the judgment upon the principal claim in the 
case or the supplemental judgment concerning attorney fees or 
costs and disbursements shall be served and filed not later than 
30 days after such supplemental judgment is entered in the 
register. If notice of appeal of the judgment upon the principal 
claim has fil d and served before entr of the su lemental 

~ttorne fees or costs and disbursements the 
appeal of the principal judgment shall also be deemed a 

notice of appeal of the supplemental judgment and error in 
allowance or the amount of attorne fees or costs and _ 
disbursements may be assigned in such appeal ~~-

((2)] £ll Where any party has served and filed a motion for 
a new trial or a motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, 
the notice of appeal of any party shall be served and filed 
within 30 days after the earlier of the following dates: 

(a) The date that the order disposing of the motion is 
entered in the register. 

(b) The date on which the motion is deemed denied, as 
provided in ORCP 63 Dor 64 F. 

[(3)] 1il Any other party who has appeardd in the action, 
suit or proceeding, desiring to appeal again~~ the appellant or 
any other party to the action, suite or proc~eding, may serve and 
file notice of appeal within 10 days after the expiration of the 
time allowed by subsections (1) [and] through ((2)] 1...ll. of this 
section. Any party not an appellant or respondent, but who 
becomes an adverse party to a cross appeal, may cross appeal 
against any party to the appeal by a written statement in the 
brief . 

[(4)] _{..fil_ Except as otherwise ordered by the appellate 
court, when more than one notice of appeal is filed, the date on 
which the last such notice was filed shall be used in determining 
the time for preparation of the transcript, filing briefs and 
other steps in connection with the appeal. 

cc: Judge Buttler 
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May 18, 1990 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

MEMBERS, JUDGMENTS SUBCOMMITTEE: 

Judge Mattison 
Judge Liepe 
Judge Mcconville 
Susan Bischoff 
Larry Thorp 

Fred Merrill, Executive Director 

The following is a form of ORCP 68 C and ORS 19.026 after 
incorporating some of the changes suggested by Judges Liepe and 
Mcconville and Larry Thorp: 

* * * 

ORCP 68 
ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 

FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

C. Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(1) Application of this section to award of attorney fees. 
Notwithstanding Rule 1 A. and the procedure provided in any rule 
or statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 
case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 
attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 
to recovery of such fees, except where: 

C. (1) (a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1) (i) provide the 
substantive right to such items; or 

C. (1) (b) Such items are claimed as damages arising prior to 
the action; or 

C. (1) (c) Such items are granted by order, rather than 
entered as part of a judgment. 

C. (2) Asserting claim for attorney fees. A party seeking 
attorney fees shall assert the right to recover such fees by 
alleging the facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
the award of such fees in a pleading filed by that party. A 
party shall not be required to allege a right to a specific 
amount of attorney fees; an allegation that a party is entitled 
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to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient. If a party does not 
file a pleading and seeks judgment or dismissal by motion, a 
right to attorney fees shall be asserted by a demand for attorney 
fees in such motion, in substantially similar form to the 
allegations required by this subsection. Such allegation shall 
be taken as denied and no responsive pleading shall be necessary. 
Any objections to the form or specificity of allegation of facts, 
statute, or rule which provides a basis for the award of fees 
shall be waived if not asserted prior to trial. Attorney fees 
may be sought before the substantive right to recover such fees 
accrues. No attorney fees shall be awarded unless a right to 
recover such fee is asserted as provided in this subsection. 

C.(3) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 
subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 
during the trial. 

[C(4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements; 
entry and enforcement of judgment. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 
follows:] 

[C(4) (a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements (whether a cost of disbursement has been paid or 
not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party 
claiming them:] 

[C(4) (a) (i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a 
verified and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements upon all parties who are not in 
default for failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the 
entry of the judgment; and] 

[C(4) (a) (ii) Files the original statement and proof of 
service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 c., with the court.] 

[For any default judgment where attorney fees are included 
in the statement referred to in subparagraph (i) of this 
paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 
judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.] 

[C(4) (b) Objections. A party may object to the allowance 
of attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part thereof 
as part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 
such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 
15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of such 
items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 
Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
Statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 
23. ] 
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[C(4) (c) Review by the court; hearing. Upon service and 
filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issues.] 

[C(4) (d) Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 
make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment. No 
other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary.] 

C(4) Procedure for claiming attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements. The procedure for claiming attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements shall be as follows: 

C(4)(a) Filing and serving claim for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. A party claiming attorney fees or costs 
and disbursements shall, not later than 14 days after entry of 
judgment pursuant to Rule 67 A or B: 

C(4)(a)(i) File with the court a verified and detailed 
statement of the amount of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements, together with proof of service, if any, in 
accordance with Rule 9C; and 

C(4)(a)(ii) Serve, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a copy of 
the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 
to appear. 

C(4)(b) Objections. A party may object to a statement 
claiming attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part 
thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections 
shall be signed in accordance with Rule 17 and served and filed 
within 14 days after service of the statement on the party under 
subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of this subsection. The 
objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 

C(4)(c) Hearing on objections. If objections are timely 
filed, the court, without a jury, shall hear and determine all 
issues of law and fact raised by the statement of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements and by the objections. Parties shall 
be given a reasonable opportunity to present evidence and 
affidavits relevant to any factual issue. 

C(4)(d) No timely objections. If objections are not timely 
filed the court may award attorney fees, costs and disbursements 
claimed in the statement. 

C(4)(e) Form of supplemental judgments. Supplemental 
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judgments awarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements 
shall not be subject to the requirements of ORCP 70 A(2) and 
(3). 

[C(5) Enforcement. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements entered as part of a judgment pursuant to this 
section may be enforced as part of that judgment. Upon service 
and filing of objections to the entry of attorney fees and costs 
and disbursements as part of a judgment, pursuant to paragraph 
(4) (b) of this section, enforcement of that portion of the 
judgment shall be stayed until the entry of a statement of 
attorney fees and costs and disbursements by the court pursuant 
to (4) (d) of this section.] 

C(5) Award or denial of attorney fees. costs and 
disbursements in a judgment or supplemental judgment. 

C(5)(a) Form. The court shall deny or award in whole or in 
part claimed attorney fees and costs and disbursements. No 
findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary. 

C(5) (b) As part of judgment. When all issues regarding 
attorney fees and costs and disbursements have been determined by 
the court or by stipulation of the parties when a judgment is 
entered, the court shall include any award or denial of attorney 
fees, costs or disbursements in that judgment. 

C(5)(c) By supplemental judgment; notice. When any issue 
regarding attorney fees, costs or disbursements has not been 
determined by the court or by stipulation of the parties when a 
judgment is entered, any award or denial of attorney fees, costs 
or disbursements made by the court after entry of the judgment 
shall be made by a separate supplemental judgment. Notice of the 
supplemental judgment shall be given to the parties in the same 
manner as provided in Rule 70 B(1). 

C(5)(d) Parties in default. When judgment is entered 
against a party in default under Rule 69, the judgment may 
include costs and attorney fees and disbursements, unless 
objections have been filed and served under subparagraph 
(5)(d)(i) of this section. 

C(5)(d)(i) If the statement of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements has been filed together with proof of service on a 
party in default, the party in default may file objections as 
provided in paragraph C(4)(b) of this rule to be heard and 
determined in the manner provided with respect to parties not in 
default. 

C(5)(d)(ii) If the statement of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements has been filed without proof of service on a party 
in default, the party in default may file objections within 14 
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days after the statement has been filed. Upon service and filing 
of objections to the entry of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements, enforcement of that portion of the 
judgment shall be stayed until the objections are heard and 
determined by the court. Such objections shall be heard and 
determined in the manner provided with respect to parties not in 
default, and the court shall by supplemental judgment confirm, 
modify or deny attorney fees and costs and disbursements awarded 
in the judgment. 

C(6) Avoidance of multiole collection of attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(6) (a) Separate judgments for separate claims. Where 
separate final judgments are granted in one action for separate 
claims, pursuant to Rule 67 B, the court shall take such steps 
as necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 

C(6) (b) Separate judgments for the same claim. When there 
are separate judgments entered for one claim (where separate 
actions are brought for the same claim against several parties 
who might have been joined as parties in the same action, or 
where pursuant to Rule 67 B separate final judgments are entered 
against several parties for the same claim), attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements may be entered in each such judgment as 
provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such judgment 
shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and disbursements 
included in all other judgments. 

* * * 

19.026 Time for service and filing of notice of appeal. (1) 
Except as provided in subsections (2) [and (3)] through 4 of this 
section, the notice of appeal shall be served and filed within 30 
days after the judgment appealed from is entered in the register. 

(2) When a supplemental judgment awarding attorney fees or 
costs and disbursements is entered pursuant to ORCP 68 C(4) (f). 
notice of appeal of the judgment entered pursuant to Rule 67 A or 
B or the supplemental judgment concerning attorney fees or costs 
and disbursements shall be served and filed not later than 30 
days after such supplemental judgment is entered in the 
register. If notice of appeal of the judgment entered pursuant 
to Rule 67 A or B has been filed and served before entry of the 
supplemental judgment awarding attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements, the notice of appeal of the judgment entered 
pursuant to Rule 67 A or B shall also be deemed a notice of 
appeal of the supplemental judgment and error in allowance or the 
amount of attorney fees or costs and disbursements may be 
assigned in such appeal by either party. 
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[(2)] .ill. Where any party has served and filed a motion for 
a new trial or a motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, 
the notice of appeal of any party shall be served and filed 
within 30 days after the earlier of the following dates: 

(a) The date that the order disposing of the motion is 
entered in the register . 

(b) The date on which the motion is deemed denied, as 
provided in ORCP 63 Dor 64 F. 

[(3)] 1il Any other party who has appeared in the action, 
suit or proceeding, desiring to appeal against the appellant or 
any other party to the action, suit or proceeding, may serve and 
file notice of appeal within 10 days after the expiration of the 
time allowed by subsections (1) [and] through [(2)] .ill of this 
section. Any party not an appellant or respondent, but who 
becomes an adverse party to a cross appeal, may cross appeal 
against any party to the appeal by a written statement in the 
brief. 

((4)] _cu Except as otherwise ordered by the appellate 
court, when more than one notice of appeal is filed, the date on 
which the last such notice was filed shall be used in determining 
the time for preparation of the transcript, filing briefs and 
other steps in connection with the appeal. 

COMMENT 

Liepe Suggestions 

This draft includes Judge Liepe's revisions of ORCP 68 C. 
It uses his second alternative which is to allow the defaulted 
party 14 days to come in and file objections to a cost bill, even 
though the cost bill amount has become part of the judgment. 

I could not find any case in Oregon or elsewhere that 
suggests that a defaulted party has a constitutional right to 
appear before the court and object to the allowance or amount of 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements. Nonetheless, I believe 
that allowing an opportunity to object is consistent with the 
general treatment of defaulted parties in Rajneesh Found. Int'l 
v. McGreer, 303 OT 139, 142, and Jones v. Siladic, 52 Or App 807 
(1981). Those cases hold that the defaulted party has a right to 
appear at the default judgment hearing or by motion and cross
examine witnesses and contest the factual and legal validity of 
the plaintiff's claim. If default does not waive the right to 
contest the substantive validity of the principal claim, it 
should not prevent questioning the validity or amount of attorney 
fees or costs and disbursements. The defaulted party has no 
notice of the default judgment application under the present 
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rule, but this will at least protect the consenting defaulting 
party who is following the proceeding from being blindsided by an 
outrageous attorney fee claim. 

One thing to note about the Liepe revision is that it 
changes the existing Oregon approach of making amounts requested 
for disbursements in a cost bill (where no objection is filed) 
mandatory. Most jurisdictions allow the clerk, in the case of a 
cost bill with or without objection, to exercise discretion in 
allowing the amounts requested. Since before 1900 the Oregon 
statutes have required the clerk to enter the amount requested 
for disbursements (if no objections are filed). See Sommers v. 
Compton, 53 Or 341, 343 (1909). Under the Liepe revision of 68 
C(4), the court may, but is not required to, enter the amount in 
a cost bill where no objection is filed. This approach 
eliminates the need for the special rule requiring court approval 
of attorney fee amounts which appears in the second sentence of 
the present ORCP 68 C(4) (a) (ii). 

Since the Liepe approach retains the present system of 
having judgment on the cost bill entered subject to later 
objection, at least for default judgment, it also raises the 
question whether that judgment is enforceable between objection 
and court ruling. I added the second sentence to ORCP 68 C(5) (d 
(ii) which follows the existing rule making the attorney fee and 
costs and disbursements judgment unenforceable during the period 
between court ruling and objection . 

Mcconville Suggestions 

I agree with Judge Mcconville that talking about the 
judgment on the principal claim is an unclear way to separate the 
attorney fees and costs and disbursements judgment from the main 
judgment. I, however, do not think that using "final judgment on 
the merits" improves the situation. The reference to final 
judgment seems to exclude ORCP 67 B judgments which is 
inconsistent with 68 C(6). "On the merits" seems more directed 
to res judicata status than separating costs and principal 
judgment. I substituted references to ''judgment entered 
pursuant to Rule 67 A or B" at the places suggested by Judge 
Mcconville in ORCP 68 C(4) (e) and 19.026. These two sections 
define judgments on the plaintiff's claims which are final, 
appealable, and enforceable. 

Judge McConville's suggested change to ORCP 68 C(4) (e) was 
already picked up in the Liepe revision. 

Thorp Suggestions 

While I share some of Larry Thorp's feelings that our draft 
of ORS 19.026(2) would be better without the second sentence, 
the Council did rather strongly endorse that provision in earlier 
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discussions of the rule. I did add "by either party" at the end 
of the rule as Larry suggested, which avoids the question whether 
appeal by one party of the main judgment requires a cross-appeal 
by the respondent if they wish to contest the attorney fees and 
cost judgment. 

FRM:gh 
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May 25, 1990 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

MEMBERS, JUDGMENTS SUBCOMMI'l"l'EE: 

Judge Mattison 
Judge Liepe 
Judge Mcconville 
Susan Bischoff 
Larry Thorp 

Fred Merrill, Executive Director 

DRAFT 2. This is a modification of the May 18, 1990 draft 
based upon the subcommittee meeting. If you have any objections, 
call me. We will send it to all Council members next Wednesday, 
May 30. 

* * * 

ORCP 68 
ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 

FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

c. Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(l) Application of this section to award of attorney fees. 
Notwithstanding Rule 1 A. and the procedure provided in any rule 
or statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 
case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 
attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 
to recovery of such fees, except where: 

C. (1) (a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1) (i) provide the 
substantive right to such items; or 

C. (1) (b) such items are claimed as damages arising prior to 
the action; or 

c. (1) (c) such items are granted by order, rather than 
entered as part of a judgment. 

C.(2) Asserting claim for attorney fees. A party seeking 
attorney fees shall assert the right to recover such fees by 
alleging the facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
the award of such fees in a pleading filed by that party. A 
party shall not be required to allege a right to a specific 
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amount of attorney fees[;]~ [a]An allegation that a party is 
entitled to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient. If a party 
does not file a pleading and seeks judgment or dismissal by 
motion, a right to attorney fees shall be asserted by a demand 
for attorney fees in such motion, in (substantially] similar form 
to the allegations required by this subsection. Such allegation 
shall be taken as denied and no responsive pleading shall be 
necessary. Any objections to the form or specificity of 
allegation of facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
the award of fees shall be waived if not asserted prior to trial. 
Attorney fees may be sought before the substantive right to 
recover such fees accrues. No attorney fees shall be awarded 
unless a right to recover such fee is asserted as provided in 
this subsection. 

C.(3) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 
subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 
during the trial. 

(C(4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements; 
entry and enforcement of judgment. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 
follows:] 

[C(4) (a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements (whether a cost of disbursement has been paid or 
not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party 
claiming them:) 

[C(4) (a) (i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a 
verified and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements upon all parties who are not in 
default for failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the 
entry of the judgment; and] 

[C(4) (a) (ii) Files the original statement and proof of 
service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 c., with the court.] 

(For any default judgment where attorney fees are included 
in the statement referred to in subparagraph (i) of this 
paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 
judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.] 

[C(4) (b) Objections. A party may object to the allowance 
of attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part thereof 
as part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 
such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 
15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of such 
items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 
Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
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Statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 
23.] 

[C(4) (c) Review by the court; hearing. Upon service and 
filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issues.] 

[C(4) (d) Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 
make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment. No 
other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary.] 

C(4) Procedure for claiming attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements. The procedure for claiming attorney fees or 
costs and disbursements shall be as follows: 

C(4)(a) Filing and serving claim for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. A party claiming attorney fees or costs 
and disbursements shall, not later than 14 days after entry of 
judgment pursuant to Rule 67: 

C(4)(a)(i) File with the court a verified and detailed 
statement of the amount of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements, together with proof of service, if any, in 
accordance with Rule 9C; and 

C(4)(a)(ii) Serve, in accordance with Rule 9B, a copy of 
the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 
to appear. 

C(4)(b) Objections. A party may object to a statement 
claiming attorney fees or costs and disbursements or any part 
thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections 
shall be signed in accordance with Rule 17 and served and filed 
within 14 days after service of the statement on the party under 
subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of this subsection. The 
objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 

C(4) (c) Hearing on objections. 

C(4) (c) (i) If objections are timely filed, the court, 
without a jury, shall hear and determine all issues of law and 
fact raised by the statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements and by the objections. The parties shall be given 
a reasonable opportunity to present evidence and affidavits 
relevant to any factual issue. 

C(4)(c)(ii) The court shall deny or award in whole or in 
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part claimed attorney fees or costs and disbursements. No 
findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary. 

C(4)(d) No timely objections. If objections are not timely 
filed the court may award attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements claimed in the statement. 

[C(5) Enforcement. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements entered as part of a judgment pursuant to this 
section may be enforced as part of that judgment. Upon service 
and filing of objections to the entry of attorney fees and costs 
and disbursements as part of a judgment, pursuant to paragraph 
(4) (b) of this section, enforcement of that portion of the 
judgment shall be stayed until the entry of a statement of 
attorney fees and costs and disbursements by the court pursuant 
to (4). (d) of this section.] 

C(S) Supplemental judgment concerning attorney fees or 
costs and disbursements. 

C(S) (a) As part of judgment. When all issues regarding 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements have been determined 
before a judgment pursuant to Rule 67 is entered, the court shall 
include any award or denial of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements in that judgment. 

C(S)(b) By supplemental judgment; notice. When any issue 
regarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements has not been 
determined before a judgment pursuant to Rule 67 is entered, any 
award or denial of attorney fees or costs and disbursements 
shall be made by a separate supplemental judgment. The 
supplemental judgment shall be filed and notice shall be given to 
the parties in the same manner as provided in Rule 70 B(1). 
Supplemental judgments concerning attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements shall not be subject to the requirements of ORCP 
70A(2) and (3). 

C(S)(d) Parties in default. When judgment is entered 
against a party in default under Rule 69, the judgment may 
include attorney fees or costs and disbursements, unless 
objections have been filed and served. 

C(S)(d)(i) If the statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements has been filed together with proof of service on a 
party in default, the party in default may file objections as 
provided in paragraph C(4)(b) of this rule to be heard and 
determined in the manner provided with respect to parties not in 
default. 

C(S)(d)(ii) If the statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements has been filed without proof of service on a party 
in default, the party in default may file objections within 14 
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days after the statement has been fi1ed. 

C(5)(d)(iii) Upon service and fi1ing of objections to the 
entry of judgment for attorney fees or costs and disbursements, 
enforcement of that portion of the judgment sha11 be stayed unti1 
the objections are determined by the court. Such objections 
sha11 be determined in the manner provided with respect to 
parties not in defau1t, and the court sha11 by supplemental 
judgment confirm, modify or deny attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements awarded in the judgment. 

C(6) Avoidance of multiple collection of attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(6) (a) Separate judgments for separate claims. Where 
separate final judgments are granted in one action for separate 
claims, pursuant to Rule 67 B, the court shall take such steps 
as necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 

C(6) {b) Separate judgments for the same claim. When there 
are separate judgments entered for one claim (where separate 
actions are brought for the same claim against several parties 
who might have been joined as parties in the same action, or 
where pursuant to Rule 67 B separate final judgments are entered 
against several parties for the same claim), attorney fees and. 
costs and disbursements may be entered in each such judgment as 
provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such judgment 
shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and disbursements 
included in all other judgments. 

* * * 

19.026 Time for service and filing of notice of appeal. (1) 
Except as provided in subsections (2) [and (3}] through 4 of this 
section, the notice of appeal shall be served and filed within 30 
days after the judgment appealed from is entered in the register. 

(2) When a supplemental judgment concerning attorney fees or 
costs and disbursements is entered pursuant to ORCP 68. notice of 
appeal of the judgment entered pursuant to Rule 67 or the 
supplemental judgment concerning attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements shall be served and filed not later than 30 days 
a.fter such supplemental judgment is entered in the register. If 
notice of appeal of the judgment entered pursuant to Rule 67 has 
been filed and served before entry of the supplemental judgment 
concerning attorney fees or costs and disbursements. the notice 
of appeal of the judgment entered pursuant to Rule 67 shall also 
be deemed a notice of appeal of the supplemental judgment and 
error in allowance or the amount of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements may be assigned in such appeal by either party. 
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[(2)] 1ll Where any party has served and filed a motion for 
a new trial or a motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, 
the notice of appeal of any party shall be served and filed 
within 30 days after the earlier of the following dates: 

(a) The date that the order disposing of the motion is 
entered in the register. 

(b) The date on which the motion is deemed denied, as 
provided in ORCP 63 Dor 64 F. 

((3)] ..(il Any other party who has appeared in the action, 
suit or proceeding, desiring to appeal against the appellant or 
any other party to the action, suit or proceeding, may serve and 
file notice of appeal within 10 days after the expiration of the 
time allowed by subsections (1) [and) through [(2)] .ill of this 
section. Any party not an appellant or respondent, but who 
becomes an adverse party to a cross appeal, may cross appeal 
against any party to the appeal by a written statement in the 
brief. 

[(4)] _{.fil. Except as otherwise ordered by the appellate 
court, when more than one notice of appeal is filed, the date on 
which the last such notice was filed shall be used in determining 
the time for preparation of the transcript, filing briefs and 
other steps in connection with the appeal. 

FRM:gh 
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May 30, 1990 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: MEMBERS, COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES: 

FROM: Fred Merrill, Executive·oirector 

The following is the judgment subcoIIlltlittee's final 
recommended version of ORCP 68 c. 

* * * 

ORCP 68 
ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 

FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

c. Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(1) Application of this section to award of attorney fees. 
Notwithstanding Rule 1 A. and the procedure provided in any rule 
or statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 
case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 
attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 
to recovery of such fees, except where: 

C(l) (a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1) (i) provide the 
substantive right to such items; or 

C(l) (b) Such items are claimed as damages arising prior to 
the action; or 

C(l) (c) Such items are granted by order, rather than 
entered as part of a judgment. 

C(2) Asserting claim for attorney fees. A party seeking 
attorney fees shall assert the right to recover such fees by 
alleging the facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
the award of such fees in a pleading filed by that party. A 
party shall not be required to allege a right to a specific 
qmount of attorney fees(;]~ (a)An allegation that a party is 
entitled to 11 reasonable attorney fees 11 is sufficient. If a party 
does not file a pleading and see_ks judgment or dismissal by 
motion, a right to attorney fees shall be asserted by a demand 
for attorney fees in such motion, in (substantially] similar form 
to the allegations required by this subsection. such allegation 
shall be taken a s denied and no responsive pleading shall be 
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necessary. Any objections to the form or specificity of 
allegation of facts, statute, or rule which provides a basis for 
the award of fees shall be waived if not asserted prior to trial. 
Attorney fees may be sought before the substantive right to 
recover such fees accrues. No attorney fees shall be awarded 
unless a right to recover such fee is asserted as provided in 

. this subsection. 

C(J) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 
subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 
during the trial. 

[C(4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements; 
entry and enforcement of judgment. Attorney fees and costs and 

·disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 
follows:] 

[C(4) (a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements (whether a cost of disbursement has been paid or 
not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party 
claiming them:] 

[C(4) (a) (i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a 
verified and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees 
and costs and disbursements upon all parties who are not in 
default for failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the 
entry of the· judgment; and] 

[C(4) (a) (ii} Files the original statement and proof of 
service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 c., with the court.] 

[For any default judgment where attorney fees are included 
in the statement referred to in subparagraph (i) of this 
paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 
judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.] 

[C(4) (b) Objections. A party may object to the allowance 
of attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part thereof 
as part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 
such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 
15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of such 
items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 
Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
Statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 
23.] 

[C(4) (c) Review by the court; heari~g. Upon service and 
filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 
hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 
statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 
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opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 
factual issues.] 

[C(4) (d) Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 
make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 
allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment. No 
other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary.] 

C(4) Procedure for clailDinq attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements. The procedure for claillli.ng attorney fees or 
costs and disbursements shall be as follows: 

C(4) (a) Filing and serving clailD for attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. A party claiming attorney fees or costs 
and disbursements shall, not later than 14 days after entry of 

· judgment pursuant ta Rule 67: 

C(4)(a) (i) File with the court a verified and detailed 
statement of the alllount of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements, together with proof of service, if any, in 
accordance with Rule 9C; and 

C(4) (a)(ii) Serve, in accordance with Rule 9B, a copy of 
the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 
to appear. 

C(4)(b) Objections. A party may object to a statement 
claiming attorney fees or casts and disbursements or any part 
thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections 
shall be signed in accordance with Rule 17 and served and filed 
within 14 days after service of the statement on the party W1der 
subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of this subsection. The 
objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 
and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
Statements and objections may be alllended in accordance with Rule 
23. 

C(4) (c) Hearing on objections. 

C(4)(c)(i) If objections are ti.lnely filed, the court, 
without a jury, shall hear and determine all issues of law and 
fact raised by the statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements and by the objections. The parties shall be given 
a reasonable opportunity to present evidence and affidavits 
relevant to any factual issue. 

C(4) (c)(ii) The court shall deny or award in whole or in 
part claimed attorney fees or costs and disbursements. Na 
findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary. 

C(4)(d) No timely objections. If objections are not timely 
filed the court may award attorney fees or casts and 
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disbursements clailned in the statement. 

[C(5} Enforcement. Attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements entered as part of a judgment pursuant to this 
section may be enforced as part of that judgment. Upon service 
and filing of objections to the entry of attorney fees and costs 
and disbursements as part of a judgment, pursuant to paragraph 
(4) (b) of this section, enforcement of that portion of the 
judgment shall be stayed until the entry of a statement of 
attorney fees and costs and disbursements by the court pursuant 
to (4) (d) of this section.] 

C(S) Judgment concerning attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements. 

C(S}(a) As part of judgment. When all issues regarding 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements have been determined 
before a judgment pursuant to Rule 67 is entered, the court shall 
include any award or denial of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements in that judgment. 

C(S) (b) By supplemental judgment; notice. When any issue 
regarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements has not been 
determined before a judgment pursuant to Rul.e 67 is entered, any 
award or deniai of attorney fees or costs and disbursements 
shal.l be made by a separate suppl.eaental. judgment. The 
supplemental judgiaent shall be filed and notice shall. be given to 
the parties in the same manner as provided in Rule 70 B(1). 
supplemental judgments concerning attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements shall not be subject to the requirements of Rule 
70A(2) and (3). 

C(S}(c) Parties in default. When judgment is entered 
against a party in default under Rule 69, the judgment may 
include attorney fees or costs and disbursements, wiless 
objections have been fLLed and served. 

C(5) (c}(i) If the statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements has been served on a party in default, the party in 
default may file objections as provided in paragraph C(4) (b) of 
this rule. 

C(5) (c) (ii) If the statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disDurselllellts has not l:>een served on a party in default, the 
party in default may file objections within 14 days after the 
statement has been fil.ed. 

C(5}(c)(iii) Upon service and filing of objections to the 
entry of judgment for at~orney fees or costs and disbursements, 
enforcement of that portion of the judgment shall. be stayed until 
the objections are determined by the court. Such objections 
shall be determined in the manner provided with respect to 
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parties not in default, and the court shall by supplemental 
judgment coruirm, modify or deny attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements awarded in the judgment. 

C.(6) Avoidance of multiple collection of attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements. 

C(6) (a) Separate judgments for separate claims. Where 
·separate final judgments are granted in one action for separate 
claims, pursuant to Rule 67 B, the court shall take such steps 
as necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 
fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 

C(6) (b) Separate judgments for the same claim. When there 
are separate judgments entered for one claim (where separate 
actions are brought for the same claim against several parties 
who might have been joined as parties in the same action, or 
where pursuant to Rule 67 B separate final judgments are entered 
against several parties for the same claim), attorney fees and 
costs and disbursements may be entered in each such judgment as 
provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such judgment 
shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and disbursements 
included in all other judgments. 

* * * 

,.....> 19.026 Time for service and filing of notice of appeal. (1) 

-----~ 

Except as provided in subsections (2) (and (3)] through 4 of this 
section, the notice of appeal shall be served and filed within JO 
days after the judgment appealed from is entered in the register. 

(2) When a supplemental judgment concerning attorney fees or 
costs and disbursements is entered pursuant to ORCP 68 1 notice of 
appeal of the judgment entered pursuant to ORCP 67 or the 
supplemental judgment concerning attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements shall be served and filed not later than 30 days 
after such supplemental judgment is entered in the register. If 
notice of appeal of the judgment entered pursuant to Rule 67 has 
been filed and served before entry of the supplemental judgment 
concerning attorney fees or costs and disbursements. the notice 
of appeal of the judgment entered pursuant to ORCP 67 shall also 
be deemed a notice of appeal of the supplemental judgment and 
error in allowance or the amonnt of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements may be assigned in such appeal by either party. 

[(2)] n.t Where any party has served and filed a motion for 
a new trial or a motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, 
the notice of appeal of any party shall be served and filed 
within 30 days after the earlier of the following dates: 

(a) The date that the order disposing of the motion is 
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entered in the register. 

(b) The date on which the motion is deemed denied, as 
provided in ORCP 63 Dor 64 F. 

({3)] 1.!.l Any other party who has appeared in the action, 
suit or proceeding, desiring to appeal against the appellant or 
any other party to the action, suit or proceeding, may serve and 
file notice of appeal within 10 days after the expiration of the 
time allowed by su~sections (1) (and] tbrough ((2)) ill. of this 
section. Any party not an appellant or respondent, but who 
becomes an adverse party to a cross appeal, may cross appeal 
against any party to the appeal by a written statement in the 
brief. 

((4)) ill_ Except as otherwise ordered by the appellate 
court, when more than one notice of appeal is filed, the date on 
which the last such notice was filed shall be used in determining 
the time for preparation of the transcript, filing briefs and 
other steps in connection with the appeal. 
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I 
ORCP 68 

ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 
FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

C. Award and entry of judgment for attorney fees and costs 

and disbursements. 

* * * * 
C.(2) [Asserting] Alleging claim for attorney fees. A 

party [seeking] claiming attorney fees shall [assert the right to 

recover such fees by alleging] allege the facts, statute, or rule 

which provides a basis for the award of such fees in a pleading 

filed by that party. [A party shall not be required to allege a 

right to a specific amount of attorney fees; an allegation that a 

party is entitled to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient.] 

If a party does not file a pleading and seeks judgment or 

dismissal by motion, a right to attorney fees shall be [asserted 

by a demand for attorney fees] alleged in such motion, in 

substantially similar form to the allegations required [by this 

subsection] in a pleading. [Such allegation] Any claim for 

attorney fees in a pleading or motion shall be taken as denied 

and no responsive pleading shall be necessary. A party shall not 

be required to allege a right to a specific amount of attorney 

fees; an allegation that a party is entitled to •reasonable 

attorney fees• is sufficient. Any objections to the form or 

specificity of allegation of facts, statute, or rule which 

provides a basis for the award of fees shall be waived if not 

asserted prior to trial. Attorney fees may be sought before the 

substantive right to recover such fees accrues. No attorney 
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fees shall be awarded unless a right to recover such fee is 

(asserted) alleged as provided in this subsection. 



September 26, 1990 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

JUDGMENTS SUBCOMMITTEE: 

Judge Mattison, Chair 
Judge Liepe 
Judge Mcconville 
Susan Bischoff 
Larry Thorp 

Fred Merrill 

Comments on draft of ORCP 68 

I am attaching comments received from Denny Hubel, Charles 
Burt, and Richard Weil relating to ORCP 68. You also received 
Bill Linden's comments directly from Ron Marceau. The purpose of 
this memo is to review those comments prior to a subcommittee 
meeting. 

1. Denny Hubel (Marceau, Karnopp, Peterson, Noteboom & Hubel) 

Hubel suggests that we make the ORCP cost bill procedure 
apply to attorney fees claimed as damages. He cites a case where 
he sued for breach of a settlement contract and sought the 
attorney fees incurred as damages. I sympathize with his desire 
to have the judge rather than the jury pass on the question, but 
I think doing so would offend the right to jury trial. The fees 
sought are the actual damages in the case. If you have a right 
to jury trial, that must include having the jury assess the 
amount of damages. 

2. Charles Burt 

I am not sure I understand Mr. Burt's comments in the first 
page of the letter. He seems to assume that attorney fees can 
only be given by supplemental judgment and that there is no 
notice of the fee claim prior to this time. Neither of these are 
true. Attorney fees can be determined prior to the main judgment 
and be included under 68 C(5) (a). A party is still required to 
allege the basis for fees to be claimed in a pleading or motion 
under ORCP 68 C(2). 

On page two of the letter he objects to giving a party in 
default a chance to question a claim for attorney fees. I think 
we already addressed this in our initial consideration. As I 
remember, there was some argument against this but the 
subcommittee decided, as a matter of due process and conformity 
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to the defaulting party's right to appear at a default judgment 
hearing, to allow the defaulting party to object . 

3. Richard Weil 

Mr. Weil points out that with supplemental judgment it may 
be necessary to have two writs of execution issued to collect the 
principal and attorney fees amounts. This actually is a point we 
have not addressed. I talked to Bob Lacy on our faculty about 
this and we believe under the present rule clearly only one writ 
of execution is necessary. The subsequent attorney fee award may 
be a separate judgment for appeal purposes but for enforcement it 
is "part of the judgment". Under the new rule, two writs of 
execution may be necessary. The matter is not clear. Under ORS 
23.030, a writ of execution can be issued to the party in whose 
favor "a judgment" is given. ORS 23.050 requires that the writ 
describe "the judgment". On the other hand, there is nothing 
that says one writ of execution could not issue covering two 
judgments with the same judgment debtor and creditor. The two 
judgments are after all in the same case. 

Whether or not two writs are required, I still think we 
should proceed with the supplemental judgment approach. 
The advantage of clarity of status of the judgments outweighs 
that inconvenience. If it was important enough, a party could 
avoid two writs of execution by proceeding under 68 C(5) (a). 
Finally, if this is really a problem, the better solution would 
be to ask the legislature to amend the execution statutes to 
allow one writ for both judgments. 

4. Bill Linden 

The most serious objection the Judicial Department raises is 
exempting attorney fees judgments from the money judgment 
requirements of ORCP 70. We did this because it seemed the cost 
and attorney fees judgment would always be a straightforward 
dollar amount. After more thought, they may have a point. The 
money judgment form does include some interest, interest accrual, 
arrearage, and periodic payment information that is desirable 
and would be eliminated as a requirement. I think we should 
require the supplemental judgment to conform to Rule 70. By the 
way, if we are not going to do this, we forgot to change ORCP 70 
(a) (2) and take out the words "including judgments for the 
payment of costs and attorney fees. 

The Judicial Department also does not like the separate 
provisions in ORCP C(5) (c) relating to default judgment. We 
covered this pretty carefully in our previous review. I 
personally prefer the simplicity of one rule for all cases, but I 
appreciate the problem in default cases. The Judicial Department 
committee may not have recognized the special problems on default 
and perhaps we should discuss it with them . 
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The third important objection raised was the amendments to 
ORS 19.026. I am not sure from the letter whether the objection 
is the form of the change for appeals or the suggested location 
in ORS. The memorandum from Karen Hightower does say the change 
has 1'the potential for creating a great deal of ambiguity in an 
area of law that is largely settled now." They discuss the 
problem in more detail on page 8 of their memorandum. Perhaps we 
need to talk to the Judicial Department about this, also. 

The Judicial Department Committee also had a number of 
stylistic or language suggestions. 

1. They do not like the use of the word "claim" in 
reference to the cost bill because of possible confusion with the 
claim for relief asserted in the main case. I do not see the 
problem. There is a claim for attorney fees and costs, and it is 
asserted in the cost bill. 

2. They suggest that subsection C(2) be broken up into 
paragraphs and rearranged. This seems like a good suggestion. 
The change is set out at the end of their memorandum. I would, 
however, put the last sentence of the ·subsection as the second 
sentence in the new 68 C(2) (a). 

3. They point out that use of the phrase "judgment pursuant 
to ORCP 67 11 to identify a judgment for principal amount, as 
distinguished from the supplemental judgment for attorney fees, 
raises a problem. If, under ·oRCP 67 B, there is more than one 
judgment on the principal claim or claims, the existing rules 
allow the costs and attorney fee supplemental judgment to be 
entered after that judgment for that portion of the case or 
after entry of final judgment under ORCP 67 A. That option is 
provided by ORCP 68 C(6). I think we intended that if the party 
wished a costs and attorney fee award supplemental to the 67 B 
judgment only, they would have 14 days from the 67 B judgm~nt to 
file the cost bill. If they preferred to wait, they could file a 
cost bill for the entire case 14 days after the true final 
judgment is entered. This does present some problem in a 
multiple party case where the 67 B judgment disposes of the 
entire case as to one of the parties. I do not think it is 
serious enough to tear up the draft. I am more worried about the 
amendment to ORS 19.026 which we are proposing. If there is a 67 
B judgment in a case and two years later a supplemental costs and 
attorney fees judgment is entered, does appeal of the 
supplemental also cover the 67 B judgment? Would an appeal of 
the 67 B judgment also be appeal of the attorney fee judgment? 

I 4. They question why the cost bill should be verified. 
believe the original reason for retaining the verification 
requirement for cost bills was that the clerk was required 
enter the cost bill amount no matter how outrageous and it 
stay effective as a judgment in the absence of objection. 

to 
would 
This 
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draft changes that and gives the court the power to reject a 
claim even though there are no objections. In any case, the Rule 
11 provisions relating to attorney signature seem a more 
effective deterrent for false claims than a potential perjury 
charge against the client. I recommend we eliminate the 
verification requirement. 

5. They do not like "timely filed" in C(4) (c) (i) and 
recommend "filed timely". I am not sure about the grammatical 
rule but is my impression that the existing form is more commonly 
used. Maybe we should write Miss Grammar in the Bar Bulletin. 

6. 
C(5)(b). 

They recommend that the words "and entered" be added to 
I agree. 

7. They also have a number of specific questions as to the 
language in the special default provision of C(5) (a). If the 
committee decides to keep the special default provisions, I think 
their points (a), (b) and (c) are well taken. 

After you have a chance to digest all this garbage, we will 
contact you to set up a subcommittee meeting. 

FRM:gh 
Encs. 

cc: Ron Marceau 
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EXCERPT FROM DENNY HUBEL'S COMMENTS 

changes to it, and the comments in ORCP 55 relative to subpoenas 
to non-parties, our problem would have been solved in Blaze 
Construction, at least in a jurisdictional sense. 

Your proposed changes to ORCP 55H refer to a definition of "health 
care facility" in ORS 442.014. There is no ORS 442.014. I think 
you are most likely referring to 442.015(13) (a) through (d). 

With respect to the Council's proposed changes to ORCP 68, the only 
question I have is whether it is now time to consider making ORCP 
68 clearly the applicable procedure for claims for attorney's fees 
as damages, as opposed to claims for attorney's fees which are 
authorized by- statute or by contract to be recovered as costs and 
disbursements;'\ As an example, I am litigating a case in which the 
plaintiff entered a settlement agreement with the defendant. In 
breach of that settlement agreement and release of all claims, the 
plaintiff filed a lawsuit. We were successful on summary judgment 
in getting the plaintiff's claim dismissed. We were also 
successful on sumif!ary judgment in establishing that the plaintiff 
had breached her contract of settlement with us and that the 
reasonably foreseeable damages which flowed from the breach were 
our attorney's fees in defending the tort action~ The Court was 
convinced that ORCP 68 was not the procedure to be used to 
determine the amount of attorney's fees as damages, but rather that 
was a question for a jury to decide. There is· certainly no 
difference in the issues to be determined as to the reasonableness 
of an attorney fee in the case I described from one in which 
attorney's fees are recovered as costs and disbursements under ORCP 
68. I am wondering if the Council would prefer to see all such 
disputes resolved by the procedure outlined in ORCP 68. I can see 
no reason not to resolve them all that way. 

Lastly, you and I have discussed on several occasions the pros and 
cons of the discovery of the identity of an opponent's experts and 
to some extent their opinions and conclusions. Suffice it to say 
that my position has not changed. I remain in favor of that form 
of discovery. Every time I have had occasion to employ it, either 
in.Washington state court or in Federal Court in Oregon, it has 
without question aided in the resolution of .the cases by way of 
settlement. 

I also am in complete agreement with Fred Merrill's decision that 
the Procedure and Practice Committee's recommendation to change 
ORCP 54 to allow for pre-judgment interest on a settlement demand 
which is rejected is substantive and not something that should be 
undertaken in a rule of civil procedure, particularly since the 
legislature has had before it in each of the last five sessions a 
bill for pre-judgment interest which has been defeated. I.know 
that the legislature was · presented with evidence in the last 
session from an insurance company representative who handled 
several states, including Oregon. Each of the other states had 
pre-judgment interest. Their statistics showed clearly that pre
judgment i nter est did nothing to speed the resolution of cases and 
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Charles Burt 

July 26, 1990 

ORCB 66 

I have read the propoa•d chanqea in ORCP 68 which was torwarded 
tczi ma };>y oavJ.d Bre-wer. :It •••=a to -me that vnat · you at:"e 
~ttempting to do ia to atr~amline th• proce•ding and make it 
unitoi,n ahd conei1tant. ~h• only thin; that l hav~ any quaation 
about is th• proo•~s ot waiting ten d•ys tollowing the entry of 
judg1ftent to petition fo~ t•e• aa par your oeotion C(4) (a) Ci) 
under Rule 9B, which app•ar.a en pa9a• two and threflt of your 
outline. It ~ould •••m to~• that acme nQtic• ot the queation c! 
attorney tees aho"ld b@ raiaed prior to the ont~y 0f any 
judgment, •it.her in the pleading or in a motion form. 1ilin; the 
notico ct hearinq within ten days of the j~dqment does not ~othar 
~a, but I would think that it vould be good practice to hav• ao~e 
noti~o prior to judgment of the claim ct th• pr•vailinq p~rt~ to 
have fe••· 

Th• r•st ot the 4ocumant aae1aa to bo all riqht, alth0uqh I ngte 
on paqe six, C(S) (~) providea tor Yuppliamental judgment. Tho 
fe•s ar• not dotaniinad p~ior to the entry of j~dqmant pursuant 
to Rule 67. lam concerned tha~ th• p&rt1••, prior to the 
hearing on tho oriqinal judgmant, have notice or the claim for 
~ttorney fees ~ng it woula saam to me thnt we should encourage 
the aoluti0n of that issue, i.e. the fees, to be mad• prior to 
the entry ct jud~ent un~~r Rule 67 ~o faros ya cAn possi~ly do 
so, Under the new coda, where jUdCJlDanta nre recorded inn vary 
peculiar way, I voul(l 'Wonder if ~e might not lose aom• of the 
aupplemental judqmantB on attorney taaa, or at least not ahow 
th•~ as G matter of record if we tollowed C(5) (~). l A~ not eur• 
that l can au9qe•t anything to ~aka it better, but% certainly 
would lik• to have aoma aort of reqUir•~•nt that the attornoy 
teaa be ae~tlod l>e!o~e the jUd'itD\ent ia ant~red, it at all 
poasibla. 
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With re9&rd to tha ••=• thing, in C(S) (c) Ci ) the •tatamen~ of 
Attornet tees or coats hae baen earV•Q on A party in def&ul~, the 
pa~ty may file o~jectiona •• provided in 0(4) (~), it does not 
make ••n•e to me that a pArty ~ho i• deta\llted should ~e a0la t0 
object to attorney teo1. It i.ha attorney fa•• are in th• initiDl 
pleading, they ahoulg til• an anawer and objact to tham at t:.hat 
point, rather than vaitinq until detault. C(5} (c) (ii) in fact 
gives them fourteen dnya after tha at4tuent ha8 been filed to 
00j•ct to tees, evan thouqh they may hava deta~lted on the 
initial pleAding. Thia do•• not ~ee~ ta =~kG muoh aenac to me. 
ThQY should e1thor"ti&h..or c~t l:)Ait.on ~he criginAl ploadin;, 
providing a ~oeioe cf teoe ia in ~hat ple&din9. It you ccmbina 
1t then with C(S} (C) (iii), thay then have an additional tourtacn 
dAys to hold up the aiqnin; of the judqJUant ardor While they tal~ 
about teoe, even though they hav• detaulted on the oriqinal 
cla.ilZl. 

somehow, thia seema to be a wilt•in Area for delay of •nt~y ot 
judqment by• pa~ty who does not otherwise wish to appoar. I am 
not sure ~hat th• aolution tor it i», ~ut thGt is th• ar•a that 
worriaa iae.. 

001 David Brevar 
Ron Marceau 
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'?AUL SAUCY 

RUSSELL LIPETZKY 

Fred Merrill 
Executive Director 
U of O Law School 
Eugene, OR 97403-1221 

LAW OFFICES 

SAUCY & LIPETZKY, PC. 
SUITE 210 

265 STATE STREET 

SALEM. OREGON 9 7301-3445 

August 27, 1990 

Re: Revision of ORCP Rule 68 

Dear Mr. Merrill: 

TELEPHONE 

(503 ) 362-9 330 

This letter belatedly responds to yours of June 14, 1990. Your requested input from the 
Family and Juvenile Law Section on a proposal to eliminate from ORCP 68, the exception 
for attorney fee claims in domestic relations cases. 

Our section wholeheartedly supports elimination of that provision. 

I have previously advised Judge Welch of our opinion. 

Please let me know if you need additional information. 

PS:dcm 
2ps.824 

cc: The Honorable Elizabeth Welch 



Gerald M. Chase 
Richard L. Weil* 

T, 1.thy L. Hambleton 
Legal Assistant 

Fredric R. Merrill 
Executive Director 

CHASE&WEIL 
Attorneys at Law 

240 Willamette Block 
722 S.W. Second Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

August 27, 1990 

Council on Court Procedures 
University of Oregon School of Law 
Eugene, Oregon 97403 

* Also admitted to 
practice in Washington 

and Alaska 

(503) 294-1414 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Mr. Merrill: 

I have just reviewed the Council on Court Procedures 
proposed ORCP amendments as set forth in the August 10, 1990 
advance sheets of West's Oregon Cases. I have some concern about 
the proposed amendment to ORCP 68C in that it requires a 
supplemental judgment for attorney fees and costs in most 
contested cases, By creating multiple judgments between the same 
parties in the same case, the rule greatly increases the 
complexity of and the possibility for error with regard to, among 
other things, the collection of such judgments, the filing 
satisfactions, and the clearing of title to real property. 

By way of example, suppose a contested case in District 
Court results in such a supplemental judgment as set forth in the 
proposed amendment to ORCP 68C. The judgment creditor must then 
either abandon one of the judgments or be prepared to arrange and 
pay for the transcription of both judgments to Circuit court, 
other counties and states, a normal practice when voluntary 
payment is not made. · In then preparing an execution or 
garnishment, the judgment creditor each time would have to 
prepare multiple executions or garnishments or risk missing 
property otherwise available to satisfy the judgments. Upon 
payment of the judgments, the judgment creditor would have to 
prepare twice as many satisfactions of judgments as is presently 
required. 

I appreciate the Council's goal in trying to clarify 
procedures with regard to the determination of attorney fees and 
costs in contested cases. However, providing for a separate 
supplemental judgment in such cases, apart from the practical 

.post-judgment problems, increases the likelihood of attorney 
error. As the Council's Comment points out, such multiple 
judgments would not be the usual case. They would, however, not 
be rare. An attorney is quite likely to overlook their 
existence, leading to harmful problems for both the attorney and 
the attorney's client. 

In the best of all possible worlds, smiling insurance 
companies step forward at the end of trial with check in hand. 
In reality, considerable effort must be devoted to post-judgment 



Fredric R . Merill 
Page 2 
August 24, 1990 

collection. Rather than create separate supplemental judgments, 
I believe a better solution to the situation would be to have one 
judgment, a portion of which (with a different date of entry) 
would concern attorney fees and costs and be separately 
appealable. 

Very truly yours, 

c]~~f ;iAJ}v~ 
RLW:ww 
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published today provides general 
guidance to Corps and EPA personnel 
OD implementing the Guidelines 
published at 40 CFR 230.10 pw-11uant to 
sectiun 404(b)(l) of the Clean Water Act. 
It does not impose requirements on or 
oth1::rwiae affect the rights of public 
parties, which continue to be 
determined by reference to applicable 
statutory and regulatory provisions. · 
CoilBequently, the MOA qualifie11 as t1n 
"interpretative rule" and a '_'general 
statement of policy," which .are 
exempted from the notice-and-comment 
requirements of the Administrative 
Procedure Act. Therefore the MOA has 
been made effective 30 days after its 
date of signature. (See also 5 U.S.C. 
553(b)(3)(B), discussing the waiver of 
prior notice and comment when such 
process is found by the agency for sood 
cause to be impracticable, unnecessary 
or contrary to the public interest.) 
LaJuana S, Wilcher, 
A6sislanl Administrator for Watt:r. 
Rohdrt W, Page, 
Assistant Secretary of the Army {Civil 
Works). · · 

MemorPDdum of Agreement B11tween 
the Environmentol Protection Agency 
and the Departmeol of the Anny 
Concerning the Determination of 
Mitigation Under the Clean Water Act 

Section 404(b}(l} Guidelines 

L Purpose 
The United States Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) and the United 
States Department of the Army (Army) 
hereby articulate the policy and 
procedures to be used in the 
determination of the type and level of 
mitigation necessary to demonstrate 
compliance with the Clean Water Act 
(CWA) section 404(b}(1) Guidelines 
("Guidelines"). This Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA) expreases the 
explicit intent of the Anny and EPA to 
implement the objective of the CWA to 
restore and maintain the chemical, 
physical, and biological integrity of the 
Nation's waters, including wetlanda. 
Thia MOA is specifically limited to the 
section 404 Regulatory Progrt1m and is 
written to provide clarification for 
agency field personnel on the t)'pe and 
level of mitigation required to 
dcmonstrat11 compliance with 
requirements in the Guidelines, The . 
policies lllld procedures discussed 
herein are consistent with cw·rent 
section 404 regulatory practices and are 
provided In response to questions that 
have been raised about how the 

· Culdelines are implemented. 
Although the Guidelines are clearly 

applicable to all discharges of dred8ed 
.or fill material, including general permits 

and Corps of Engineers (Corps) civil 
works projects, this MOA focuses on 
11tandard pel'mits (33 CFR 325.5(b)(1)). 1 

Thi11 focus is intended solely to 1·eflect 
the unique procedural aspects 
associated with the review or standard 
permits, and does not obviate the need 
for other regulated activities to comply 
fully with the Guidelines. EPA and 
Army will seek to develop supplemental 
guidance for other regulated activities 
consistent with the policies and 
principles established In this document. 

This MOA is a directive for Corps and 
EPA personnel and must be adhered to 
when considering mitigation 
requirements for standard permit 
applications. The Corps will use this 
MOA when making its determination of 
compliance with the Guidelines with 
respect to mitigation for standard permit 
applications. EPA will use thls MOA in 
developing its positions on compliunce 
with the Guidelines for proposed 
discharges and will reflect thia MOA 
when commenting on standard pemut 
applications. 

U.Policy 

A. The Council on Environmental 
Quality (CEQ) haii defined mitigation ln 
its regulations at 40 CfR 1508.20 to 
include: avoiding impacts, minimizing 
impacts, rectifying impacts, reducing 
impacts over time, and compensating for 
impacts. The Cuideline11 establish 
environmental criteria which must be 
met for activities to be permitted under 
section 404.1 The types of mitigation 
enumerated by CEQ are compatible 
with the requirements of the Cuidt:lines; 
however, aa a practical matter, they can 
be combined to form three general 
types: Avoidance, minimization and 
compensatory mitigation. The remainder 
of this MOA will speak in terms of these 
more general types of mitigation. 

B. The Clean Water Act and the 
Guidelines set forth a goal of restoring 
and maintaining existing aquatic 
resources. The Corps will strive to avoid 
adverse impacts and offset unavoidable 
advene impacts to exit;ting aquatic 

. resow·cee, and for wetlands, will strive 
to achieve a goal of no overall net loss 

· of values and functions. In focu11ing the 
goal of no overall net 1088 to wetland11 
only, EPA and Anny have explicitly 
recognized the special significance of 
the nation's wetlands resource11. 'I'hi11 
special recognition of wetlands 

1 Standurd permita lll'tl those Individual pe1111ita 
which bave been proce111~J throiqih "Pr,licellon of 
1h11 Corp• public lntere•t n,vidW pr-durea (l3 CFR 
325) and EPA'• aocUoo 41W(b)(1} Culdelln111, 
Including pubUc uollce and recaipl of cr,m,uent1. 
Stamford permlla do not Include ltttlou or 
permJ .. lon. region1d permlta, nationwid1 perml11, or 
progr~mmalic permll•. 

• {1:xc:epl where 1ectlon 40i(b)(Z} appliea). 

resow-ces does not in any manner 
diminish the value of other waters of the 
United Stales, whlch are often of high 
value . ..AJl wutera of the United States, 
such as streams, rivers, lakes, etc., will 
be accorded the full measure of 
protection under the Guidelines, 
including the requirements for 
appropriate and practicable mitigation. 
The determination of what level of 
mitigation constitutes "appropriate" 
mitigation shall be based on the values 
and functions of the aquatic resource 
that will be impacted. This 
determination shall not be based upon 
characteristics of the proposed project 
such as need, societal value, or the 
nature or investment objectives of the 
project's sponsor. "Practicable" shall be 
defined as in § 230.10(a)(2) of the 
Guidelines. However, the level of 
mitigation determined to be appropriate 
and practicable wider§ 230.l0(d) may 
lead to individual permit decisions 
which do not fully meet this goal 
because the mitigation measures 
necessary to meet this goal are not 
feasible, not practic&ble, or would 

, accomplish only inconsequential 
roductiona In lmpuct11. Consequently, it 
i11 recognized that no net loss of 
wetland:i functions and values may not 
be achieved in each and every permit 
action. However, it remains a goul of the 
Section 404 regulatory program to 
contribute to the national goal of no 
overall net loss of the nation's remaining 
wetlandij base. EPA and Anny .. re 
committeed to working with others 
through the Administration's 
interagency task force and other 
avenues to help achieve thi11 national 
goal. 

C. In evaluating standard sectioI140! 
permit applications, as a practical 
matter, information on all facets of a 
project, including potential mitigation, is 
typically gathered and reviewed at the 
same time. Notwitlujtar,ding this 
procedural approach, the Corps will, 
except as indicated below, first make a 
determination lhut potential impacts 
have been avoided to the maximum 
extent practicable; remaining 
unavoidable impacts will then be 
mitigated to the extent appropriate aud 
praclici:ible by requiri.'18 6lep5 to 
minimize impacb and, only as a la.st 
resort, comporuiate for aquaUc rer.ource 
valuei. This sequence will br: 
considert:d sati11fied where the proposed 
mitigation is in accordanci; with specific 
provisions of a Corps and EPA approved 
comprehensive plan that ew,ures 
compliance with the compen:iation 
requirements of this MCA, 1111 set fol'th 
at section 11.B (examples uf ,uch 
comprehensive plans may include 
bpeci1:1l Area Munagemeni Pians, 
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Advance Identification areu (section 
230.80), and State Coastal Zone 
Management Plana). In 1ome 
circumstances, it may be appropriate to 
deviate from the sequence when EPA 
and the Corps agree the proposed -
discharge Is necessary to avoid 
environmental harm (e.g., to protect a 
natural aquatic community from 
saltwater Intrusion. chemical 
contaminaUon, or other deleterious 
physical or chemical Impacts), or EPA 
and the Corpe agree that the proposed 
discharge can reasonably be expected to 
result In environmental gain. This 
environmental gain must be solely 
attributable to the project Itself, 
exclusive of benefits which may accrue 
from proposed compensatory mitigation. 

In determining "appropriate and 
precUcable" measures to offset 
unavoidable Impacts, such measures 
should be appropriate to the scope end 
degree of those impacts and practicable 
In terms of cost, existing technology, end 
logistics In light of overall project 
purposes. The Corps will give full 
consideraUon to the views of the 
resource agencies when making this 
determine tion. 

1, Avoidance.• Section 230,lO(a) 
allowa permit iasuance for only the least 
environmentally damaging practicable 
eltemetive.4 The thrust of this section 
on alteme\lvee ls avoidance of impacts. 
Section Z30.10(a)(t) requires that, to be' 
permittable, en alternative must be the 
least environmentally damaging 
practicable alternative, In addition, 
~ 230.10(a)(3) sets forth rebuttnble 
presumptions that (1) altemntives for 
non-water dependent activities that do 
not involve special aquatic sites a are 
available and (2) alternatives that do 
not involve special aquatic sites have 
less adverse impact on the aquatic 
environment. CompensRtory mitigation 
may not be used as a method to reduce 
environmental Impacts on the selection 
of the least environmentally damaging 
practicable alternatives for the purposes 
of requirements under I 230.tO(aJ. . 

2. Minimization. Section 230.to(d) 
states that appropriate and practicable 
steps to minimize the adverse impacts 
will be required through project 
modifications and permit conditions. 
Subpart H of the Guideline a describes 

1 Avoidance II uaed In lhla MOA doea not 
Include compenHtory mltlgatlon. 

• II I, Important lo recognize that then, are 
circum1tance, where the lmpaclll of the project are 
ao 1lgnificent that even If allematlve, are not 
available, the dl1cherge may nol be permllled 
rqardle111 or the compenaalory mltlsalion proposed 
[40 CFR 230.tO{cl). 

• Spectal aquatic allea Include eanctuarlea and 
refusea. wetlands, mud Oat,, vegetaled 1hal10W11, 
coral reefa and nrne pool complexea. 

several (but not ell) means for 
minimizing impacts of en activity. 

3. Compensatory MiUgation. 
Appropriate and practicable 
compensatory mitigation will be 
required for unavoidable adverse 
impacts which remain after all 
appropriate end practicable 
minimization has been required. 
Compensatory actions (e.g., restoration 
of existing degraded wetlands or 
creation of men-made wetlands) should 
be undertaken, when practicable, ln 
areae adjacent or contiguous to the 
discharge site (on-site compensatory 
mitigation), If on-site compensatory · 
mitigation is not practicable, off-slte 
compensatory mitigation should be 
undertaken in the same geographic area 
(I.e., in close physical proximity end, to 
the extent possible, the same 
watershed). In determining 
compensatory mitigation, the functional 
values lost by the resource to be 
Impacted must be considered. In most 
ceeea, in-kind compensatory mitigation 
Is preferable to out-of-klnd. There la 
continued uncertainty regarding the 
success of wetland creation or other 
habitat development. Therefore, in 
determining the nature and extent of 
habitat development of this type, careful 
consideration should be given to Jts 
likelihood of success. Decnuee the 
likelihood of success ls greater and the 
Impacts to potentially valuable uplands. 
are reduced, restoration should be the 
first option considered. 

In the situation where the Corpe ls 
evaluating a project where a permit 
issued by another agency requires 
compensatory mitigation, the Corpe may 
consider that mitigation ea pert of the 
overall application for purposes of 
public notice, but avoidance and 
minimization shell still be sought. 

Mitigation banking may be en 
acceptable form of compensatory 
mitigation under specific criteria 
designed to ensure an environmentally 
successful bank. Where a mitigation 
bank has been approved by EPA end the 
Corps for purposes of providing 
compensatory mitigation for specific 
Identified projects, use of.that mitigation 
bank for those particular projects will be 
considered as meeting the requirements 
of eection ll.C.3 of this MOA, regardless 
of the prei;ticability of other forme of 
compensatory mitigation. Additional 
guidance on mitigation banking will be 
provided. Simple purchase or 
"preservation" of existing wetlands 
resources may In only exceptional 
circumstances be accepted es 
compensatory mitigation. EPA and 
Army will develop sp,icific guidance for 

preservation in the context of 
compensatory mitigation at a later date. 

III. Other Procedures 

A. Potential applicants for major 
projects should be encouraged to 
ecrange preappllcation meetings with 
the Corps and appropriate federal, state 
or Indian tribal, and local authorities to 
determine requirements and 
documentation required for proposed 
permit evaluations. As a result of such 
meetings, the applicant often revises a 
proposal to avoid or minimize adverse 
impacts after developing an 
understanding of the Guidelines 
requirements by which a future section 
404 permit decision will be made, in 
addition to gaining an understanding of 
other slate or tribal, or local 
requirements. 

B. In achieving the goals of the CW A, 
the Corps will etrive to avoid adverse 
impacts and offset unavoidable adverse 
impacts to existing aquatic resources. 
Measures which can accomplish this 
can be Identified only through resource 
assessments tailored to the site 
performed by qualified professionals · 
because ecological characteristics of 
each aquatic site are unJque, Functional 
values should be asaeased by applying 
aquatic eile assessment techniques 
generally recognized by experts In the 
field and/or the best professional 
judgment of federal and state agency 
representatives, provided such 
assessments fully consider ecological 
functions Included in the Guidelines. 
The objective of mitigation for 
unavoidable Impacts is to offset 
environmental losses. Additionally for · 
wetlands, such mitigation will provide, 
at II minimum, one for one functional 
replacement (i.e., no net loss of values),• 
with an adequate margin of safety to 
reflect the expected degree of success 
associated with the mitigation plan. 
recognizing that this minimum 
requirement may not be relevant in 
some cases, as discussed in section 11.B 
of this MOA. 

C. The Guidelines are established as 
the environmental standard for section 
404 permit iasuance under the CWA. 
Aspects of a proposed project may be 
affected through a determination of 
requirements needed lo comply with the 

• In moat cuea a minimum or 1 lo t acreage 
replacement of wetland, will be required to achieve 
no nel lou pf valuea. However, thla ratio mey be 
greater where the functional values of the are11 
being Impacted are demonatrably high. Convenely, 
the ratio may be leu lhan 1 lo 1 for areu where the 
functional valuee a11oclated with the area belll8 
Impacted are demon,trably low and the likelihood 
of auccen auoclaled with the mitigation proposal 
la hlRh, . 

• 
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Cuidelinea to achieve theae CWA 
· env~nmental goals. Other reviews, 
such as NEPA and the Corps public 
interest review, cannot be used to 
nullify any Guildelinea requirementa or 
to justify less rigorous Guidelines 
evaluations. -

D. Monitoring la an important aspect 
of mitigation, especially in area9 of 

: scientific uncertainty. Monitoring should 
· be directed toward determining whether 

perm.It conditiona are complied with and 
whether the purpose intended to be
served by the condition la actuaUy 
achieved. 

Any time l~ ia determined that a 
permittee ia in non-compliance with 
mitigation requirements of the permit. 
the Corps ~ take action in accordance 
with 33 CFR part 326. Monitoring should 
not be required for purposes other than 
these, although information for other 
uses may accrue from the monitoring 
requirements. For projects to be 
permitted involving mitigation with 
higher levels of scientific uncertainty, 
such as some fonna of compensatory. 
mitigation. long term monitoring, 
reporting and potential remedial action 
should be required. This can be required 
of the applicant through permit 
~onditions. 

E. Mitigation requirements shall be --
conditions of standard fjection 4M 
permits. Army regulations authorize 
mitigation requirements-to be added as 
specie! conditions to an Army permit to 
satisfy legal requirements [e.g., 
conditiona nece1,aary to satisfy the 
Guidelines) (33 CFR 3Z5.4(a)). This 
ensures legal enforceability of the 
mitigation conditions and enhancea the 
level of compliance. If U1e mitigation 
plan necessary to ensure compliance 

. with the Guidelines is not r11asonably 
implementable or enforceable, the 
permit &hall be denied. 

F. Nothing In this document is 
intended to diminish, modify or 
otherwise affect the statutory or 
regulatory authorities of the agencies 
involved. Furthermore, formal policy 
guid!Ulce on or lnterpretatlon of this 
document shall be issued jointly. 

G. This MOA shall take effect thirty 
(30) days after the date of the last 
signature below, and will apply to thoae 
completed standard permit applications 
which are received on or after the · 
effective date. This MOA may be 
modified or revoked by agreement of 
both parties, or revoked by either party 
alone upon six (6) months written 
notice. 

Dated: November 14, 1989, 
Robort WOP1tg1, 
Allajatanl Secretary ofthe Army (Civil 
Works). 

Dated: November 15, 1969. -
Lla)uana S. Wilcher, 
Assistant Administrator for Water 
EnvironmontaJ Protectio11 Agunc>'· 
[FR Doc, 80-29109 Filed 12-13-89; 8:45 a01] 
81WNQ CODE ec;oo-611-M 

[OPTS-617138; FRL-3686-1) 

Certain Chemical; Premanufacture 
Notice; Tiiltmlnatlon of Review Period 
AGENCY: Environmental Protection 
Agency [EPA) . . 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: Following the submission of 
· additional data for the new chemical 
substance deacribed in premanufacture 
notice (PMN) IY36-18Z3, EPA is 
'revoking the remaining portion of a 00-
day extension of the review period 
under the authority of section 5(c) of the 
Toxic Substanceil Control Act (TSCA}. 
Therefore, the review period is 
terminated and the company is free to 
commence non-exempt commercial 
manufacture and import of the 
substance. 
EFFECTIVE DATE&: December 1, 1909. 
FOR FURTHl:R INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Darlene Jones, New Chemicals Branch, 
Chemcial Control Division. (TS-794), 
Environmental Protection Agency, Rm. 
E-613, 401 M Street, SW., Washington, 
DC 20460, (202) 362-2279, 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
original 90--day statutory review period 
under sectiori 5(a)(1)(A) of TSCA, plus 
suspensions voluntarily requested by 
the company under 40 CFR 720.75(b ), for 
P-68-1623 waa aclieduled to expire on 
February 13, 1989, EPA publi11hed a 
section 5(c) 90-day extension notice for 
the PMN in the Federal Re1,.-ister of 
Februury 22, 1969 (54 FR 7596), to 
provide the Agency with sufficient time 
to issuo an Order under section 5(e). The 
Order would have prohibted the 
Company from manufacturing lhe PMN 
substance in, or in1porting it into, the 
United Stale& pending the submission 
and evaluation of test data addre:;sing 
the potential risk of injury to the 
environment. EPA'a concern for toxicity 
to aquatic organisms was ba:;ed on test 
data on other polyacrylates. _ 

The review period, including the 90-
day extension under section 5(c), waa 
scheduled lo expire May 14, 1989. After 
the 5(c) extension was published, the 
· company suspended the notice review 
period_ and submitted additional test 

data. In light of this new information, 
EPA no longer expects the substance to 
present a risk of injury to the 
environment. 

Therefore, EPA is revoking the 
remaining portion of the extended 
review period, effective immediately. 
The company Is now free to commence 
nun-exempt commercial manufacture 
and import of the eubstance. 

Dated: December 1, 1969. 
John W. Melone, 
Director. Chemical Control Division. 
[FR Doc. 89-29105, Filod 12-la-89; 8:45am) 
IILUNG CODE 1664>-60-a 

(OPTs-44543; FRL 3685-31 

TSCA Chemical Testing; Receipt of 
Test Data 
AGENCY: Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: This notice announces the 
receipt of test data on 
octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (OMCTS) 
(CAS No.556-87-2), and alkyl phthalatea 
(CAS Nos. 84-74-Z, 131-11-3 and 64~6-
2) submitted pur:1uant to a consent order 
under the Toxic Substances Control Act 
(TSCA). Publication of this notice is in 
compliance with section 4(d) ofTSCA. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Michael M. Stahl, Dh-ector, 
Environmental Assistance Divi1oion (TS-
799), Office of Toxic Substances, 
Environmental Protection Agency, Rru. 
E-543Il, 401 M St., SW., Wa_;ihinglon, DC 
20460, (202) 5M-'!404, TDD (202) 554-
0551. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Under 40 
CFR 790.60, nil TSCA &ection 4 consent 
orders must contain a statement that 
results of testing conducted pursuant to 
the11e testing consent orders will be 
announced lo 1he public In accordance 
with section 4[d). 

J. Test Data Submissions 

Test data for OMCTS was submitted 
by the Silicones Health Council on 
behalf of the Dow Corning, General 
Electric, Un.ion Carbide, Rhone Poulenc 
and Wacker Silicones pursuant to a 
consent order at 40 CFR 799.5000. It was 
received by EPA on November 13, 1989. 
The submissions describe the 
determination of water aolubility in 
fresh water and synthetic seawater. 
Fresh und salt water eolubility testing is 
required by thi11 consent order. 

Teel datu for alkyl phthalates was 
submitted by Chemical Manufacturel'a 
Association on behalf of the Arislech 
Chemical Corporation, BASF 



UNIVERSITY OF OREGON 

October 3, 1990 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

JUDGMENTS SUBCOMMITI'EE: 

Judge Mattison, Chair 
Judge Liepe 
Judge Mcconville 
Susan Bischoff 
Larry Thorp 

Fred Merrill 

SUBCOMMI'l'TEE MEETING: 

Thursday, October 11, 1990 
4:30 p.m. 
(in Larry Thorp's office) 

This will confirm that we have a subcommittee meeting 
scheduled for Thursday, October 11. Judge Liepe will return from 
Europe on October 8; we understand he may be able to clear his 
calendar so that he can attend the meeting. Judge Mcconville 
will be unable to attend. 

,-( " 
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R. WILLIAM LINDEN, JR. 
Suue Coun Adminislrator 

0 
JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT 

September 5, 1990 

Ronald L. Marceau 
Chair 

Supreme Coun Building 
I 163 State Street 

Salem, Oregon 97310 

Council on Court Procedures 
Marceau, Karnopp, et. al 
835 NW Bond Street 
Bend, OR 97701 

Re: ORCP 68 and ORS 19.026 

Dear Ron: 

iS031 378-60,6 

FAX 15031 na-,7B5 

Thank you for providing me with an opportunity to comment on the 
Council's proposed revisions to ORCP 68C and ORS 19.026. 
This office is very pleased with the approach the Council has 
taken on this issue, and we are especially supportive of the 
"supplemental judgment" concept. 

The Judicial Department Judgment Committee discussed your 
proposed revisions at their August 17, 1990, meeting. I have 
enclosed a detailed summary of their comments for your 
information. 

Our most serious concern is the proposed statement in ORCP 
68(5) (b) that 11 [s]upplemental judgments concerning attorney fees 
or costs and disbursements shall not be subject to the 
requirements of Rule 70 A(2) and (3) . 11 (Emphasis supplied.) We 
see no reason to create exceptions to the money judgment 
requirements, especially given the current wording of ORCP 
70(2) (a) that "[m]oney judgments are judgments that require the 
payment of money, including judgments for the payment of costs or 
attorney fees. 11 (Emphasis supplied.) Court clerks experience 
the same difficulties docketing judgments for the payment of 
costs or attorney fees as they do docketing other money 
judgments. For that reason, the Judicial Department would 
strongly oppose the creation of such a significant exception to 
the money judgment requirements of ORCP 70 A(2) and (3). 

We also found the default judgment procedures of ORCP C(5) (c) to 
be confusing and felt that, as currently drafted, this subsection 
may create more difficulties than it resolves. Because our 

/ I 
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preference would be to treat all judgments, default or otherwise, 
in the same manner, we recommend that subsection C(5) (c) be 
deleted from ORCP 68. 

Lastly, the appellate representative on the Judgment Committee has 
concerns about the proposed amendments to ORS 19.026. In light of 
amendments to ORS 20.220 last session, the Council's proposed 
amendments may not be necessary. In any event, if the Council 
intends to amend statutory provisions regarding appeals from 
post-judgment decisions on costs and attorney fees matters, those 
amendments probably should be made in the context of ORS 20.220. 

I hope that our comments are helpful. 

Sincerely, 

,j ,1 
l i' ' • v ., , 

R. William Linden, Jr. 
State Court Administrator 

RWL:KH:dc/E1D90158.F 

cc: ~deric Merrill 
Judgment Committee 



September 5, 1990 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

R. William Linden, Jr . 
State Court Administrator 

Karen Hightower and Jim Nass on Behalf of the Judgment 
Committee 

Judgment Committee Comments on Council on Court 
Procedures' Proposed Revisions to ORCP 68 and ORS 19.026 

You asked the Judgment Committee to discuss the council on court 
Procedures• proposed revisions to ORCP 68 and ORS 19.026. The 
Committee had an opportunity to discuss these issues at their 
August 17, 1990, meeting. The Committee's comments are summarized 
below. 

Most Significant Aspects: 

1. The Committee is pleased with the direction the Council is 
heading in this area and is especially supportive of the 
"supplemental judgment" concept. 

2. The Committee's most serious concern is the proposed 
statement in ORCP 68 C(5) (b) that "(s]upplemental judgments 
concerning attorney fees or costs and disbursements shall not 
be subject to the requirements of Rule 70 A(2) and (3) . 11 

(Emphasis supplied.) The Judgment Committee recommends that 
the Judicial Department strongly oppose the creation of the 
proposed exception to the money judgment requirements of ORCP 
7 o A ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) • 

3. The Judgment Committee found the default judgment procedure 
of ORCP 68 C(S) (c) to be confusing and felt that, as 
currently drafted, it may create more difficulties than it 
resolves. The Committee recommends that subsection C(5) (c) 
be deleted from ORCP 68. 

4. The appellate court representative on the Judgment committee 
opposes the proposed amendments to ORS 19.026. Any 
amendments to the current statutory provisions for appealing 
from trial court decisions on attorney fees and costs issues 
should be made in the context of ORS 20.220, not ORS 19.026 . 
In addition, the proposed amendments, whether placed in ORS 
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19.026 or ORS 20.220, have the potential for creating a great 
deal of ambiguity in an area of law that is largely settled 
now. 

ORCP 68 C(2): 

1. The Committee was uncomfortable with the new use, in this 
subsection and other subsections, of the word "claim'' in 
conjunction with attorney fees and costs and disbursements. 
The use of the word "claim" is likely to obscure the current 
distinction between a true claim for attorney fees as damages 
[see ORCP 68 C(l) (b) and Wheatley v. Safely. 92 or App 233, 
75£ P2d 377 (1988))--a relatively rare event--and the 
routine assertion of a right to attorney fees found in 
pleadings. Applying the word "claim11 in this context might 
cause the appellate courts needlessly to reexamine the 
question whether a judgment is final if it does not purport 
to decide a request for attorney fees and costs. The 
Judgment Committee recommends that the "seeking" language be 
restored. 

2. The Committee felt that because subsection (2) deals with 
several different concepts it should be further divided into 
five subsections. This would conform subsection (2) to the 
style of the other subsections. Also, in order to 
facilitate a more logical progression of ideas, perhaps the 
sentence, "Any claim for attorney fees in a pleading or 
motion shall be deemed denied and no responsive pleading 
shall be necessary" could be moved to appear after the 
sentence, 11 An allegation that a party is entitled to 
'reasonable attorney fees' shall be sufficient." 

ORCP 68 C(4): 

1. Subject to the concerns detailed below, the Judgment 
Committee supports the Council's redrafting of ORCP 68C(4). 

2. The Committee found the "entry of judgment pursuant to ORCP 
67 11 language in subsection C(4) (a) (and in other parts of 
ORCP 68) to be confusing. The committee surmises that the 
Council intended to differentiate between a judgment 
disposing of a case on its merits and a judgment for attorney 
fees or costs. However, the reference to "judgment pursuant 
to ORCP 67 11 is confusing in those situations where several 
judgments are entered in a case pursuant to ORCP 67 B. 
Moreover, it is fairly common in multiparty litigation that 
"judgments" will be entered at different times disposing of 
the case as to various parties. Sometimes those "judgments" 
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are not entered pursuant to ORCP 67 B. As to a purported 
judgment that disposes of fewer than all claims and is not 
entered pursuant to ORCP 67 B, often a truly final judgment 
is not entered until months or even years later. Which 
"entry of judgment pursuant to Rule 67 11 triggers the new 
provisions of ORCP 68 C(4) (a)? The Judgment committee 
suggests that the Council clarify its intentions with regard 
to this issue. 

3. ORCP 68 C(4) (a) (i) retains the requirement that the 
statement of attorney fees or costs and disbursements be 
verified. Pleadings are no longer required to be verified. 
Given the provisions of ORCP 17, is it necessary to retain 
the verification requirement? 

4. In order to avoid splitting the verb, perhaps the first 
sentence in subsection C(4) (c) (i) should be revised to 
state, 11 If objections are filed timely. the court, without a 
jury ... " 

ORCP 68 C{S): 

1. Because the "notice" referred to in the second sentence in 
subsection C(S) (b) is a notice of "entry" of judgment, and 
not a notice of "filing," the Judgment Committee recommends 
that the second sentence be amended to read, "(t]he 
supplemental judgment shall be filed and entered, and notice 
shall be given to the parties in the same manner as provided 
in Rule 70 B(l). 11 

2. The last sentence of subsection C(5) (b) exempts supplemental 
judgments for costs and attorney fees from the judgment 
summary provisions of ORCP 70 A(2) and (3). The Judgment 
Committee opposes that exemption. The Committee sees no 
reason to create an exception to the requirements for money 
judgments generally, especially given the current wording of 
ORCP 70 A(2) (a) that "[m]oney judgments are judgments that 
require the payment of money, including judgments for the 
payment of costs or attorney fees." (Emphasis supplied.) 
Court clerks have ~xperienced the same difficulties docketing 
judgments for the payment of costs or attorney fees as they 
have experienced docketing other types of money judgments. 
The Committee recommends that the third sentence in 
subsection C(5) (b) be modified to state, "Supplemental 
judgments concerning attorney fees or costs and disbursements 
shall be subject to the requirements of Rule 70 A(2) and 
(3)." 
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J. The Judgment Committee found the default judgment procedures 
of ORCP 68C(5)(c) to be confusing as currently drafted, and 
concluded that this subsection should be deleted from ORCP 

·6ac. In the Committee's opinion, it would be most 
expeditious for parties and court personnel to treat all 
judgments for attorney fees and costs and disbursements in 
the same manner. 

While there may be a need to expedite default judgments, the 
Committee felt that the proposed new procedures set forth in 
ORCP 68 C(-4) would be sufficient and that specialized default 
judgment procedures are unnecessary. For example, an 
attorney who wished to expedite a default judgment could file 
and serve the statement for attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements 17 days in advance of the date that the default 
judgment is anticipated to be presented to the court. If no 
objections are filed within 14 days of the service of the 
statement, a single judgment incorporating the default 
judgment and costs and attorney fees could be entered. This 
would avoid altogether the need for the plaintiff and court 
personnel to deal with .a "supplemental judgment" for costs 
and attorney fees. 

4. The Committee found numerous aspects of subsection C(5) (c) 
to be unclear. For example: 

(a) The first sentence provides that when a default judgment 
is "entered" it "may" include attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements "unless" objections have been filed and 
aerved. Because objections may be filed after the 
default judgment is entered, what does the "unless" 
mean? 

(b) The special default judgment procedures provide that 
the 14-day period for objection runs either from the 
date of service or the date of filing of the statement. 
Since the court is not required to provide notice of the 
date of "filing" of a statement, it seems that it would 
be difficult for both the court and the parties involved 
in a multiple party case to track the running of the 14-
day period by determining who is and is not in default 
and which parties have been served or have not been 
served with the statement of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements. 

(c) The reference in subsection C(5) (c) (i) to service on a 
party in default when such service is not required is 
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confusing, as is the provision of subsection C(5) (c) (i) 
that a party in default who has not been served with a 
statement of costs and disbursements or attorney fees 
will file objections. The Committee recognizes that 
there will be situations in which a plaintiff will serve 
a statement of costs and disbursements and attorney fees 
on a party in default, and that even when a plaintiff 
does not do so, the party in default may find out about 
it and file objections. Nevertheless, the Committee 
questions whether special provisions for such events 
are necessary. 

(d) Subsection C(5) (c) (iii) contemplates that a judgment 
for costs or attorney fees could be entered, and then 
"stayed" if objections are filed. One of the Judgment 
Committee•s original problems with ORCP 68 as it is now 
written is the provision in ORCP 68 C(5) that a judgment 
for costs and attorney fees is "stayed" if objections 
are filed. The committee feels that any judgment, 
including a supplemental judgment for costs and attorney 
fees, should be final and enforceable at the time it is 
entered, and not subject to contingent stay provisions. 
The purpose of a judgment is to provide final 
adjudication of parties' rights and obligations. A 
contingent stay, notwithstanding how temporary, runs 
counter to the goal of providing finality of judgments. 

ORS 19.026: 

1. In the Committee's opinion, it would be preferable to 
address the issue of how to take an appeal from a 
supplemental judgment for costs and attorney fees by 
amending ORS 20.220. ORS 20.220 deals specifically 
with appeals from awards (or denials) of attorney fees 
and costs. Any special appeal - provisions needed to 
accommodate a supplemental judgment for costs or 
attorney fees under ORCP 68 should be in ORS 20.220. 
(Indeed, the second sentence of the proposed new 
subsection (2) appears to overlap 1989 amendments to 
ORS 20.220--see subsections (2) and (3) .) 

To the extent that the award (or denial) of costs and 
attorney fees sometimes is incorporated into the 
judgment, the provisions of ORS 19.026 are and would 
continue to be applicable to an appeal from such a 
judgment, of course. 
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2. If the Committee is reading the proposed new subsection 
(2) of ORS 19.026 as the Council intended, new 
subsection (2) would permit an appeal to be taken from a 
judgment disposing of the merits of a case at the time 
that a supplemental judgment disposing of costs and 
attorney fees is entered. The Committee objects to this 
proposal because of the ambiguity it would create. Is 
the judgment enforceable during the period between the 
entry of the judgment on the merits and the entry of the 
supplemental judgment? Suppose the judgment creditor 
waits 30 days from the entry of the judgment on the 
merits to enforce the judgment, and then executes on the 
judgment. Can the judgment debtor obtain a stay of 
execution of the judgment on the merits by appealing 
from the judgment on the merits after entry of the 
supplemental judgment? Suppose a judgment debtor 
decided to wait to appeal from the judgment on the 
merits until the supplemental judgment for attorney fees 
and costs was entered. Could the judgment creditor 
deprive the judgment debtor of the opportunity to appeal 
by waiting more than 30 days after the entry of the 
judgment on the merits, and then withdraw the request 
for costs and attorney fees? 

3. As suggested above, the proposed new subsection (2) 
appears to overlap with the provisions of ORS 20.220. 
The proposed new subsection (2) does add a new concept 
that a party could assign as error on appeal the trial 
court's decision regarding a request for costs or 
attorney fees, without a notice of appeal having been 
taken from the judgment adjudicating that request. The 
appellate court representative on the Judgment Committee 
opposes that provision (the other Committee members 
taking no position on the issue). Allowing assignments 
of error as to post-judgment events for which no notice 
of appeal is required will cause myriad problems. For 
example, unless a notice of appeal is filed with respect 
to a supplemental judgment for attorney fees or costs, 
the court reporter will not know to prepare the 
transcript of the hearing. Moreover, projecting the due 
dates of briefs and ordering the record on appeal will 
become hopelessly confused unless the appellate courts 
are aware that an appeal is being taken from a 
supplemental judgment. 
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4. The Committee had the same difficulty with the 
"pursuant to ORCP 67 11 language in the first sentence of 
subsection (2) as it did with the same language in 
subsection C(4) (a). (See the comments in paragraph 2 
under ORCP 68C(4), above.) 

KH:JN:dc/E4D90006.F 



Proposal for ORCP 68 C.(2) 

C. (2) [Asserting] Alleging claim for attorney fees. 

C,l2)la) A party seeking attorney fees shall [assert the 
right to recover such fees by alleging] allege the facts, 
statute, or rule which provides a basis for the award of such 
fees in a pleading filed by that party. (A party shall not be 
required to allege a right to a specific amount of attorney fees; 
an allegation that a party is entitled to "reasonable attorney 
fees" is sufficient.] 

C.l2)lb) If a party does not file a pleading and seeks 
judgment or dismissal by motion, a right to attorney fees shall be 
[asserted by a demand for attorney fees] alleged in such motion, 
in (substantially] similar form to the allegations required (by 
this subsection] in a pleading. 

c.t2)lcl A party shall not be required to allege a right to 
a specific a.mount of attorney fees. An allegation that a party is 
entitled to •reasonable attorney fees• is sufficient. 

C.(21 (d) (Such allegation] Any request for attorney fees 
in a pleading or motion shall be [taken as] deemed denied and no 
responsive pleading shall be necessary. Any objections to the 
form or specificity of allegation of facts, statute, or rule which 
provides a basis for the award of fees shall be waived if not 
asserted prior to trial. 

C,(2} Ce) Attorney fees may be sought before the substantive 
right to recover such fees accrues. No attorney fees shall be 
awarded unless a right to recover such fees is [asserted] alleged 
as provided in this subsection. 
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Executive Director 
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ATTORN EYS AT LAW 
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Council on Court Procedures 
University of Oregon 
School of Law 
Eugene, OR 97403 

(503) 39 0·5511 1532 
RE PLY FILE NQ. ________ _ 

Re : Proposed Amendments to Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Mr. Merril: 

I wish to comment on the proposed changes to ORCP 68. I'm 
concerned more with what hasn't been proposed as a change than 
with what has. The proposed changes appear to be very close to 
what is actually taking place. What isn't proposed as a change 
are the 2 exceptions to the application to rule 68, ORS 105.405 
(2) or 107.105 (1) (i). Why partitions suits and divorce decrees 
should be exempt fLom the operation of rule 68, unless stipulated 
to by the parties, is a question I've never been able to answer . 
I've checked with the other attorneys in our office and none of 
them are able to answer it either. Both of them and I have had 
experience where opposing attorneys in divorce cases forget to 
seek a stipulation to the application of rule 68 or refuse to 
stipulate when asked. If the attorney then forgets to put on 
expert testimony the Court has no authority to award attorney's 
fees. 

Perhaps there is a good reason to exempt divorce proceedings but 
I have practiced since 1975 and none has occurred to me. If there 
is a reason to exempt partition suits and divorce trials from the 
operation of rule 68 I would be curious to know what it is. 

Y°ll; truly, 

RJB:njm 

" j 



October 22, 1990 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

JUDGMENTS SUBCOMMITTEE: 

Judge Mattison 
Judge Liepe 
Judge Mcconville 
Susan Bischoff 
Larry Thorp 

Fred Merrill 

Amendments to Rule 68 

The following is a summary of what was agreed to at the 
subcommittee meeting on October 11, 1990. A redraft of Rule 68 
which incorporates the agreed material is also attached. 

1. I was asked to suggest some amendment to the attachment 
statutes that would allow enforcement of both the principal 
judgment and the attorney fee judgment in one writ of 
attachment. The language is attached. 

2. We agreed to eliminate the language exempting cost or 
attorney fee judgments from the money judgment requirement of 
ORCP 70 C. 

3. We agreed to eliminate ORCP 68 C(5) relating to default 
judgments. 

4. We agreed to redraft subsection C(2) as suggested by the 
Linden Committee. 

5. We agreed to eliminate the requirement for verification 
of cost bills. 

6. We agreed to redraft C(4) (b) to clarify the language in 
the second sentence. 

7. We agreed to redraft C(4) (c) (i) to get rid of "timely 
filed". 

8. We agreed to add the words "and entered" to C(5) (b). 

We did not accept the Judicial Department Committee's 
suggestion that our proposal to amend ORS 19.026 be dropped. It 
was agreed that we would try to set a meeting with that group 
before the November meeting. 
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23.030 When party entitled to writ of execution; 

recordation. Except as otherwise provided in this section, or as 

otherwise provided by law, the party in whose favor a judgment or 

judgments, if there is more than one judgment in a single case. 

[is] are given, which requires the payment of money, the delivery 

of real or personal property, or either of them, at any time 

after the entry thereof, may have a writ of execution issued for 

its enforcement. In the case of real property: 

(1) No writ shall be issued under this section unless, at 

the time the application for writ is made, the judgment m;: 

judgments upon which the writ is issued is docketed in the 

judgment docket. 

(2) Upon issuance of the writ, the party requesting the 

writ shall have a certified copy of the writ or an abstract of 

the writ recorded in the County Clerk Lien Record of the county 

in which the real property is located. 

23.050 Issuance of writ; contents. The writ of execution 

shall be issued by the clerk and directed to the sheriff. It 

shall contain the name of the court, the names of the parties to 

the action, and the title thereof; it shall substantially 

describe the judgment or judgments, and if [it] the judgment or 

judgments [is] are for money, shall state the amount actually due 

thereon, and shall require the sheriff substantially as follows: 

(1) If it is against the property of the judgment debtor, 

and the judgment directs particular property to be sold, it shall 

require the sheriff to sell such particular property and apply 
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the proceeds as directed by the judgment; otherwise, it shall 

require the sheriff to satisfy the judgment, with interest, out 

of the personal property of such debtor, and if sufficient 

personal property cannot be found, then out of the real property 

belonging to such debtor on the day when the judgment was 

docketed in the county, or at any time thereafter. 

(2) If it is for the delivery of the possession of real or 

personal property, it shall require the sheriff to deliver the 

possession of the same, particularly describing it, to the party 

entitled thereto, and may, at the same time, require the sheriff 

to satisfy any costs, charges, damages, or rents and profits 

recovered by the same judgment, out of the personal property of 

the party against whom it was rendered, and the value of the 

property for which the judgment was recovered, to be specified 

therein, if a delivery thereof cannot be had; and if sufficient 

personal property cannot be found, then out of the real property, 

as provided in subsection (1) of this section, and in that 

respect it is to be deemed an execution against property . 
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REDRAFr - OCTOBER 1990 

* * * 

ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATTORNEY 
FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

RULE 68 

C. Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 

costs and disbursements. 

C(1) Application of this section to award of attorney fees. 

Notwithstanding Rule 1 A and the procedure provided in any rule 

or statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 

case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 

attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 

to recovery of such fees, except where: 

C(l) (a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1) (i) provide the 

substantive right to such items; or 

C(l) (b) Such items are claimed as damages arising prior to 

the action; or 

C(l) (c) Such items are granted by order, rather than 

entered as part of a judgment. 

C(2) [Asserting] Alleging claim for attorney fees. A 

party [seeking] claiming attorney fees shall [assert the right to 

recover such fees by alleging] allege the facts, statute, or rule 

which provides a basis for the award of such fees in a pleading 

filed by that party. [A party shall not be required to allege a 

right to a specific amount of attorney fees; an allegation that a 

party is entitled to 11 reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient.] 

Attorney fees may be sought before the substantive right to 

recover such fees accrues. No attorney fees shall be awarded 



unless a right to recover such fee is alleged as provided in 

this subsection. 

C(2) (b) If a party does not file a pleading and seeks 

judgment or dismissal by motion, a right to attorney fees shall 

be (asserted by a demand for attorney fees] alleged in such 

motion, in [substantially] similar form to the allegations 

required [by this subsection) in a pleading. 

C(2} (c) A party shall not be required to allege a right to 

a specific amount of attorney fees. An allegation that a party 

is entitled to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient. 

C(2) (d) [Such allegation] Any claim for attorney fees in a 

pleading or motion shall be [taken as] deemed denied and no 

responsive pleading shall be necessary. The opposing party may 

make a motion to strike the allegation or to make the allegation 

more definite and certain. Any objections to the form or 

specificity of allegation of facts, statute, or rule which 

provides a basis for the award of fees shall be waived if not 

[asserted] alleged prior to trial or hearing. [Attorney fees 

may be sought before the substantive right to recover such fees 

accrues. No attorney fees shall be awarded unless a right to 

recover such fee is asserted as provided in this subsection.] 

C(J) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 

disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 

subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 

during the trial. 

[C(4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements; 
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entry and enforcement of judgment. Attorney fees and costs and 

disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 

follows:] 

[C(4) (a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and 

disbursements (whether a cost of disbursement has been paid or 

not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party 

claiming them:] 

[C(4) (a) (i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a 

verified and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees 

and costs and disbursements upon all parties who are not in 

default for failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the 

entry of the judgment; and] 

[C(4) (a) (ii) Files the original statement and proof of 

service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 C, with the court.] 

[For any default judgment where attorney fees are included 

in the statement referred to in subparagraph (i) of this 

paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 

judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.) 

[C(4) (b) Objections. A party may object to the allowance 

of attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part thereof 

as part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 

such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 

15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of such 

items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 

Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 

and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 
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Statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 

23.] 

[C(4} (c} Review by the court; hearing. Upon service and 

filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 

hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 

statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 

opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 

factual issues.] 

[C(4} (d} Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 

make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 

allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment. No 

other findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary.] 

~ Procedure for claiming attorney fees or costs and 

disbursements. The procedure for claiming attorney fees or 

costs and disbursements shall be as follows: 

C(4)(a) Filing and serving claim for attorney fees and 

costs and disbursements. A party claiming attorney fees or costs 

and disbursements shall. not later than 14 days after entry of 

judgment pursuant to Rule 67: 

C(4)(al (i) File with the court a signed and detailed 

statement of the amount of attorney fees or costs and 

disbursements, together with proof of service, if any, in 

accordance with Rule 9 C; and 

C(4)(a)(ii) Serve. in accordance with Rule 9 B. a copy of 

the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 

to appear. 
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C(4l{bl Objections. A party may object to a statement 

claiming attorney fees or costs and disbursements or any part 

thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections 

shall be served within 14 days after service on the objecting 

party of a copy of the statement. The objections shall be 

specific and may be founded in law or in fact.and shall be deemed 

controverted without further pleading. Statements and objections 

may be amended in accordance with Rule 23. 

C(4} (cl Hearing on objections. 

C(4) (c)(i) If objections are filed in accordance with 

paragraph C(4)(bl of this rule, the court, without a jury, shall 

hear and determine all issues of law and fact raised by the 

statement of attorney fees or costs and disbursements and by the 

objections. The parties shall be given a reasonable opportunity 

to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any factual issue. 

C(4) (c)(ii) The court shall deny or award in whole or in 

part claimed attorney fees or costs and disbursements. No 

findings of fact or conclusions of law shall be necessary. 

C(4l{d) No timely objections. If objections are not timely 

filed the court may award attorney fees or costs and 

disbursements claimed in the statement. 

(C(5) Enforcement. Attorney fees and costs and 

disbursements entered as part of a judgment pursuant to this 

section may be enforced as part of that judgment. Upon service 

and filing of objections to the entry of attorney fees and costs 

and disbursements as part of a judgment, pursuant to paragraph 
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(4) (b) of this section, enforcement of that portion of the 

judgment shall be stayed until the entry of a statement of 

attorney fees and costs and disbursements by the court pursuant 

to (4) (d) of this section.] 

g_{fil_ Judgment concerning attorney fees or costs and 

disbursements. 

C{5}{al As part of judgment. When all issues regarding 

attorney fees or costs and disbursements have been determined 

before a judgment pursuant to Rule 67 is entered. the court shall 

include any award or denial of attorney fees or costs and 

disbursements in that judgment. 

C{5){b} By supplemental judgment; notice. When any issue 

regarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements has not been 

determined before a judgment pursuant to Rule 67 is entered. any 

award or denial of attorney fees or costs and disbursements 

shall be made by a separate supplemental judgment. The 

supplemental judgment shall be filed and entered and notice shall 

be given to the parties in the same manner as provided in Rule 70 

B{1}. 

C(6) Avoidance of multiple collection of attorney fees and 

costs and disbursements. 

C(6) (a) Separate judgments for separate claims. Where 

separate final judgments are granted in one action for separate 

claims pursuant to Rule 67 B., the court shall take such steps as 

necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 

fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 
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C(6) (b) Separate judgments for the same claim. When there 

are separate judgments entered for one claim (where separate 

actions are brought for the same claim against several parties 

who might have been joined as parties in the same action, or 

where pursuant to Rule 67 B. separate final judgments are entered 

against several parties for the same claim), attorney fees and 

costs and disbursements may be entered in each such judgment as 

provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such judgment 

shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and disbursements 

included in all other judgments. 

COMMENT 

The Council made minor changes in ORCP 68 C(2). It changed 
several references to "assert" attorney fees and costs and 
disbursements in a pleading or motion to "allege" such fees or 
costs and disbursements. It made clear that no response is 
required to such an allegation, whether the allegation is made in 
a responsive pleading or a motion. It also divided the section 
into subsections and changed the order of the sentences in the 
subsections for purposes of clarity. 

The Council changed the procedure for award of attorney 
fees or costs and disbursements in ORCP 68 C(4). The existing 
language refers to entry of an award of attorney fees or costs 
and disbursements "as part of the judgment" in the case. The new 
language attempts to conform the rule to the language in ORS 
20.220 which treats any award of attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements, subsequent to the judgment on the main claim, as a 
separate judgment. ORCP 68 C(5) (a) provides that, if the 
attorney fees and costs and disbursements award is finally 
determined prior to entry of judgment on the principal claim, the 
award is included in the principal judgment. In the more usual 
case, where the attorney fees or costs and disbursements award is 
not determined before the entry of judgment on the principal 
claim, ORCP 68 C(5) (b) provides for entry of an entirely separate 
supplemental judgment. 

The new language changes the procedure for entry of 
judgments for attorney fees or costs and disbursements in several 
other respects. Under the existing rule, the clerk enters 
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judgment for the amount claimed in the attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements statements. If objections are filed, the 
enforceability of that judgment is suspended until the court 
rules on the objections. Under the new rule, no judgment is 
entered for attorney fees or costs and disbursements until after 
the time for objections expires. If no objections are filed, the 
court enters judgment for the attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements. If objections are filed, the court enters 
judgment for attorney fees or costs and disbursements after 
hearing and determining such objections. Under the existing 
procedure, the clerk automatically entered the amount claimed in 
the statement of attorney fees or costs and disbursements. Under 
the new ORCP 68 C(4) (d), the court may enter the amount claimed 
in the absence of objection, but is not required to do so. The 
court would thus have discretion to pass on the reasonableness of 
the amounts claimed even if there is no objection. This 
eliminated the necessity of requiring court approval of attorney 
fees in default judgment situations. 

The Council is also recommending that the legislature amend 
ORS 19.026. Under the amendment the time for appeal from the 
principal judgment in a case where there is a supplemental 
judgment for attorney fees or costs and disbursements is extended 
until 30 days after entry of the supplemental judgment. If an 
appeal is filed from a judgment on the principal claim before the 
supplemental judgment for attorney fees or costs and 
disbursements is entered, that appeal is also deemed a notice of 
appeal of the supplemental judgment by the appealing party. The 
appealing party may assign error in the allowance or amount of 
attorney fees or costs and disbursements in such appeal. The 
non-appealing party has 30 days from the date of the entry of the 
supplemental judgment in which to file an appeal to the allowance 
or amount of attorney fees or costs and disbursements. 

ORS 19.026 

19.026 Time for service and filing of notice of appeal. (1) 

Except as provided in subsections (2) [and (3)] through 4 of this 

section, the notice of appeal shall be served and filed within 30 

days after the judgment appealed from is entered in the register. 

(2) When a supplemental judgment concerning attorney fees or 

costs and disbursements is entered pursuant to ORCP 68. notice of 
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' 

appeal of the judgment entered pursuant to ORCP 67 or the 

supplemental judgment concerning attorney fees or costs and 

disbursements shall be served and filed not later than 30 days 

after such supplemental judgment is entered in the register. If 

notice of appeal of the judgment entered pursuant to Rule 67 has 

been filed and served before entry of the supplemental judgment 

concerning attorney fees or costs and disbursements. the notice 

of appeal of the judgment entered pursuant to ORCP 67 shall also 

be deemed a notice of appeal of the supplemental judgment by the 

appellant. and error in allowance or the amount of attorney fees 

or costs and disbursements may be assigned in such appeal. 

[(2)] nJ_ Where any party has served and filed a motion for 

a new trial or a motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, 

the notice of appeal of any party shall be served and filed 

within 30 days after the earlier of the following dates: 

(a) The date that the order disposing of the motion is 

entered in the register. 

(b) The date on which the motion is deemed denied, as 

provided in ORCP 63 Dor 64 F. 

[(3)] J.U. Any other party who has appeared in the action, 

suit or proceeding, desiring to appeal against the appellant or 

any other party to the action, suit or proceeding, may serve and 

file notice of appeal within 10 days after the expiration of the 

time allowed by subsections (1) [and] through [(2)] nJ_ of this 

section. Any party not an appellant or respondent, but who 

becomes an adverse party to a cross appeal, may cross appeal 
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against any party to the appeal by a written statement in the 

brief. 

[(4)] 1fil. Except as otherwise ordered by the appellate 

court, when more than one notice of appeal is filed, the date on 

which the last such notice was filed shall be used in determining 

the time for preparation of the transcript, filing briefs and 

other steps in connection with the appeal. 
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REVISION OF AMENDED ORCP 68 TO ELIMINATE REFERENCE TO "CLAIM" 

* * * 

ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATrORNEY 
FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

RULE 68 

c . Award of and entry of judgment for attorney fees and 

costs and disbursements. 

C(1) Application of this section to award of attorney fees. 

Notwithstanding Rule 1 A and the procedure provided in any rule 

or statute permitting recovery of attorney fees in a particular 

case, this section governs the pleading, proof, and award of 

attorney fees in all cases, regardless of the source of the right 

to recovery of such fees, except where: 

[C(l) (a) ORS 105.405(2) or 107.105(1) (i) provide the 

substantive right to such items; or] 

C(l)[(b)].uU Such items are claimed as damages arising 

prior to the action; or 

C(l) [(c)].ilU Such items are granted by order, rather than 

entered as part of a judgment. 
/ 

C(2) [Asserting] Alleging [claim for] right to attorney 
v 

fees. A party seeking attorney fees shall [assert the right to .:,-ck~ 
~ 

recover such fees by alleging] allege the facts, statute, or rule ~4-ll~ 

which provides a basis for the award of such fees in a pleading 

filed by that party. [A party shall not be required to allege a 

right to a specific amount of attorney fees; an allegation that a 

party is entitled to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient.] 

Attorney fees may be sought before the substantive right to 

recover such fees accrues. No attorney fees shall be awarded 



unless a right to recover such fee is alleged as provided in 

this subsection. 

C(2}(b} If a party does not file a pleading and seeks 

judgment or dismissal by motion, a right to attorney fees shall 

be [asserted by a demand for attorney fees] alleged in such 

motion, in [substantially] similar form to the allegations 

required [by this subsection] in a pleading. 

C(2l(c) A party shall not be required to allege a right to 

a specific amount of attorney fees. An allegation that a party 

is entitled to "reasonable attorney fees" is sufficient. "~ 
~ - -~,, 

C(2) (d) [Such allegation] Any allegation of a right to -> ',,4 
attorney fees in a pleading or motion shall be [taken as] deemed ?z 
denied and no responsive pleading shall be necessary. The f-.~ ,, 

/2,,Utu-, .. 

opposing party may make a motion to strike the allegation or to / 

make the allegation more definite and certain. Any objections to 

the form or specificity of allegation of facts, statute, or rule 

which provides a basis for the award of fees shall be waived if 

not [asserted] alleged prior to trial or hearing. [Attorney fees 

may be sought before the substantive right to recover such fees 

accrues. No attorney fees shall be awarded unless a right to 

recover such fee is asserted as provided in this subsection.] 

C(3) Proof. The items of attorney fees and costs and 

disbursements shall be submitted in the manner provided by 

subsection (4) of this section, without proof being offered 

during the trial. 

[C (4) Award of attorney fees and costs and disbursements; 

2 



entry and enforcement of judgment. Attorney fees and costs and 

disbursements shall be entered as part of the judgment as 

follows:] 

[C(4) (a) Entry by clerk. Attorney fees and costs and 

disbursements (whether a cost of disbursement has been paid or 

not) shall be entered as part of a judgment if the party 

claiming them:] 

[C(4) (a) (i) Serves, in accordance with Rule 9 B., a 

verified and detailed statement of the amount of attorney fees 

and costs and disbursements upon all parties who are not in 

default for failure to appear, not later than 10 days after the 

entry of the judgment; and] 

[C(4) (a) (ii) Files the original statement and proof of 

service, if any, in accordance with Rule 9 C, with the court.] 

[For any default judgment where attorney fees are included 

in the statement referred to in subparagraph (i) of this 

paragraph, such attorney fees shall not be entered as part of the 

judgment unless approved by the court before such entry.] 

[C(4) (b) Objections. A party may object to the allowance 

of attorney fees and costs and disbursements or any part thereof 

as part of a judgment by filing and serving written objections to 

such statement, signed in accordance with Rule 17, not later than 
\ 

15 days after the service of the statement of the amount of such 

items upon such party under paragraph (a) of this subsection. 

Objections shall be specific and may be founded in law or in fact 

and shall be deemed controverted without further pleading. 

3 



Statements and objections may be amended in accordance with Rule 

23.] 

[C(4) (c) Review by the court; hearing. Upon service and 

filing of timely objections, the court, without a jury, shall 

hear and determine all issues of law or fact raised by the 

statement and objections. Parties shall be given a reasonable 

opportunity to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any 

factual issues.] 

[C(4) (d) Entry by court. After the hearing the court shall 

make a statement of the attorney fees and costs and disbursements 

allowed, which shall be entered as a part of the judgment. No 

other findings of fact or con~lusions of law shall be necessary.]j~ 

!dil Procedure for seeking attorney fees or costs and -?, "'t ~ 
-,/ 

disbursements. The procedure for seeking attorney fees or costs ~ 

and disbursements shall be as follows: 
../ ./ ~ 

C(4) (al Filing and serving statement of attorney fees and 7 ·•'cbti; 
./ /h,'' ~ 

costs and disbursements. A party seeking attorney fees or costs "~-

and disbursements shall. not later than 14 days after entry of 

judgment pursuant to Rule 67: 

C(4) (a) (i) File with the court a signed and detailed 

statement of the amount of attorney fees or costs and 

disbursements. together with proof of service. if any. in 

accordance with Rule 9 c; and 

C(4)(al(ii) Serve. in accordance with Rule 9 B. a copy of 

the statement on all parties who are not in default for failure 

to appear. 

4 
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C(4) (b) Objections. 
/ 

seeking attorney fees or costs and disbursements or any part ~~ td . 

A party may object to a statement 

thereof by written objections to the statement. The objections ~ 

shall be served within 14 days after service on the objecting 

party of a copy of the statement. The objections shall be 

specific and may be founded in law or in fact and shall be deemed 

controverted without further pleading. Statements and objections 

may be amended in accordance with Rule 23. 

C(4)(c) Hearing on objections. 

C(4l (cl(i) If objections are filed in accordance with 

paragraph C(4l(b) of this rule, the court, without a jury, shall 

hear and determine all issues of law and fact raised by the 

statement of attorney fees or costs and disbursements and by the 

objections. The parties shall be given a reasonable opportunity 

to present evidence and affidavits relevant to any factual issue. 

The court shall deny or award in whole or in .>iµ..,,...,, 

fees or costs and 7~ 

disbursements. 
I~ I 

No findings of fact or conclusions of law shall da.v~ 
be necessary. 

C(4) (dl No timely objections. If objections are not timely 

filed the court may award attorney fees or costs and 
,,/ 

disbursements sought in the statement. 

[C(5) Enforcement. Attorney fees and costs and 

disbursements entered as part of a judgment pursuant to this 

section may be enforced as part of that judgment. Upon service 

and filing of objections to the entry of attorney fees and costs 

5 



and disbursements as part of a judgment, pursuant to paragraph 

(4) (b) of this section, enforcement of that portion of the 

judgment shall be stayed until the entry of a statement of 

attorney fees and costs and disbursements by the court pursuant 

to (4) (d) of this section.] 

~ Judgment concerning attorney fees or costs and 

disbursements. 

C(5)(a) As part of judgment. When all issues regarding 

attorney fees or costs and disbursements have been determined 

before a judgment pursuant to Rule 67 is entered. the court shall 

include any award or denial of attorney fees or costs and 

disbursements in that judgment. 

C(5)(b) By supplemental judgment; notice. When any issue 

regarding attorney fees or costs and disbursements has not been 

determined before a judgment pursuant to Rule 67 is entered. any 

award or denial of attorney fees or costs and disbursements 

shall be made by a separate supplemental judgment. The 

supplemental judgment shall be filed and entered and notice shall 

be given to the parties in the same manner as provided in Rule 70 

B(1). 

C(6) Avoidance of multiple collection of attorney fees and 

costs and disbursements. 

C(6) (a) Separate judgments for separate claims. Where 

separate final judgments are granted in one action for separate 

claims pursuant to Rule 67 B., the court shall take such steps as 

necessary to avoid the multiple taxation of the same attorney 

6 



fees and costs and disbursements in more than one such judgment. 

C(6) (b) Separate judgments for the same claim. When there 

are separate judgments entered for one claim (where ~eparate 

actions are brought for the same claim against several parties 

who might have been joined as parties in the same action, or 

where pursuant to Rule 67 B. separate final judgments are entered 

against several parties for the same claim), attorney fees and 

costs and disbursements may be entered in each such judgment as 

provided in this rule, but satisfaction of one such judgment 

shall bar recovery of attorney fees or costs and disbursements 

included in all other judgments. 

7 



t1£ftORANDUtl 

TO: 

FROK: 

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON 

August 30, 1989 

GENERAL INQUIRIES SUBCOHHITT££: 

Henry Kantor, Chair 
Bernard Jolles 
Elizabeth Yeats 

Fred Merrill, Executive Director 

According to our telephone conversation, the subcommittee 
meeting will be held at 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, September 14, in 
Henry Kantor's offices in Portland. I am enclosing a response I 
received from Warren Deras. 

F'RM:gh 

Encs. 

SCHOOL OF LAW• EUGENE, OREGON 97403-1221 • TELEPHONE (503) 686-3837 
An E'IM.l Oppo,1•ni1y. Affirm41iw Aclion Jn,litM<ion 
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WARREN C. DERAS 
ATTORNE'.Y AT LAW 

1400 S. W. MONTGOMERY 

PORTLAND, OREGON 9720i-6093 

TELEPHONE ( 503) 222-0106 

Mr. Fredric R. Merrill 
School of Law 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, OR 97403-1221 

August 25, 1989 

Subject: Council on Court Procedures 

Dear Mr. Merrill: 

FAX ( 503) 228-3628 

Thank you for your letter of August 22, 1989, and the 
enclosed copy of your memorandum on miscellaneous proposals. 

In connection with the matter that I raised I thought 
you might find it useful to have the enclosed excerpt from a 
brief that I filed in Dhulst and Dhulst, 61 Or App 383 (1983). 
The reported decision does not discuss this issue, since the 
court decided that publication was not effective service under 
the facts of the case. The authorities I cited at the time 
indicate that a default judgment against an "insane" spouse is 
voidable, but not void. Of course it would make the judgment 
void if the same facts would result in a failure of service. 

I suggest that in looking at this issue you should give 
extra consideration to the domestic relations context, since I 
expect that it would arise there most frequently. Obviously in 
that context the opposing party is ordinarily aware of the mental 
problem. Also in that context the consequences of service being 
ineffective so that the decree is "void" are significant for the 
remaining lives of the parties. 

Your proposed solution could create new problems. What 
would happen if both parents of the party to be served are dead 
or unknown and the defendant or respondent is either (1) a 
"street person", or (2) living alone outside of the "care or 
control" of anyone or (3) living with the opposing party (as may 
be the case in a domestic relations matter)? Particularly in 
light of the modern trend towards "de-institutionalizing" persons 
with mental problems you cannot expect that there will always be 
someone obviously in charge, as is normally the case with a 
minor, and outside of the domestic relations context an opposing 
party may have no ready means of identifying an opposing party's 
parents . 

Very trul~, 

kJ~~~c,-,... 



DEC 10 '90 11: 29 
S.~T ev:sUPREME COURT LI6R, :12-10-eo 10:35 SALEM .. 

Prcpoaad Legislaticn Relating to 
Appaal• :trom Judgments :tor·coa'ta a.nd Attorney .F••• 

P.4 
8138854101# 2 

The Judicial Oepartmant propoae1 to repeal ORS 20.220 and 
remove th• provisions ot ORS 11.033(1) relatin; to attorney 
feaa and 00et1, and pla0• them incorporate them alon; with the 
a.mandmants to ORS 19,026 propo•ed by the council on Cou~t 
Procedures into a aingle statute in oas Chapter 19. 

o~s 19.033(1) wou14 b• amendad a• follow•• 

(1) When th• notice ot appea1 has be•n ••rv•d and fil•d aa 
provided in ORS 19,023, 19.026 and 19.029, the supr•m• court or 
the court ot App&al• •hall have juriadiation ot th• oau••, 
[pur1u&n~ to rul•• of th• coutt,l but the trial court lhall 
have auch powar1 in oonneeticn w th the appaal aa are acntarrad 
upon it by law. [and 1hall retain juri,diot1on for th• p~rio•• 
of &11cwanee and t•xatton ot atto~ney fe11, ao1t1 and 
di1but1•m•nt1 or eMp•nae1 p~:,~ant ta tul• or 1tat~t•• If the 
tri&l oourt Allow• a~d tax•• at~o~n•y f•••, ao1ta &no 
diabur11manta or •xp•n1e1 aft•~ the notio• of &f,a&l hal been 
••~v•d and tiled, ani nac111&ry mod1fiaat1on of th• a~p••l 
•hall~• p~~•~•nt to :ul•• ot the ap~allate aou•t.] 

A new •action would be add•~ to ORS chapter 19 
incorporating the r1lav1.nt pi-ovi1ion• ot ORS 11a. 033 ( 1) , ORS 
20.220 and moat ot th• eounoil'• prcposed amendm•nta to ORS 
1.Q .. 026l 

(l) Notwithstanding ORS 19,033(1), th• trial 
oourt ahall ~etain juriadiction tor th• purpos~ of 
h•aring and deoidin9 re~uesta tor attorn•y tees or 
coats and disbursement• pursuant to ORCP 68, 

(2) An appeal may~• taken frcm a auppl•m•ntal 
jud;mant under ORCP 68 c.(5) allowin; er denying 
attorney tees or ccst• and disbur••m•nt• only if the 
order er jud;m•nt to which it ~•late• could have been 
appeal•d un4•r ORS 11.010. 

(3) An appeal trom a supplamantal judgment under 
ORC~ 68 c.(8) &hall~• tatan in the aam• mann•r a• an 
appeal trom a judgment under ORS 19.010. The 
atat•~ant ot attorney t••• or coat• and 
diaburaementa, th• obj,ationa thereto and tha 
supplemental Jud~ant rendered the~eon shall 
constitute th• trial court file. 'rh• 100pa of review 
1h1ll ~e aa provided in o~s 19.125 (1) . 
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(4) If an appeal 1• til•d from a jud;ment to 
whioh a 1upplemental judp•nt under ORCP 68C.(5) 
relat•• b•tor• th• trial court enttra a aupplemantal 
~udqmant Uhder oacp 68 c.(1): 

(~) Th• appellant n••4 not til• a notio• ot 
appeal ttom th• 1upplamenta1 judqTnent and may aaai;n 
error in the appeal r•lating to th• 1up»leuntal 
judgment, and 

(b) Any moditicetion of th• appeal en account 
ot the aupplernental judqm•nt ahall be pur1uant to 
rule ot th• appellate courta. 

(5) When an appeal i1 taken :rom • ~ud;mant 
under 0RCP 67 to which a •upplamental jud~ent 
awarding attorney f••• or cost• and diaburaement• 
relat••: 

(a) If the app•llate court r•v•r••• th• 
judqment under ORCP e?, th• 1up~l•m•ntal ~u4pent for 
attorney feea or ooata •nd diabu~•o•nt• ahall ~e 
deemed revar•ed; or 

(b) If the appellate court mo4it1•• th.a 
judpant auch that the party who wae awa~d•d attorney 
tee• or ccst• and diaburaemant• ia no lcn;er entitled 
to th• award, th• party a;ainat whom attorney tee• or 
coat• and dis~uraeme~t• w~r• award•d may move tor 
relief und•r ORCP 71 8.(1) (e). 

a 
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MEMORANDUM August 15, 1989 

FROM: Fred Merrill 

TO: Inquiries Subcommittee (Henry Kantor, Chairer, Bernard Jolles 
and Elizabeth Yeats) 

RE: Miscellaneous Inquiries Received by the Council 

The following are letters and other inquiries received by 
the Council at the end of the last biennium and since the first 
of the year: 

1. Limitation of noneconomic damages. Last biennium the 
Council discussed a request by Bob Newell that it clarify whether 
a statement specifying the amount of noneconomic damages under 
ORCP IS B(3) limits the amount of recovery in the same manner the 
prayer in the complaint limits recovery under ORCP 67 C(2). No 
action was taken. Since that time I have received three 
telephone calls asking the same question and another letter from 
Lorey H. Freeman. (attached as exhibit A) 

I think the Council should take some action to clarify this 
one way or another. I have heard several times that the question 
is on appeal. No case has decided the question, however, and 
legal counsel for the court of appeals is not familiar with any 
case raising the question. To be consistent with ORCP 67 C(2), 
which opts for limiting a plaintiff to his or her expectations, 
the statement should be a limitation. This could be done by 
adding the following to ORCP 67 C(2). "If a party seeking 
recovery of noneconomic damages submits a statement of the amount 
claimed for such damages pursuant to Rule 18 B, any judgment for 
money damages shall not exceed that amount, unless the court 
allows amendment of the statement." The last part of the 
sentence is necessary because the authority of a court to allow 
amendment of the 18 B statement, as opposed to amendment of a 
pleading, is not clear. 

It could be argued that this change will cause people to 
submit ridiculous statements of amounts claimed for non-economic 
damages to be sure they do not limit recovery. If that is 
correct, perhaps a better approach would be to get rid of 67 C(2) 
entirely. There is no reason why the amount requested by a 
plaintiff has to limit damages. The federal rules do not 
provide that limit. Also, if the limit were abolished, the 
awkward statement procedure in 18 B could be eliminated. It was 
part of the legislative "tort reform" package a few years ago. I 
think the purpose was simply to avoid adverse publicity flowing 
from astronomical unliquidated damages claims. If such claims 
are not necessary, because the prayer does not limit recovery, 



then 18 B would not be necessary. 

2. Inconsistency between ORCP 7 D(J) (a) (iii) and 27 B(2) 
relating to service on a guardian ad litem. This item comes from 
the letter received from Warren Deras dated October 17, 1988 . 
(attached as exhibit B). The problem he describes assumes it is 
possible to have an incapacitated defendant who does not have a 
guardian or conservator. If this is true, his suggestion of 
eliminating the requirement of serving the guardian ad litem 
could work. As he points out ORCP 67 B(2) prohibits any default 
against an incapacitated person unless there is a guardian. 

Rather than elimination of service on the guardian ad litem 
in 7 0(3) (a) (iii), we could eliminate the provision in 27 B(2) 
that requires to plaintiff to wait 30 days after service of 
summons before having the guardian ad litem appointed. I think, 
the purpose behind that provision, however, is to allow the 
relatives or friends of the incapacitated person time to get a 
guardian appointed or select a guardian ad litem. If it were 
eliminated that means the plaintiff always selects the 
defendant's guardian ad litem. · 

Perhaps a better approach would be to use the same service 
provision as that for defendant minors in ORCP 7 (d) (3) (ii). If 
the only service required is on the incapacitated person, there 
is a possibility that a relative or friend capable of seeking a 
favorable guardian ad litem would not know about the suit. The 
provision could read as follows: 

"Upon an incapacitated person, by service in the manner 
specified in subparagraph (i) of this paragraph upon such 
person, and also upon the conservator of such person's 
estate or guardian, or if there be none, upon such 
incapacitated person's father, mother, or any person having 
the care or control of the incapacitated person or with whom 
such incapacitated person resides." 

The assumption that one could have a defendant who fit 
under the requirement of rule 27 because incapacitated, but had 
no guardian or conservator raises a larger problem. Before the 
ORCP, the provisions for ad litem appointment used to refer to 
appointment of a guardian ad litem for a person" adjudicated 
incompetent." That is, you were only required to have a guardian 
ad litem when a defendant had been the subject of some judicial 
proceeding which decided he or she was not mentally competent and 
resulted in appointment of a representative. I believe that is 
why the provision for service on incapacitated person assumes 
there is a conservator or guardian. I think the reference to ad 
litem was added to take care of the rare problem when the 
appointed conservator's or guardian's interests were adverse to 
the incompetent person or possibly when the guardian or 
conservator could not be found. I think the language 
"incapacitated person" was used as being more accurate that 
"incompetent person," but it is not clear that is limited to 
persons legally adjudicated to be incapacitated. 



If you can have a defendant who has not been adjudicated 
incapacitated, but who must have a guardian ad litem under the 
rule, a plaintiff can be placed in a difficult position. Since a 
judgment secured against a minor or an incapacitated person 
without a guardian ad litem is void, the plaintiff must 
speculate on the defendant's mental capacity at the risk of a 
void judgment. It is ·a1so not clear what would happen if a 
defendant disputed that he was incapacitated. Must the court 
conduct a competency hearing on the petition for appointment of 
the guardian ad litem? Does the plaintiff have the burden of 
showing incapacity? On the other hand, there probably are a lot 
of people mentally incapable of defending themselves in a lawsuit 
who have never been adjudicated so. It is my impression that 
formal appointments of guardians are almost never used for 
mentally retarded persons. I am not sure what the Council wants 
to do about this, but the meaning of wincapacitated person" 
should be clarified. If it is limited to cases where a 
defendant has been the subject of a judicial proceeding 
appointing a guardian or conservator due to incapacity, ORCP 7 
0(3) (a) (iii) is probably acceptable in its present form. 

3. Addition of mental health c1inics to groups that may 
respond to subpoena duces tecum with affidavit. Peter Wells 
raised this in a letter dated Dec. 27, 1989. (attached as 
exhibit C). There are probably many public and private 
institutions, other than hospitals, that could benefit from 
presumptive validity of return of records by affidavit. one 
argument would be that once you go beyond hospitals, trying to 
develop standards for appropriate use of 55 H procedure is 
impossible and it is better to limit the procedure to the .known 
and accepted application to hospital records. on the other hand, 
it could be argued that anyone ought to be able to respond to a 
subpoena duces tecum by affidavit unless the party serving the 
subpoena requests personal authentication. 

confining the question to the issue presented, to accomplish 
what Wells suggests would require addition of the following to 
ORCP 55 H(l): 

As used in this section, unless the context requires 
otherwise, "hospitalw means a hospital licenced under 
ors 44.015 through 441.087, 441.525 through 441.595, 
441.815, 41.820, 441-990, 442.320, [and] 442-340 
through 442-450[.J. and mental health programs 
organized under ORS 430.610 through 430.700. 

ORS 41.930 would make such records admissible based upon the 
affidavit of the custodian. It says all records submitted 
pursuant to ORCP 55 H can be authenticated by the affidavit. 

4. ORCP 21 A defenses set forth in answer. Hugh Collins has 
suggested that ORCP 21 be amended to give the court specific 
authority to direct that a rule 21 defense or objection, which is 
included in an answer, be treated as a motion. (his proposal, 



transmitted on January 21, 1989, together with some 
correspondence with the Uniform Trial Rules Committee is attached 
as exhibit D) 

Section 21 c, which is in the rule, is designed to do this 
already. It does not, however, contain a specific reference to 
motion treatment or to the UTCR procedure . 

If the Council wants to do this I suggest that we add the 
following to ORCP 21 C: 

"The court may enter an order that such defense be head 
and determined as a motion in accordance with the 
procedure specified in UTCR 5.01 through 5.060." 

The rest of the proposal is either unnecessary or better 
dealt with by the UTCR. 

5. Required filing of proof of service. This is a 
suggestion put forward by Hugh Collins in a letter of January 23, 
1989. (attached as exhibit E) ( The letter also has a suggestion 
relating to motor vehicle service, which is being considered by 
the subcommittee concerned with that rule.) He suggests that the 
default rule be modified to require filing of proof of service 
within 9 days of service. This would be enforced by an 
inability to secure default if proof of service was not filed. 

It might be good idea to be sure that there is a timely 
filing of proof of service. The return is an important part of 
the record. On the other hand, there is a danger of making the 
return of service too important and creating an inconsistency 
with ORCP 7 F(4). The proposal, however, does not relate to the 
validity of the service, only the ability to take a default. 

6. Sequence and timing of discovery. This is a problem 
raised by Michael A. Greene on February 13, 1989. (attached is 
exhibit F) He suggests that when representing plaintiffs he 
usually wishes to have production and inspection before 
depositions. The limit on production and inspection to after 45 
days from service of summons allows the defendant to secure the 
advantage of being the first to take depositions. He recommends 
change of the 45 day period to a "reasonable" time period, which 
he suggests would be consistent with the other discovery rules . 

First, I disagree that the other discovery rul~s do not 
have specific time limits to allow a defendant to obtain an 
attorney. Rule 39 A, governing depositions, provides a 30 day 
limit, subject to an exception for emergency situations or if a 
plaintiff begins discovery. Rule 45 relating to admissions has 
the same 45 day limit as production and inspection. The only 
discovery rule not specifically time limited is ORCP 44 relating 
to physical examinations. That procedure, however, requires a 
court order. Presumably the time required to secure such order 
and the supervision of the judge would assure an adequate delay 
after service of summons. 



Second, I think the problem may be one of controlling 
sequence of discovery generally. This is one of the first 
complaints we have had of the so called "race for discovery" type 
which plagued the federal courts before the 1970 amendments to 
the federal rules. As I understand it, prior to 1970, there 
were problems in federal courts relating to the order of 
discovery. In 1970 the federal rules were amended to put in the 
time limits which are now in our rules. The federal courts had 
also adopted the practice of directing that discovery proceed in 
the order requested by the parties, that is if a plaintiff first 
noticed several depositions and requested production that would 
have to be completed before defendant could take a deposition. 
Therefore in 1970 FRCP was amended by adding the FRCP 26 {d): 

"Sequence and Timing of Discovery. Unless the court 
upon motion, for the convenience of parties and witnesses 
and in the interests of justice, orders otherwise, methods 
of discovery may be used in any sequence and the fact that a 
·party is conducting discovery, whether by deposition or 
otherwise, shall not operate to delay any other party's 
discovery." 

That provision was not included in the Oregon rules in 1979 
because the Council felt that the sequence and time of discovery 
was not a problem in Oregon. In any case, this provision would 
not help Mr. Greene. To the contrary, it confirms that the 
defendant could secure depositions while the plaintiff is waiting 
for the 45 day limit for discovery to expire, even though 
plaintiff has requested production and inspection before the 
defendant served the notice of deposition. 

It is not clear, however, whether the problem is built into 
the rules or is created by Mr. Greene's pretrial strategy. It 
seems to me anytime one side decides to delay depositions until 
production and inspection is completed, the other side has an 
opportunity to take depositions first. The ORCP allow Mr. Greene 
to serve a notice of deposition with service of the complaint 
setting a deposition 30 days after service, and to set a 
deposition even earlier if the defendant begins discovery. It 
also seems that one price of setting a time limit on plaintiff's 
discovery to allow defendant to secure counsel is a risk that 
defendant can secure at least some discovery first. 

Whatever the subcommittee wishes to do, I do not like the 
idea of abandoning the time limit or changing it to an 
indeterminate limit such as a reasonable time. Perhaps the 
problem with the present limit is the extra 15 days beyond the 
time to respond, coupled with no exception if a plaintiff 
responds immediately by beginning discovery. This could be cured 
by using the same time limit for production and inspection as 
that for depositions. The time limit in ORCP 45 B would then 
read " ..• a defendant shall not be required to serve answers or 
objections before the expiration of 30 days after service of the 



summons and complaint upon such defendant, unless such defendant 
has served a notice of taking deposition or otherwise sought 
discovery. " 

7. Supersedeas stay after appeal. Hugh Collins raised this 
in a letter dated July 31, 1989. (attached as exhibit 11;?) He 
suggests that Rule 72 is ambiguous and may prevent stay of 
proceedings by supersedeas bond if the execution has already been 
issued. -I do not see the ambiguity. ORCP 72 B explicitly says 
that rule 72 does not effect the availability of stays generated 
by another rule or statute. ORS 19.040 is another rule that 
provides a stay after appeal. The second sentence of ORCP 72 A 
merely recited existing law and confirms that a trial judge has 
no power to grant a stay of execution under ORCP 72 after appeal. 
It does not prevent a stay created by compliance with ORS 19.040. 
If such a stay exists certainly any execution should be recalled. 
ORS 19.040 creates a stay of the proceedings when the proper bond 
is filed. 



Louis Savage, Executive Director 
Michael H. Marcus, Director ol Litigation 

July 6, 1989 

Fredric R. Merrill 
University of Oregon 
School · of Law 
Eugene, OR 97403 

Dear Prof. Merrill: 

(503) 224-4086 

LEGAL 
AID 900 BOARD OF TRADE BUILDING 

310 S.W. FOURTH AVENUE 
PORTLAND, OREGON 97204 

SERVICE 
FOR MULTNOMAH COUNTY 

I am an attorney in Portland and I attended the CLE in 
which you lectured on the Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure. 
I have read the materials from that CLE and researched elsewhere, 
but I cannot find a conclusive answer to the following question: 

Once a defendant has demanded and received, pursuant 
to ORCP 18B(3), a statement specifying the amount of 
noneconomic damages claimed by the plaintiff, may the 
judgment exceed that amount [ORCP 67C(2)]? 

I would appreciate it very much if you could answer this 
question for me. 

Thank you. 
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WABHEN C. DE11.AS 
ATTORNEY AT ~AW 

1'400 II, W. MONTOOM EFIY 

PORTLAND, 0R£00N 97201 6093 
TEL~~HONE 180:1 t aaa•OIO& 

October 17, 1988 

Council on Court Procedures 
University of Oregon School of Law 
Eugene, OR 97AOS 

, .. 
, .. 

Subject: Service on Incapacitated Persons 

Gentlemen: 

The article in this month's Bar Bulletin about the 
proposed changes to the ORCP's reminded me of a problem I had a 
few years ago concerning service of process on an incapacitated 
person who does not have a conservator or guardian. 

ORCP 7D.(J)(a)(iii) requires that service be made: 

. Upon an incapacitated person, by service in 
the manner specified in subparagraph (i) of this 
paragraph upon such person, and also upon the 
conservator of such person's estate or guardian, or, if 
there be none, upon a guardian ad litem appointed 
pursuant to Rule 27 B.(2) • . 

ORCP 27 B.(2) provides for appointment of a guardian at 
litem: 

When the incapacitated person is defendant, 
upon application of a relative or friend of the 
incapacitated person filed within the period of time 
specified by these rules or other rule or statute for 
appearance and answer after service of summons, or if 
the application is not so filed, upon application of 
any party other than the incapacitated person. 

Read literally, these two provisions appear to state 
that you cannot complete service until after a guardian ad litern 
is appointed to serve, but you cannot havo a guardian ad litem 
appointed until after service is · made. In my case I the court 
entered an order on my motion appointing a guardian ad litem for 
the limited purpose of receiving service only. 

It seems to me that improvements could be made to these 
rules. Otherwise in some cases a party plaintiff could be 
compelled to file conservatorship proceedings to assure that 
service is proper. It does not seem to me that someone-with an 
adverse claim should be in that position. I suggest that the 
requirement of service on a guardian ad litem be eliminated in 
favor of the provision in ORCP 69 prohibiting taking a default 
against an incapacitated person without one being appointed. 
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UMATILLA COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
Courthouse, 216 S. E. 4th, Pendleton, Oregon 07801 • Telephone: 503·276·7111 

BIii Hansell, Glenn Youngman, Jeanna Hughes 
COMMISSIONt-:RS 

P11er H. wane 
LEGAL COUNSt:L 

Marci.wan, 
Otlll:t: MANA~t:11 

December 27, 19RR 

CouncJJ on Court Procedures 
llnivu1·stty uf Ort-!1!011 School uf r,ttw 
Eucen~, 01·ec-n11 9740:\ 

R1! : rropose<l Aruendments to ORCP 44 a~d 55 

Duar Council and Staff: 

Dabof8II Warllcll 
l't:MUNNt:L IIUUX.'11111 

I see iu the Orej!on Statt! R;ir puLlicatlcm "For the Rttr.orr.l", OecH111b1-:r·, 1988, that 
ume11dments are hl1J ng proposed fur ORCP 44 and 55. 

T sucl!est Lhat it niay ah.o b•i appropr late, with •d tlwr the~rn ame11i.l111c11ts ur w.l th 
futur~ tsmcndments, to p1•ovhle thot tlrn 11ravJsJons nf llRCP 5511 also upply tl, 
mlrntul health cli11lcs. 

The Umntilln County Mental nealtl, Prneram has be~n thn subj~ct of approximat~ly 
43 subpoenas duces tecu111 J n the past fourttrnn months. The l anguoee of t.he 
subpotmns usually require the pe1•sonnl apptiar,rnce of tlm records custodion J ri 
Portland, 210 miles from the slte of treatment. It Js only throu~h the good 
eraces of the issuing ;st.tc,rney that 1-Jt! huv1, U!rn11lly b1rnn per111ltt11rl to uppe1.1r 
Lhrough de11vc~ry of records only. I submlt that t.lrn subrnh-1:.don of records 
without the personul nppearanc~ of tht! rncorcls custorlinn is apprn11rtrtte for 
1111m tu 1 lu~al th prol!rams Ol'j!an 1 ;,rnd un1for ORS 4:lO. Cit ll l:ll 430. 700 . 
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OUR FILE NO. 
HUGH 8. COLLINS 

ATTORNEY AT LAW 

83!5 EAST MAIN STREET 

BOX 17114 

MEDFORD, OREGON 117501·0138 

January 21, 1~89 

Professor Fredric R. Merrill 
University of Oregon 
School of Law 
Eugene, OR 97403 

Re: An addition to ORCP 

Dear Professor Merrill: 

1!5031 772·11034 

Enclosed is what started out as a proposed addition to UCTR, but 
which temporarily haltea at the jurisdictional borderland 
separating the UCTR Committee and the Council on Court 
Procedures. would you please submit it to the Council for 
consideration? 

Ny suggestion is that the following portion of the first sentence 
of the enclosure be adopted as an a~ciition to ORCP 21A: 

l~henever any defense enumerated in ORCP 21A is asserted in 
a responsive pleading the court may, ana on motion of any 
party shall, enter an order that such defense be heard and 
determined as a motion. 

The . remainder of the enclosed suggestion seems suited to UCTR. 

Sincerely, 

~o~ 
Enc 

cc: 
Hon Allan H. Coon 
Josephine County District Court 
Josephine County Courthouse 
Grants pass, oa ~7526 
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OUR FILE NO. 

January 6, 1989 

Hon. Allan H. Coon 

HUGH B. COLLINS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

83'!1 EAST MAIN STREET 

80111764 

MEDFORD, OREGON 97!501 ·0138 

Josephine County District Court 
Josephine County Courthouse 
Grants Pass, OR 97526 

Re: UCTR 

Dear Judge Coon: 

1!5031 772 ·9034 

Enclosed is a proposed addition to UCTR, which. I'd appreciate 
your proposing to the UCTR Committee for adoption. 

The enclosure is designed to prevent surprises at trial resulting 
from the occasionally overlooked ORCP 21 defense in a pleading . 

Sincerely, 

HUGH a. COLLlNS/drs 

Enc. 

bee: (w/Ene.) 
Hon Edwin J. Peterson 
Chief Justice 
Supreme Court Building 
Salem, OR 97310 
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GERALD C. NEUFELD, Circuit Judge 

L.A. CUSHING, Circuit Judge 

State of Oregon 

ALLAN H. COON, District Judge 

J. LOYD O'NEAL, District Judge 

Josephine County Circuit and District Courts 

January 19, 1989 

Mr. Hugh B. Collins 
Attorney at Law 
835 E Main Street 
Medford, OR 97501 

RE: UTCR Committee 

Dear Hugh: 

I received your letter of January 6, 1989 along with your 
proposed addition to the Uniform Trial Court Rules. I presented 
your proposal to the UTCR Committee on January 13, 1989; however, 
no ·action was taken. 

Since your proposal appeared to have merit, the Committee asked 
me to convey their reasoning to you and perhaps suggest your next 
step. The Committee felt that your issue would be more properly 
addressed in the ORCP rather than the UTCR. The committee is 
very sensitive to avoid an improper intrusion into statutory 
procedures and it was felt that your request would constitute 
such an intrusion if it was incorporated in Uniform Trial Court 
Rules. 

It was suggested that you refer your proposal to the Counsel on 
Court Procedures, specifically, you may direct your proposal to 
Professor Fred Merrill at his office at the University of Oregon 
School of Law. It's my understanding that their proposals had to 
be.made to the present legislature by early January; therefore, 
·any referrals to the counsel on Court Procedures Committee will 
not be considered by this legislature. If that is a concern for 
you, the UTCR Committee felt you might wish to contact your 
legislative representative for consideration in this legislative 
session. 

On a personal note, I apologize for what appears to be "buck 
passing" of your request. However, I do see the UTCR Committee's 
position and I wish you well in your efforts. 

Very truly yours, 

~~-~ 
Allan H. Coon 
Presiding District Court Judge 

AHC:mp 
MARK W. HINNEN. TRIAL COURT ADMINISTRATOR 

(5031474-5181 • JOSEPHINE COUNTY COURTHOUSE • Grants Pass, OR 97526 



Whenever any defense enumerated in ORCP 21A is asserted in a 

responsive pleading the trial court mat, and on motion of any 

party shall, enter an order that such defense be heard and deter

mined as a motion in accordance with the procedure specifiea in 

UCTR S.0l0 through UCTR 5.060 inclusive. The party asserting the 
-

defense must serve and file a supporting memorandum of law or a 

statement of points and autnorities within 2U days from the date 

of such order; the adverse party has 20 days from the service of 

suqh supporting memorandum or statement ~ithin which to respond; 

and the proponent has 10 days from the date of service of said 

responding memorandum or statement within which to reply: the 

trial court may by oraer enlarge or reduce any said time. 
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OUR FILE NO. 
Janudry 2J, !9ij9 

HUGH 8. COLLINS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

U3!:i C:AST MAIN 5TH( CT 

POX 17o4 

Professor Frearic R. Met'°'t~Fffo.onr.coH o7:;o,ouu 

University of Oregon School of Law 
£ugene, OR 97403 

!le: ORCP 

Dear Professor Merrill: 

1!:iOJI 77'il U0'J4 

Enclosea is a s~ecimen of a su~yested paca~rapn F to b~ uadcd to 
URCP 6~. 

Also enclosed is a suggested paragraph n.(4)(a)(iv) for addition 
to ORCP 7. 

These are desi~ned to make it easier on defending attorneys to 
appear for their clients in an orderly manner. At presant, 
there's an increasing i:endenct amony attocn~.)'S to witnhold filing 
proof of service unless it beco,11es necesS,H'.)' to file it in order 
to obtain a aecault. 

An increasing number of att~rneys is resorting to ~MV survice in 
mo tot' vehicle cases, without ant o tte111pt at 1.:Je rsona l o c pr i,na ry 
service and in many inatances tneso attorneyn don't bother to 
file proof of service unless it is necucd to obtain a · dcf~ulc. 

When a defense assi9nmcnt is received, affiong the first things an 
attorney should do is cneck the Clerk's file for the pacticulars 
of service of Summons. In those instances whece the client to be 
~efenaed is a responsiblu sort, proof of ~ervice is almo~t alw~ys 
to be found in the Clerk's fi!e. Where th~ client is a flake, 
quite often proof of service io missing frou, the Clerk's file. 
~ernaps it is unfair to iof~r that thdre ~as any oeliber~tu 
attempt to conceal the fact of service or to 1nisleaci tile 
defending attorney. But it ~oulo certainly ao no narm to put an 
end to the opJ,lortunitt to conce.::tl or misl~ud, alternatively to 
require the cooperation of plaintiff's attorneys in ocdurly and 
responsible court record k~eping. 

I was taugnt in la111 school that ciue process requires that service 
of summons u~on a defendant be made in the manner that is most 
likely to give that defendant actual notice of the pending 
lititJation. 

It will be appreciated if you i,.>rescnt these su~gested amendments 
to the Council on Court ~rocedures. 

:>incerely, 

r;:,/3/f2__ 
HUGH u. COLLINS/6~s 

Enc. 



D.(4)(a)(iv) Suffimons shall not be served on tne Administrator 

of the ~otor Vehicles Division or at any office of the 

Administrator before there has been filed with the Clerk proof of 

unsuccessful bona fide attempts to make personal or primary ser

vice upon the aefendant concerned. 
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F, An order of ~efault ayainst a party tor failure to r~spona to 

a complaint, counterclaim or third party com~laint, will not be 

grante~ prior to the oxpiration of 21 days fro~ the ~ate. that 

proof of service thereof on that party was filed witn tne ClerK. 



~osenthal ~Gree~ PC. 

El..D£N µ. R.OSENTH,AL. 
tL(/CH,,A£L ,A. CiR.EE'NE 

of,ttQnuys M Law 

Suite 1901, orbanco13fda, 1001S'WFi(thotveruu. J?ortlarul,Ongon 97204-116.f · <s-03)228--301s 

Ronald L. Marceau 
Marceau, Karnopp, et al. 
835 NW Bond Street 
Bend, OR 97701 

Henry Kantor 
Pozzi, Wilson, et al. 
910 Standard Plaza 
1100 SW 6th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97204 

February 13, 1989 

Re: council on court Procedures: Timing of Discovery, 
ORCP Rule 43B 

Gentlemen: 

I have recently encountered a problem with ORCP Rule 43B 
and the requirement that a wdefendant shall not be required to 
produce or allow inspection or other related acts before the 
expiration of 45 days after service of summons, unless the court 
specifies a shorter time period.w 

As you are aware, the general litigation practice 
throughout Oregon is to produce all documents and then proceed to 
take depositions. However, I have experienced a defense tactic in 
trying to exploit the 45 day period of ORCP 43B. In my case a 
request for production of documents was served with the complaint 
yet the defendant tried to notice the deposition of the plaintiffs 
prior to the expiration of 45 days from service. Defendants refused 
to produce documents and indeed moved for a protective order. The 
court denied the protective order for a number of reasons including 
the unfair exploitation of the 45 days waiting period of Rule 43B. 

I pointed out to the court that the waiting period was to 
protect defendants while they obtained an attorney, not to be 
exploited to give any advantage in the timing of discovery by the 
defendants. My suggestion would be that you ought to consider a 
change in Rule 43B to prevent this exploitation. None of the other 
discovery rules contain such a limitation, but rather rely on 
"reasonable" time standard. 



Mssrs. Marceau and Kantor 
February 13, 1989 
Page 2 

I would appreciate the council's consideration of this 
change in order to eliminate the opportunity for litigation 
gamemanship during the discovery process. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

very trul/ yt9}s, f 
f/t1~~u-~ 
Michael A. Greene 

MAG/rl 



OUR FILE NO. 11394 

July :.n, 1989 

Fredric R. Merrill 
School of Law 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, OR ~74U3 

HUGH B. COLLINS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

83!5 EAST MAIN STREET 

BOX1764 

MEDFORD. OREGON 97!501·0138 

ke: Clarification of ORCP 72 

Dear Mr. Merrill: 

1!5031 772•9034 

Plaintiff recovers a money judgment and promptly has execution 
issued. Defendant promptly perfects an appeal files a super
sedeas bond. Trial Court Administrator refuses to recall execu
tion, feeling that ORCP 72 A stands in the way. Defendant 
contends that the net effect of ORS 19.040 (l)(a) and ORCP 72 B 
would be to "kill" the execution. 

~taff Counsel at the Court of Appeals suggests that ORCP 72 is 
ambiguous as applied to the foregoing scenario, and I cancer
tainly see his viewpoint. 

Accordingly I suggest a housekeeping amendment to add to ORCP 72 
B the phrase", or when an undertaking has been filed to stay the 
proceedings in accordance with ORS 19.040 (a) through (d) 
inclusive." · 

Sincerely, /,/) 

r:· A~ 
ll~~..lcoLLINS/rme 
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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 

) In the Matter of the Dissolution 
of the Marriage of ) Multnomah County Circuit Court 

) No. D8004-63328 
Charlene K. Dhulst, ) 

) Court of Appeals 
Petitioner-Respondent ) No. A22479 

) 
and ) 

) 

James E. Dhulst, ) 
) 

______ R_e_s __ po_n_d_e_n_t_-_A"""p"""p __ e_l_l_a_n_t--,-. __ ) 

APPELLANT'S BRIEF AND ABSTRACT OF RECORD 

Appeal from Order Denying Respondent's Motion and 
Setting Aside Restraining Order of the Circuit Court 
of the State of Oregon for the County of Multnomah 

HONORABLE KATHLEEN B. NACHTIGAL; Circuit Court Judge 

WARREN C. DERAS 
1400 s.w. Montgomery 
Portland, Oregon 97201 
Telephone: (503) 222-3526 

Attorney for Respondent-Appellant 

NICK CHAIVOE, P.C. 
206 Bailey Building 
5441 s.w. Macadam Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97201 
Telephone: (503) 221-1425 

Attorney for Petitioner-Respondent ( 
I 
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APPELLANT'S BRIEF 

Statement of the Case •••• 

Nature of the Proceeding. . . . . . 
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Questions Presented • • 

Summary of Argument. 

Statement of Facts . 

I. First Assignment of Error 

The court erred in finding that service 
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by publication was permissible in this case. • • 15 

A. Publication was Inappropriate Because 
Posting was Available as a More 
Reasonable Means of Notice ..• • 

B. The Affidavit Was Insufficient To 
Justify Publication ..... . 
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decree. Third, the court chose to ignore the provisions of 

the decree relative to allocation of personal property, and 

ruled "that the parties, despite the decree, have made a fair 

and reasonable division of the personal property". This is 

apparently based upon the property that Wife abandoned to 

Husband. No authority has been found for the proposition that 

a party to a decree which should be set aside can save it by 

unilaterally giving a few assets to the other party. Finally, 

the court below chose in essence to ignore the principal asset 

of the parties, the residence in which they had an equity of 

between $56,000.00 and $76,000.00, except to refer the 

existence of "some inequity in the decree". 

C. Husband's Mental Condition 
Excused His Neglect in Responding 

To the Petition 

In an annotation on the subject in 157 ALR 6, 86, it 

is stated: 

appear 

(1972), 

(1972), 

"Default judgments of divorce obtained 
against a defendant spouse, who, at the 
time of rendering the default judgment, was 
insane or a minor, will not be allowed to 
stand, and courts will not hesitate to 
grant relief by setting them aside." 

The only Oregon authorities dealing with this subject 

to be Brandt vs. Brandt, 9 Or App 1 , 495 P2d 1205 

and Pierpoint vs. PierEoint 9 Or App 1 1 , 495 P2d 1236 

which were argued and decided together. Neither case 

arose under ORS 18.160. Brandt was a suit to set aside a 

property settlement agreement and decree of divorce on the 

ground of fraud in which the "thrust of the complaint arises 
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out of the mental condition of the plaintiff". 9 Or App at 

3. The complaint was not filed within a year after entry of 

the decree. The court cited the following rules with respect 

to the effect of incompetency: 

"1. The general rule is: 

"'* * *[A] judgment against one incompe
tent at the time of its rendition, and not 
represented by a guardian or committee, is 
not absolutely void, but is, at most 
merely voidable.' Annotation, 140 ALR 
1336 (1942)." (9 Or App at 5-6) 

"In Beckley Nat. Bank v. Boone, 115 F2d 513 
(4th Cir 1940), cert denied 313 US 558, 61 
S Ct 835, 85 L Ed 2d 1519 (1941), the court 
said: 

11 '* * *The rule of law is well estab
lished that a judgment rendered against 
an insane person not represented by a 
guardian or committee is not on that 
account void~ and it will not be set 
aside even upon direct attack on the 
ground of insanity alone. To set it 
aside there must also be shown a meri
torious defense to the claim. * * *' 
115 F2d at 518." (9 Or App at 7) 

The court found that there was no proof of either inequity or 

fraud and denied relief. 

The court in Brandt expressly distinguished the 

findings in that case from those in Pierpoint, which involved 

not a motion to set aside a decree, but one to disapprove a 

property settlement agreement prior to entry of the decree. 

This suggests that the substance of the rule is the same 

regardless of the point in the proceedings at which the issue 

of insanity is raised, whether it be before entry of the 

decree or two years afterwards,. as in Brandt. In _Pierpoint, 
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wife had psychiatric testimony not very different from that 

provided in this case. This court reversed the trial court 

and set aside the agreement. Applying the fault rules then in 

effect, the court found the agreement unjust even though wife 

had received roughly two-thirds of the assets. This court 

increased the wife's share to roughly five-sixths of the 

marital assets. 

The trial judge, having erroneously excluded much of 

the psychiatric testimony, tended to belittle Husband's claim 

of mental incapacity. Her discussions on this subject are re

produced at Ab 8. It is suggested that that comparison of 

these proceedings with parental termination cases is inappro

priate, the standard in such a case not being whether the 

mental problem excuses its victim's conduct, but rather 

whether it is seriously detrimental to the child. Under ORS 

419. 523 ( 2), mental illness is expressly named as a possible 

grounds for termination. The court below also appears to be 

in error in suggesting that problems of the type suffered by 

Husband in this case would not excuse criminal conduct. See, 

for example, Rolfe vs. Psychiatric Security Review Board, 53 

Or App 941, P2d --- --- (1981}, for a lengthy discussion 

of the history of an individual suffering problems different 

only in marginal degree from those suffered by Husband in this 

case. Here, Wife's repeatedly expressed fears of physical 

abuse by Husband, which have resulted in the entry of two 

separate restraining orders in these proceedi~gs, suggest that 

at least Wife thinks that Husband is not far different from 

Mr. Rolfe . 
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Even without the psychiatric testimony excluded by 

the court, there is significant testimony to the effect that 

Husband in this case was substantially disabled frora engaging 

in ordinary activities. He had at the time of hearing been 

unemployed for a year and a half. ,The social worker who 

interviewed him for an alcohol treatment program, and who had 

a Master of Social Work degree with specialization in mental 

health (Tr. 12), testified that Husband had trouble focusing 

on questions and tracking (Tr. 13). The trial court sustained 

an objection to her testimony that he exhibited paranoid 

behavior (Tr. 15). The attorney with whom Husband consulted 

indicated in his affidavit that Husband was "unable to follow 

or hold a chain of thought" to the point that he was unable to 

represent him. Respondent's Exhibit 2, which was accepted in 

evidence (Tr. 30), is useful in that it gives the court a 

firsthand view of the level at which Husband was functioning 

during this time period. It is a complaint; to the Oregon 

State Bar filed by Husband shortly after the decree was taken 

against his original attorney and Wife's original attorney . 

It is simply unintelligible. 

With regard to this aspect of the _ excusability of 

Husband's conduct in this proceeding, consideration should be 

given to Oregon State Bar Legal Ethics Opinion No. 229, 

relating to the obligations of an attorney handling a matter 

for a client who is incompetent. Husband twice sought legal 

assistance, both times before the decree was taken. In both 

instances, his efforts were rejected, al tho.ugh he expressly 

understood that Mr. Bassett was representing him (Tr. 55) . 
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Obviously, Mr. Bassett did take some steps as Husband's 

attorney to correspond with Wife's attorney. Opinion No. 229 

construes the Code of Professional Responsibility to require 

an attorney in those circumstances to continue representation, 

to make decisions on behalf of the client where appropriate, 

and to obtain for his client "all possible aid". The opinion 

acknowledges that such representation is often difficult, but 

indicates "that a lawyer may not dodge the responsibilities of 

his profession because of difficult situations". It is 

suggested that this ethical opinion accurately reflects the 

broader responsibility of our legal system to citizens 

suffering under a mental impairment and that in the 

circumstances of this case the system has not lived up to its 

responsibilities to Husband, not only because Husband's 

attorney failed to act vigorously on his behalf, but also 

because Wife's original attorney, 

situation, took advantage Qf it. 

being aware of the 

P2d In May and May, 55 Or App 396 398, --- ---
( 1981), a defaulted party's_ erroneous belief that she was 

being represented by an attorney was taken into consideration 

in setting aside a decree. 

D. Wife's Conduct Misled Husband 

With due consideration being given to Husband's· 

mental condition, Wife's conduct prior to entry of the decree 

below was misleading. Although it might appear in this regard 

that Husband was· clutching at straws, it should be kept in 

mind that a drowning man might feel he has no alternative. 



September 26, 1989 

TO THE SUBCOHHITTEE: 

The following is a report (less than 2 pages) which I think 
reflects the decisions which you made at the subcommittee 
meeting. If anyone disagrees or wants to modify the language, 
please call me as soon as possible. If necessary, we can confer 
by conference call. I would like to send the report out at the 
end of the week with the agenda for the October 14 meeting. 

Although most of the letters involved have already been sent 
to the Council. they should be attached because former members 
will have lost them and we have a number of new members. 

H E H O R A N D U M 

FROM: 

TO: 

RE: 

Miscellaneous Inquiries Subcommittee {Henry Kantor, 
Chairer, Bernard Jolles, Elizabeth Yeats) 

Council On Court Procedures 

Inquires Received after October 1988 

The Miscellaneous Inquiries Subcommittee met on September 
14, 1989 and discussed all suggestiOLJS for amendments to the ORCP 
which had been received by the Council after the amendments 
promulgated during the last biennium were completed. It 
recommends the following disposition of these inquiries: 

1. Last biennium the Council discussed a request that it 
clRrify whether a statement specifying the amount of noneconomic 
damages under ORCP 18 B(3) limits the amount of recovery. No 
action was taken. Since that time, three telephone calls and a 
letter have been received by the Executive Director asking the 
same question. 

The subcommittee believed that the procedure of eliminating 
noneconomic damages from the prayer and requiring a statement of 
such damages on request is not particularly useful and would not 
provide a basis for limiting damages. The statement of damages 
may s imply be a letter from one counsel to another and is not 
part of the trial court file. They also felt that the procedure 
had been created because of excessive claims for noneconomic 
rlamages in some complaints which provided adverse publicity to 
the defendants. such claims were caused by ORCP 67 C(2), which 
limits recovery to the amount of damages requested in the prayer. 
The subcommittee decided the simplest way to deal with both 
problems was to eliminate both 18 Band 67 C(2), and recommends 
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this action to the Council. 

2. The Council received a letter from Warren Deras dated 
October 17, 1988, relating to a potential problem involving 
service on incapacitated persons (attached as Exhibit A). The 
subcommittee believed that the problem presented resulted from a 
misinterpretation of the rules. The subcommittee reads ORCP 7 
D(3)(a)(iii) and 27 8 as requiring a person who sues an 
incapacitated person to serve both the person and any existing 
guardian or conservator. If there is no guardian or conservator , 
then the plaintiff must serve the incapacitated person and wait 
30 days from that service to see if a guardian ad litem is 
appointed at the request of a relative or friend of th e 
incapacitated person. If the appointment is made, the plaintiff 
must then serve the guardian ad litem. After the 30-day period 
expires, the plaintiff may move for appointment of the guardian 
ad litem and complete the service. The time for default would be 
30 days from completion of service on the guardian ad litem. 

In reviewing the ORCP, the subcommittee did decide that the 
phrase "incapacitated person", used in ORCP 7 D, 27 Band 67 B, 
is not entirely clear. The subcommittee recommends that the 
phrase when used in the ORCP be changed to "incapacitated p e rson 
as defined by ORS 126.003(4)". 

3. In a letter dated December 27, 1989, Peter Wells 
suggested that mental health clinics be added to the 
organizations that can respond to a subpoena duces tecum by 
affidavit (attached as Exhibit B). At present, the affidavit 
procedure in ORCP 55 H only applies to hospital records. The 
subcommittee believed that it might be desirable to expand the 
subpoena procedure, but that it would be a bad idea to do it on 
an ad hoc basis depending upon request. rt recommends that a 
special subcommittee be appointed to review the procedure. 

4. Hugh Collins has suggested that ORCP 21 be amended to 
give the court specific authority to direct that a Rule 21 
defense or objection, which is included in an answer, be treated 
as a motion (letter to Uniform Trial Court Rules Committee 
attached as Exhibit C). The subcommittee believes that ORCP 21 C 
already addresses the question pr es ented and recommends no change 
to the rule. 

S. In a letter of January 23, 1989, Hugh Co],,lins s1,Jggestq 
that the default rule be modified to prevent a detault it proot 
of service is not filed within 9 days of service (attached as 
Exhibit D). The subcommittee believes that a rule setting a time 
limit for filing proof of service i s unnecessary and recommends 
no amendment of the rule. 

6. In a letter of February 13, 1989, Michael A. Greene 
requests a change in the time limit that prevents a plaintiff 
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from securing production and inspection from the defendant until 
45 days after service of summons (attached as Exhibit E). The 
subcommittee believes that the time limits in the discovery rules 
should be retained as they are needed to give the defendant time 
to secure legal assistanc e before discovery. The subcommittee 
did feel that the problems described by Mr. Greene may reflect an 
increasing tactical abuse of discovery by some attorneys. The 
Council should address the area of discovery abuse if reports or 
complaints continue to be received. 

7. By letter of July 31, 1989, Hugh Collins suggests that 
ORCP 72 is ambiguous and may prevent a stay of proceedings by 
supersedeas bond if an execution has already issued (attached as 
Exhibit F). The subcommittee does not see any ambiguity. ORCP 
72 B explicitly says that Rule 72 does not affect the 
availability of stays provided by another rule or statute. ORS 
19.040 is a specific statute that provides a stay after appeal. 
The subcommittee recommends no amendment of the rule. 
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September 29, 1989 

K E K O R A H D U ft 

FROM: 

TO: 

RE: 

Miscellaneous Inquiries Subcommittee ( Henry Kantor, 
Chairer, Bernard Jolles, Elizabeth Yeats ) 

Council On Court Procedures 

Inquires received after October 1988 

The Miscellaneous Inquiries Subcommittee met on September 
14, 1989 and discussed all suggestions for amendments to the ORCP 
which had been received by the Council after the amendments 
promulgated during the last biennium were completed. It 
recommends the following disposition of these inquiries: 

1. Last biennium the Council discussed a request that it 
clarify whether a statement specifying the amount of noneconomic 
damages under ORCP 18 8(3) limits the amount of recovery. No 
action was taken. Since that time, three telephone calls and a 
letter have been received by the Executive Director asking the 
same question. 

The subcommittee believed that the procedure of eliminating 
noneconomic damages from the prayer and requiring a statement of 
such damages on request is not particularly useful and would not 
provide a basis for limiting damages. The statement of damages 
may simply be a letter from one counsel to another and is not 
part of the trial court file. They also felt that the procedure 
had been created because of excessive claims for noneconomic 
damages in some complaints which provided adverse publicity to 
the defendants. such claims were caused by ORCP 67 C(2), which 
limits recovery to the amount of damages requested in the prayer. 
The subcommittee decided the simplest way to deal with both 
problems was to eliminate both 18 Band 67 C(2), and recommends 
this action to the Council. 

2. The Council received a letter from Warren Deras dated 
October 17, 1988, relating to a potential problem involving 
service on incapacitated persons (attached as Exhibit A). The 
subcommittee believed that the problem presented resulted from a 
misinterpretation of the rules. The subcommittee reads ORCP 7 
D(3)(a)(iii) and 27 Bas requiring a person who sues an 
incapacitated person to serve both the person and any existing 
guardian or conservator. If there is no guardian or conservator, 
then the plaintiff must serve the incapacitated person and wait 
30 days from that service to see if a guardian ad litem is 
appointed at the request of a relative or friend of the 
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incapacitated person. If the appointment is made, the plaintiff 
must then serve the guardian ad litem. After the 30-day period 
expires, the plaintiff may move for appointment of the guardian 
ad litem and complete the service. The time for default would be 
30 days from completion of service on the guardian ad litem. 

In reviewing the ORCP, the subcommittee did decide that the 
phrase "incapacitated person", used in ORCP 7 o, 27 Band 67 B, 
is not entirely clear. The subcommittee recommends that the 
phrase when used in the ORCP be changed to "incapacitated person 
as defined by ORS 126.003(4)". 

3. In a letter dated December 27, 1989, Peter Wells 
suggested that mental health clinics be added to the 
organizations that can respond to a subpoena duces tecum by 
affidavit (attached as Exhibit B). At present, the affidavit 
procedure in ORCP 55 H only applies to hospital records. The 
subcommittee believed that it might be desirable to expand the 
subpoena procedure, but that it would be a bad idea to do it on 
an ad hoc basis depending upon request. It recommends that a 
special subcommittee be appointed to review the procedure. 

4. Hugh Collins has suggested that ORCP 21 be amended to 
give the court specific authority to direct that a Rule 21 
defense or objection, which is included in an answer, be treated 
as a motion (letter to Uniform Trial Court Rules Committee 
attached as Exhibit C) . The subcommittee believes that ORCP 21 C 
already addresses the question presented and recommends no change 
to the rule. 

5. In a letter of January 23, 1989, Hugh Collins suggests 
that the default rule be modified to prevent a default if proof 
of service is not filed within 9 days of service (attached as 
Exhibit D). The subcommittee believes that a rule setting a time 
limit for filing proof of service is unnecessary and recommends 
no amendment of the rule. 

6. In a letter of February 13, 1989, Michael A. Greene 
requests a change in the time limit that prevents a plaintiff 
from securing production and inspection from the defendant until 
45 days after service of summons (attached as Exhibit E). The 
subcommittee believes that the time limits in the discovery rules 
should be retained as they are needed to give the defendant time 
to secure legal assistance before discovery. The subcommittee 
did feel that the problems described by Kr. Greene may reflect an 
increasing tactical abuse of discovery by some attorneys. The 
Council should address the area of discovery abuse if reports or 
complaints continue to be received. 

7. By letter of July 31, 1989, Hugh Collins suggests that 
ORCP 72 is ambiguous and may prevent a stay of proceedings by 
supersedeas bond if an execution has already issued ( attached as 
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Exhibit F ) . The subcommittee does not see any ambiguity. ORCP 
72 B explicitly says that Rule 72 does not affect the 
availability of stays provided by another rule or statute. ORS 
19.040 is a specific statute that provides a stay after appeal. 
The subcommittee recommends no amendment of the rule. 

Enclosures 
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WARREN C. DERAS 
ATTOANC'I' AT LAW 

1 .. 00 8, W, MONTOOM ERV 

PORTLAND, 0RECION 97201 6093 
TELEP'HONE I ISO:I. aaa.o,oa 

October 17, 1988 

Council on Court Procedures 
University of Oregon School of Law 
Eugene, OR 97405 

... .. . 

Subject: Service on Incapacitated Persons 

Gentlemen: 

The article in this month's Bar Bulletin about the 
proposed changes to the ORCP's reminded me of a problem I had a 
few years ago concerning service of process on an incapacitated 
person who does not have a conservator or guardian. 

ORCP 7D.(3)(a)(iii) requires that service be made: 

Upon an incapacitated person, by service in 
the manner specified in subparagraph (i) of this 
paragraph upon such person, and also upon the 
conservator of such person's estate or guardian, or, if 
there be none, upon a guardian ad litem appointed 
pursuant to Rule 27 B.(2) • . 

ORCP 27 B.(2) provides for appointment of a guardian at 
litem: 

When the incapacitated person is defendant, 
upon application of a relative or friend of the 
incapacitated person filed within the period of time 
specified by these rules or other rule or statute for 
appearance and answer after service of summons, or if 
the application is not so filed, upon application of 
any party other than the incapacitated person. 

Read literally, these two provisions appear to state 
that you cannot complete service until after a guardian ad litem 
is appointed to serve, but you cannot have a guardian ad litem 
appointed until after service is · made. In my case I the court 
entered an order on my motion appointing a guardian ad litem for 
the limited purpose of receiving service only. 

It seems to me that improvements could be made to these 
rules. Otherwise in some cases a party plaintiff could be 
compelled to file conservatorship proceedings to assure that 
service is proper. It does not seem to me that someone with an 
adverse claim should be in that position. I suggest that the 
requirement of service on a guardian ad litem be eliminated in 
favor of the provision in ORCP 69 prohibiting taking a default 
against an incapacitated person without one being appointed. 

EXHIBIT A 
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BIii Hansell, Glenn Youngman, Jeanne Hughes 
COMMISSIONERS 

P•ter H. W•II• 
LU.41. COUNSt:I. 

Malclaw.tl• 
Dtlll:t; M4N4<.t:a 

December 27, 1980 

CouncJl on Court Procedures 
llnivu1·stty of Or~gon Scliool of r,«w 
Eue~ne, 01·een11 9740:l 

R1!: Proposed Amendments to ORr.P 44 and 55 

D~ar Council and Staff: 

Debotlll War11ck 
l't:MWNNU l>IIU'l."nlM 

l see in the Oregon Stc1tt: flrir pul,lic<Jtion "For the Rttcorf.l", DecemlH-:r, 1988, that 
u111e11drnents i:IJ'a bl?J ng 1>1·oposeiJ fur ORCP 44 und 5n. 

I suc~eNt that it nmy a ho bf! appropr late, with ei tlwr tl1e~rn a111e11Jn1t:nts or w.l th 
futul'e 11111endments, to pa·ovide thut the prov1slnns nf 0RCP 5511 also apply t~, 
n11.rntul heal th cl i111cs. 

The Umatilla County Mental llealth Program has been the subject of approximat~ly 
43 subpoenas duces tee um l n the past fourttrnn months. The languaee of t.he 
subpoenas usually require the personal apptiarance of thP. records custorJinn in 
Portland, 2J0 miles from the sJte of treatment. It ls only t.hrourrh the good 
graces of the issuing ;it.torney that we hi.lVH usually b,~en peraui ttBd to appe;.11· 
throue·h de] 1 ve1·y of 1·ecords on] y. I sul>m1 t t.hut t.lrn suhrnh::d on of J'ecords 
without the pt:rsonul appearanc~ of the rf}cords custorl .1an is apprnprt,,te for 
1um1tul lwalth protrams Ol'J;!anJ;rnd unde1· ORS 4~JO.Cil0 to 430.700 . 

Very truly yours, d~ 4;- t.-/~4--
Plltl~I' II. Well::. 

EXHIBIT B 
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OUII FIL£ NO. 

January 6, 1989 

Hon . Allan H. Coon 

HUGH B. COLLINS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

B35 EAST MAIN STREET 

BOK 176-4 

MEDFORD, OREGON 117501 ·013B 

Josephine County District Court 
Josephine County Courthouse 
Grants Pass, OR 97526 

Re: UC'l'R 

Dear Judge Coon: 

1!5031 772 ·1103-4 

Enclosed is a proposed addition to UCTFc., which. I'd appreciate 
your proposing to the UCTR Committee for adoption. 

The enclosure is designed to prevent surprises at trial resulting 
from the occasionally overlooked ORCP 21 defense in a pleading. 

Sincerely, 

nUGH B. COLLINS/dr& 

Enc. 

bee: ( w/Enc.) 
Hon Edwin J. Peterson 
Chief Justice 
Supreme Court Building 
Salem, OR 97310 

EXHIBIT C 
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Whenever any defense enumerated in ORCP 21A is asserted in a 

responsive pleading the trial court mat, and on motion of any 

party shall, enter an order that such defense be heard and deter

mined as a motion in accordance with the procedure specifiea in 

UCT& 5.010 through UCTR 5.060 inclusive. The party asserting the 

defense must serve and file a supporting memorandum of law or a 

statement of points and authorities within 20 days from the date 

of such order; the adverse party has 20 days from the service of 

such supporting memorandum or statement within which to respond; 

and the proponent has 10 days from the date of service of said 

responding memorandum or statement within which to reply; the 

trial court may by oraer enlarge or reduce any said time. 



OUR FILE NO. 
Januury 23, 19tl9 

HUGH B. COLLINS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

1135 £AST MAIN STH( CT 

uo~17o4 

Llrofessor Frearic R. MalE~r.ero.om:coNQ750101Je 

University of Oregon School of Law 
Eugene, OR 97403 

!le: ORCP 

Dear Professor Merrill: 

l!iOJI 77~ 110'..14 

Enclosed is a s~ecimen of a su~yested ~ara~,a~n F to b~ aaded to 
ORCP 6~. 

Also enclosed is a suggested paragraph D.(4)(a)(iv) for addition 
to ORCP 7. 

These are designed to make it easier on defending attorneys to 
appear for their clients in an orderly manner. At present, 
there I s an increasing . tenaency air,on';) a ttorn~ys to w i tnho ld filing 
1lroof of service unless it becoines necessary to file it in order 
to obtain a aefault. 

An increasing number of attorneys is resorting to ~MV service in 
moto, van icle casea, without ant a ttelllpt at ile rsonal o, pri,na ry 
aervic~ and in many inatances tneso attorneya don't bother to 
file proof of service unless it is neeacd to obtain a defdulc. 

When a defense assignment is received, affiong the first thin9s an 
attorney should do is cneck the ClerK's file foe the particulars 
of service of Summons. In tho~e instances \Jhere the client to be 
aefenaed is a responsible sort, proof of ~ervice is almo~t always 
to be found in the Clerk's file. Where the client is a flake, 
quite often proof of service iG missing froffi the Clerk's file . 
~erhaps it is unfair to infer that t~~ce was any ueliberatu 
at tempt to conceal the fact of servic~ or to ,ni s leaa tile 
detending attorney. Sut it "'10U1~ certainly ao no narm to put an 
end to the opportunity to conceal or mislead, altern .. 1tively to 
require the cooperation of plaintiff's attorneys in orderly and 
responsible court record k~eping. 

I "'1as taugnt in la..., scnool that due llCOcess requires that service 
of summons u9on a ~efendant be made in the mann~r that is most 
likely to give that defendant actual notice of tne pending 
liti1;3ation. 

It wi 11 be appreciated if you !,lresent these su~ges ted amenc1me·n ts 
to the Council on Court ?roced~res . 

~ incerely, 

r;-- ,--,,1&--
'UGH a. COLLINS/6rs 

E.nc. 

EXHIBIT 0. 



e. An order of ctefault a~ainst a pa~ty for failure to r~spona to 

a complaint, counterclaim or third party com~laint, will not be 

granted prior to the ox~iration of 21 days fro~ the ~ata. th~t 

proof of service thereof on that party was filed witn tne ClerK. 
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D.(4)la)(iv) Suffimons shall not be served on the Administrator 

of the ~otor Vehicles Division or at any office of the 

Administrator before there nas been filed with the Cler~ proof of 

unsuccessful bona fide atteffipts to make personal or primary ser-

vice upon the aefendant concerned. 



·f. , 

-~senthal &c:'Gree~ PC. 

ELDEN M, R.OSENtH,AL., 
,,UICf(AEL ,A. qR..EeNE 

o'£,tt~nuys at" Law 

Suite 1901, Orbanco ~ldtf, 1001 S'W Fi(thcAvenue. '"l'ortland, Ongm 91204 , 116s · c so3) 228,,301s 

Ronald L. Marceau 
Marceau, Karnopp, et al. 
835 NW Bond Street 
Bend, OR 97701 

Henry Kantor 
Pozzi, Wilson, et al. 
910 Standard Plaza 
1100 SW 6th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97204 

February 13, 1989 

Re: council on court Procedures: Timing of Discovery, 
ORCP Rule 43B 

Gentlemen: 

I have recently encountered a problem with ORCP Rule 43B 
and the requirement that a "defendant shall not be required to 
produce or allow inspection or other related acts before the 
expiration of 45 days after service of summons, unless the court 
specifies a shorter time period." 

As you are aware, the general litigation practice 
throughout Oregon is to produce all documents and then proceed to 
take depositions. However, I have experienced a defense tactic in 
trying to exploit the 45 day period of ORCP 43B. In my case a 
request for production of documents was served with the complaint 
yet the defendant tried to notice the deposition of the plaintiffs 
prior to the expiration of 45 days from service. Defendants refused 
to produce documents and indeed moved for a protective order. The 
court denied the protective order for a number of reasons including 
the unfair exploitation of the 45 days waiting period of Rule 43B. 

I pointed out to the court that the waiting period was to 
protect defendants while they obtained an attorney, not to be 
exploited to give any advantage in the timing of discovery by the 
defendants. My suggestion would be that you ought to consider a 
change in Rule 43B to prevent this exploitation. None of the other 
discovery rules contain such a limitation, but rather rely on 
"reasonable" time standard. 

EXHIBIT E 



Mssrs. Marceau and Kantor 
\.._/ February 13, 1989 

Page 2 

I would appreciate the council's consideration of this 
change in order to eliminate the opportunity for litigation 
gamemanship during the discovery process. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter . 

Very truly y"s, f 
~ ~(u. ~ 
Michael A. Greene 

MAG/rl 



OUR FILE NO. 11394 

July 31, 1989 

Fredric R. Merrill 
School of Law 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, OR Y74U3 

HUGH 8. COLLINS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

835 EAST MAIN STREET 

BOX 1764 

MEDFORD, OREGON 97501 ·0138 

Re: Clarification of ORCP 72 

Dear Mr. Merrill: 

1!503) 772·9034 

Plaintiff recovers a money judgment and promptly has execution 
issued. Defendant promptly perfects an appeal files a super
sedeas bond. Trial~Court Administrator refuses to recall execu
tion, feeling that ORCP 72 A stands in the way. Defendant 
contends that the net effect of ORS 19.040 (l)(a) and ORCP 72 B 
would be to "kill" the execution. 

~taff Counsel at the Court of Appeals suggests that ORCP 72 is 
ambiguous as applied to the foregoing scenario, and I cancer
tainly see his viewpoint. 

Accordingly I suggest a housekeeping amendment to add to ORCP 72 
B the phrase", or when an undertaking has been filed to stay the 
proceedings in accordance with ORS 19.040 (a) through (d) 
inclusive." 

EXHIBlT ;F 
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COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES 
university of Oregon School of Law 

Eugene, OR 97403 

July 13, 1989 

K E ft O R A N D U ft 
TO: 

FRO!: 

RE: 

ORCP 7 D Subcoaaittee, 

Hike Starr, Chair 
John Buttler 
Lee Johnson 

Fred Merrill 

Review of ORCP 7 D 

This memorandum will provide some background on the special 
service provision for automobile accident cases in ORCP 7 D. The 
history of the present provision is quite complicated and may 
shed some light on the reason for the language presently used in 
the rule. I will also list some possible areas of review for the 
subcommittee. These are, of course, preliminary at best, but 
should provide a starting point for the work of the subcommittee. 

HISTORY OF ORCP 7 0 

A statut~ providing for service upon nonresident motorists 
for claims arising from automobile accidents in the state was 
first passed in Oregon in 1929. 1929 Oregon Laws, Ch. 389, Sec. 
1. ORS 15.190 (rep. 1979). At that time, Oregon joined the 
majority of other states using an implied consent theory to 
exercise jurisdiction over foreign motorists after that theory 
was upheld by the United states Supreme court in Hess v. 
Powloski, 274 U.S. 352 (1927). 

The Oregon statute followed the national pattern of 
requiring in-state service on a state official, followed by 
mailing of a "notice of the service" to the defendant. The 
original Oregon statute required service on the Secretary of 
State. In 1955, the Oregon service was changed to service upon 
the Motor Vehicles Division. 1955 Oregon Laws, Ch. 287, Sec. 15. 
The statute originally applied only to the operator of the motor 
vehicle, but was amended in 1939 to cover claims against the 
owner as well. 1939 Or. Laws, Ch. 499, Sec. 1. The original 
statute applied only to nonresident defendants. In 1973, it was 
amended to include residents. 1973 Oregon Laws, Ch. 60, Sec. 1. 

Until 1955, ORS 15.190 required no court order authorizing 
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service. Originally, the plaintiff was simply allowed to serve 
the Secretary of state in any motor vehicle case. In 1947, this 
was changed to require that the plaintiff file a certificate of 
the sheriff of the county in which the action was filed that the 
defendant could not be found in the state. 1947 Oregon Laws, Ch. 
464, Sec. 2. In 1959, in response to Mullane v. Hanover Bank and 
Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306 (1950), where the Supreme Court held that 
due process required that summons provide the best notice 
possible under the circumstances, the statute was amended to 
require an affidavit by the plaintiff showing that the defendant 
"after due diligence cannot be found within the state" arid a 
court order authorizing service upon the Motor Vehicles Division. 
1959 Oregon Laws, Ch. 440, Sec. 1. 

The Oregon Supreme Court then decided a series of cases 
treating a deficient showing of a diligent search for the 
defendant as a jurisdictional defect and very strictly requiring 
a demonstration of a diligent search. The plaintiff was required 
to make inquiry at a defendant's last known address, followed by 
inquiry of the post office, former employers, utility companies, 
neighbors, relatives, and friends. The plaintiff had to recite 
the exact details of the search in an affidavit. The leading 
case interpreting the diligence inquiry strictly was Ter Harv. 
Backus, 259 Or 478 (1971). 

In response to these cases, the 1973 Legislature amended the 
statute to provide: "Due diligence is satisfied when it appears 
from the affidavit that the defendant cannot be found residing at 
[certain specified addresses]." 1969 Oregon Laws, Ch . 389, Sec 
1. In 1973, the statute was amended again, dropping the 
requirement of a preliminary affidavit and order authorizing 
service. The plaintiff could merely make service, and only if a 
default judgment was sought against a "defendant who has not 
either received or rejected the registered or certified letter 
containing the notice of such service" was it necessary to make a 
showing of a diligent search. In such case, a showing that an 
attempt had been made to find defendant at the address given by 
the defendant at the time of the accident was sufficient to 
satisfy the requirement of a diligent search. 1913 Oregon Laws, 
Ch. 60, Sec. 1. 

When the council on Court procedures first promulgated ORCP 
7 in 1979, they totally eliminated any special provision for 
service of summons in motor vehicle cases. The Council felt that 
from a jurisdictional perspective no special rule was needed 
because of the broad sweep of Rule 4. See 1979 Staff Comment to 
Rules 4 c and D. The legislature amended the rule promulgated by 
the Council and reinserted a provision for service in motor 
vehicle cases. 1979 Oregon Laws, ch. 284, sec. 9. The reaeon 
for the special provision was to provide a reliable method of 
service of summons when the plaintiff could not find the 
defendant or when the statute of limitation time was so short 
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there was no opportunity to conduct an exhaustive search. 

The legislature went back to the language in ORS 15~190. 
It eliminated the reference to due diligence, but service could 
be made and default secured if the defendant could not be found 
at listed addresses. It, however, eliminated the service on the 
Hotor Vehicles Division and provided that the summons be mailed 
to any address on record with the Motor Vehicles Division or any 
address known to the plaintiff, if the defendant could not be 
found at those addresses. In 1981, this change was reversed and 
service was again required on the Motor Vehicles Division. 1981 
Oregon Laws, Ch. 898, sec. 4. The defense insurance companies 
wanted a record of service which they could check wjthout having 
to rely upon the defendant who might not receive or forward the 
summons. For an appropriate fee, the Motor Vehicles Division 
apparently will notify insurance companies when summons is served 
upon one of their insureds. The plaintiffs' attorneys felt that 
the service on the Motor Vehicles Division would provide a 
certain time that would satisfy the statute of limitation. 

The 1981 amendment still differed slightly from ORS 15.190 
by changing the primary address for mailing from the most recent 
address "furnished by the defendant to the Administrator of the 
Motor Vehicles Division" to the most recent address "as shown by 
the Motor Vehicles Division driver records." The ORCP provision 
also differs from the statute in that a copy of the summons and 
complaint must be mailed to the defendant, not a notice of the 
service on the Motor Vehicles Division. The 1981 amendment also 
changed ORCP 7 0(2) to provide that service was complete upon 
service upon the Motor Vehicles Division and mailing to the 
defendant. This, of course, doe~ not control absolutely for 
l(mitations purposes. 

In 1982, the Council added a requirement in subparagraph 7 
D(4)(a){i) and (ii) that a copy of the summons and complaint be 
sent to the defendant's insurance carrier if known. This was a 
response to Harp v. Loux, 54 or App 840 (1981), where the 
plaintiff had negotiated with defendant's insurance company but 
did not notify them of the suit. The summons did not reach the 
defendant and the insurance company was unable to get a $40,000 
default judgment vacated. 

During the last biennium, Judge Liepe raised a question as 
to the form of mailing required under 7 D(4). He pointed out 
that the provision relating to service on the insurance company 
in 7 D(4)(a)(i) only said the summons and complaint should be 
mailed but that the default provision in 7 D(4)(c) referred to 
registered or certified mail. A provision was drafted which 
would have required service on the insurance carrier "in 
accordance with ORCP 7 D(2)", which is the service by mail 
provision requiring registered or certified mail and return 
receipt requested. At the 1988 June meeting, it was also 
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suggested that the mailing method for the defendant was not clear 
and the same stricter service requirement be incorporated in 7 D 
(4)(a)(ii). Both of these changes were tentatively adopted. The 
Council also discussed the fact that the requirement in ORCP 7 
D(4)(c) (that the defendant either receive or reject the 
certified letter) was confusing, and that led to the formation of 
this subcommittee. · 

At the 1988 December meeting, where final action was taken 
on the tentatively adopted amendments, Judge Buttler raised a 
question whether mailing to the insurance company was part of 
service and necessary to complete service and satisfy the statute 
of limitations. The Council then changed the amendment to 7 
D(4)(a) (i) and (ii) from "service in accordance with 7 D(2)(d)" 
to "registered or certified mail, return receipt requested." 
Judge Buttler then moved to amend ORCP 7 D(4)(a)(ii) to provide 
that service would not be complete until the copy of the summons 
and complaint were mailed to the insurance company. That 
amendment failed to pass. A copy of the final 1988 amendment 
promulgated by the Council is attached as Exhibit A. 

ISSUES FOR SUBCQftftITTEE REVIEW 

1. Should there be any special eroviston at all for aotor 
yghicle clai•s? The answer to this is probably yes. Although 
the original Council thought not, it considered the matter only 
in terms of Rule 4 creation of jurisdiction--not in terms of a 
method of service. The provision does provide an easy and 
clearly described method of service that is prima facie 
acceptable service under Rule 7. Without the provision, a 
plaintiff who could not locate a defendant in a motor vehicle 
case could use any method reasonably calculated to give notice to 
defendant and still satisfy the standard of 7 D(l). The 
plaintiff could also secure a court order authorizing some method 
of service not specified in Rule 7. Neither of these would 
probably result in as simple and well accepted service method as 
that provided in ORCP 7 D(4). Even if a party were willing to 
risk using service on the Motor Vehicles Division or a court 
ordered it, in the absence of a specific rule such as ORCP 7 
D(4), the Division would not accept service. The party would 
probably end up simply mailing to a last known address and lose 
the advantage of prima facie approval in the rule and the Court 
of Appeals holding in Harp v. Loux that ORCP 7 D(4) is sufficient 
under the constitutional standard for due process. 

2. Should the aetbod of service be changed? This to me 
presents a more difficult question. The provision provides an 
easy method of service, but perhaps it is too easy--at least for 
uninsured defendants. 

Under the present rule, there is highly satisfactory notice 
for defendants known by the plaintiff to be insured. The 
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insurance company is mailed a copy of the summons and complaint, 
and the insurance company provides the defense. I am not sure 
how much authority the insurance company has to defend a case 
where they cannot find the defendant and have received notice 
directly, but that seems to be a problem to be handled in 
insurance contracts--not in the rules. 

For uninsured defendants or perhaps where the fact of 
insurance is unknown, the rule is satisfied simply by inquiry at 
any addresses furnished by the defendant to the Motor Vehicles 
Division or any other last known address, followed by service on 
the Motor Vehicles Division and mailing to the addresses. That 
has never seemed like a very reasonable form of notice to me. To 
quote one of my favorite procedural authors: 

"Neither the Oregon Supreme court nor the United states 
Supreme Court has passed on the validity of the procedure. 
Inquiry at former addresses of a defendant, without even 
asking where the defendant has gone, followed by mailing to 
such addresses, despite the defendant's absence, is still 
sufficiently questionable as a form of service that a 
cautious plaintiff would be well advised to inquire 
further." Merrill, Jurisdiction and Summons in Ore9on. p. 
216, fn. 243. 

Put a little more bluntly, sending a letter to an address 
where you have determined a person does not live, without ever 
even asking where the person went, is a stupid way to give 
reasonable notice of anything. I am aware that the court of 
Appeals said that the procedure did meet constitutional standards 
in Harp v. Loux. As indicated in the quote, the court of Appeals 
may not be the last word on the subject. In any case, the 
Council should not be concerned with only minimal constitutional 
standards, but with formulation of the best rule. 

The argument to the contrary would be that motor vehicle 
cases are a special situation. Most defendants are insured. If 
the defendant is insured and the insurance company is aware of 
the accident, it arguably should protect itself by checking 
service on the Motor Vehicles Division for the limitation period. 
If a defendant is not insured or the insurance company is not 
aware of the accident, this does not protect the defendant. It 
can also be argued that a person involved in a motor vehicle 
accident has a duty to notify the Motor Vehicles Division of any 
change of address. ORCP 7 D(4}(b}. Oregon licenced drivers also 
have a duty to notify the Motor Vehicles Division of any change 
of address under ORS 807.560. If a defendant is not at the 
addresses listed with the Motor Vehicles Division, any inability 
to find them results from their own disregard of a legal duty. 
The problem with this argument is that it ignores reality. Few, 
if any, motorists are aware of the duty under ORCP 7 D(4}. Few 
of us change the address on our driver's license until we renew 
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it. 

It could also be argued that requiring a more extensive 
search for the defendant before service can be made upon the 
Motor Vehicles Division invites a return to the almost impossible 
requirements of the prior statute established by Ter Har y. 
gackuo and Himilar caaee. That is not necessarily true, if the 
provision were carefully drawn. Rather than require some vague 
standard like "due diligence", a limited and specific set of 
inquiries could be required such as: (1) ask anyone at the 
address given by defendant where the defendant went, and (2) 
check whether there is a forwarding address at the post office, 
and (3) do the same for any new addresses produced by these 
inquiries. 

3. should the •ailing to the defendant's insurance coapanv 
be part of the formal regutreaents to coaplete service? This is 
the question raised by Judge Buttler during the last biennium, 
and it needs to be addressed. It was my sense at the meeting 
that the Council members were not necessarily rejecting a 
clarification as much as desiring time to consider the matter. 
As a policy matter, I believe that the mailing to the insurance 
company ought to be part of the service and necessary to complete 
service. As indicated above, mailing to the insurance company is 
the only really effective step to give notice in the existing 
provision. 

The Council, of course, has no power to deal with the 
question of what is required to satisfy the limitation period, 
but it can provide what is necessary to complete service for the 
rules, particularly to commence the 30-day default period. The 
present rule provides in ORCP 7 D(4)(c) that mailing to the 
insurance company is a prerequisite for default, but that does 
not indicate when the default period starts. ORCP 7D(4)(a)(ii) 
does provide in the last sentence that service is complete upon 
"such mailing", which I think was intended to refer to all the 
mailings in the previous sentence, both to the defendant and the 
insurance company. "Such mailing" may be ambiguous and it may be 
better to change the last sentence to say: 

"For purposes of computing any period of time prescribed or 
allowed under these rules, service under this paragraph 
shall be complete upon both mailing to the defendant and 
mailing to defendant's insurance carrier, if any, as 
required by the preceding sentence of this subparagraph." 

The only reason I can think of not to make mailing to the 
insurance carrier part of the service is a fear that you are 
somehow making the insurance company a party to the case. I do 
not think that is the case. You can make mailing to anybody a 
condition of service on the defendant. The named defendant is 
still the only party and a default judgment can only be obtained 
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against the individual defendant. 

4. should the plaintiff be required to ,eek out the 
defendant's insurance coapany? The existing rule only requires 
mailing to an insurance carrier by the plaintiff "if known" (ORCP 
7 D(4)(a)(i}) and prevents a default unless the plaintiff 
provides a return receipt of service on defendant's insurance 
carrier or presents an affidavit that defendant's insurance 
carrier is unknown. Since the accident report requires a 
statement of insurance, and all local licenced drivers must give 
the Hotor Vehicles Division proof of insurance, does this require 
the plaintiff to check these sources or is notice to the carrier 
only necessary if the plaintiff actually is aware without inquiry 
of the identity of the insurance company? I believe that, given 
the importance of notifying the insurance company of any 
effective notice, inquiry should be required. In any case, I 
think the existing language (which was put in by the legislature) 
is ambiguous and should be clarified. I suggest that the end of 
the second sentence of ORCP 7 0(4)(a)(i) be chang~d to read: 

" .•. and the defendant's insurance carrier, if the identity 
of such carrier is known to the plaintiff or can be 
determined by examination of any records kept by the Motor 
Vehicles Division." 

I suggest that ORCP 7 D(4)(c) be changed to read: 

" •.• or that the defendant's insurance carrier is unknown to 
the plaintiff and could not be determined by the plaintiff 
through examination of any records kept by the Motor 
Vehicles Division." 

5. Should •ailing to the defendant and the insurance 
coapanv be bY certified and registered aail, return receipt 
requested? This was the issue the Council resolved during the 
last biennium (correctly, I believe). This does make the mailing 
form for motor vehicle service different from the mailing form 
for office and abode service. Under Willis v. Edwards, 92 or app 
35, 37-39 (1988), supplementary mailing for abode service or 
office service can be by ordinary mail. The service in the motor 
vehicle case, however, differs substantially from abode and 
office service. In the latter two cases, the summons and 
complaint are left in places where the defendant is likely to get 
it. In motor vehicle cases, the summons left with the Motor 
Vehicles Division is unlikely to get to the defendant without 
some affirmative action by defendant's insurance company, and the 
mailing is really the service. 

6. Should aailing to the defendant continue to be at all 
three addresses listed in ORCP 7 D<4><a><11> and 7 DC4><c>? The 
rule now requires a mailing to the defendant at any address given 
by the defendant at the time of the accident, or the most recent 
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address shown in the Motor Vehicles Division driver records or 
any other address actually known by the plaintiff to be 
defendant's residence address. Chisum v. Bingamon, 46 or App 1, 
7 (1980) holds (correctly) that these mailings were intended to 
be cumulative--not alternative, despite the fact that they are 
connected by "or" rather than "and". The first requirement 
recognized that an address would be given by the defendant at the 
time of the accident. The second was intended to primarily cover 
resident drivers who would have an address given in their 
drivers' licences. 

I think the cumulative mailings should continue to be 
required, but the language could be cleaned up. Perhaps "and" 
should be used rather than "or" to avoid having to check the 
Chisum case. Also, the reference to the Motor Vehicles 
Division's "driver records" is not clear. It does not clearly 
cover addresses given by a defendant who licenses a vehicle. The 
service provision in ORCP 7 D covers owners as well as drivers. 
It also does not clearly pick up an out-of-state defendant who 
moves and does in fact comply with ORCP 7 D(4)(b) by furnishing a 
new address. The reference to "Motor Vehicles Division driver 
records" should be changed to "any records kept by the Motor 
Vehicles Division". 

6. could we siaplifv tbe return procedure for this type of 
service? Although paragraph 7 D(4) doe& not clearly describe the 
requirements for return of service, it seems that the plaintiff 
would have to show both service upon the Motor Vehicles Division 
and the required mailings. ORCP 7 D(4)(c} only refers to an 
affidavit relating to the mailing, but surely some certificate of 
the person serving the summons would be required by ORCP 7 F. 
The means that two proofs of service end up being submitted. 
Also, one of them must be an affidavit, rather than a 
certificate. If we are willing to accept a certificate for all 
other types of service, why not for the supplemental mailing 
here? I suggest that ORCP 7 D(4)(c) be changed to require a 
certificate by the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney that the 
plaintiff caused a summons to be served upon the Motor Vehicles 
Division and the necessary supplemental mailings to take place. 

7. Does the reference to a defendant who has neither 
received nor rejected the registered or certified letter in the 
first sentence of ORCP 7 D(4)(c) aake any sense? This is 
probably part of a larger problem, which is: who is a defendant 
who "cannot be found" at one of the magic addresses, as those 
words are used in the first sentence of ORCP 1 . D(4)(c)? I have 
always interpreted this, and this memo is written under the 
assumption, that a defendant could only not be "found" at an 
address if he or she no longer resided there. If he or she 
simply was not home at the time of the inquiry, abode service 
should be used--not service under ORCP 7 D(4). If that is true, 
then the "received or rejected" language make some sense. If the 
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plaintiff made inquiry and used this service method rather than 
abode service, because plaintiff believed that the defendant no 
longer resided at the address known, and the plaintiff turned out 
to be wrong or that defendant had left forwarding addresses to 
which the letter went, the question of whether the defendant 
actually resided at the address used or whether inquiry was made 
of that fact seems immaterial. The summons caught up with the 
defendant and he either received it or refused to accept it. 

The language is, however, terribly confusing. As indicated 
above, it suffers from the basic defect that the alternative to 
the letter catching up to the defendant is a form of notice that 
may not be reasonable under the circumstances. The language is 
also awkward and perhaps unnecessary. It refers to a default 
entered against a def~ndant served by mail, which was the 
original 1981 form of service, when the service is now by 
delivery to the Motor Vehicles Division and not pure mail. Also, 
in the face of ORCP 7 G, if the supplementary mailing does in 
fact catch up with the defendant, you probably have good service 
no matter what else happened. Why repeat that at the beginning 
of the motor vehicles provision? Why not let the question of 
validity of service, where a plaintiff does not comply exactly 
with 7 D but defendant receives the summons, be decided under 
ORCP 7 0(1) and (g) as with other forms of service that do not 
comply exactly with the language of Rule 7? 

ORCP 7 D(4)(c) also seems to require a showing that 
defendant "cannot be found" at the magic addresses and also that 
inquiry was made a reasonable time before service reasonably was 
made. Presumably, the time when the plaintiff could not be found 
would be the time when the inquiry was made. The language, 
"reasonable" time before service, is not clear. 

I suggest that ORCP 7 D(4)(c) be changed to read as follows 
(this draft incorporates the changes suggested in all of the 
preceding sections of this memo): 

"No default shall be entered against any defendant served 
under this subsection unless the plaintiff submits a 
certificate showing that the plaintiff caused a copy of the 
summons and complaint to be served upon the Motor Vehicles 
Division as required by subparagraph D(4)(a)(ii) of this 
rule, and that 14 days or less before such service the 
plaintiff caused inquiry to be made at the address given by 
the defendant at the time of the accident or collision and 
at any other address in the records of the Hotor Vehicles 
Division, and at any other address actually known by the 
plaintiff to be defendant's residence address, and that 
defendant no longer resided at any of those addresses and no 
one present at such addresses at the time of inquiry knew 
where defendant had moved and defendant had left no 
forwarding addresses with the appropriate post office, and 
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that plaintiff caused a copy of the summons and complaint to 
be mailed to defendant and to defendant's insurance company, 
if any, as required by subparagraph D{4){a){i) and (ii) of 
this rule." 

If the plaintiff did not make the necessary inquiry, but the 
mailing in fact caught up with the defendant, this would not be a 
service under 7 0(4) but still might be a valid service under the 
general standard of 7 D(l) and 7 G. 

Enclosure: Exhibit A 
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D. llanner of service. 

* * * * 

SUIIIIONS 
RULE 7 

0(2)d) Service by aail. Service by mail, when required or 

allowed by this rule, shall be mailed by mailing a true copy of 

the summons and a true copy of the complaint to the defendant by 

certified or registered mail, return receipt requested. For the 

purpose of computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by 

these rules, service by mail shall be complete three days after 

such mailing if the address to which it was mailed is within this 

state and seven days after mailing if the address to which it is 

mailed is outside this state. 

* * * * 

0(4) Particular actions involving aotor vehicles. 

D(4)(a) Actions arising out of use of roads, highways, and 

streets: service by aail. 

D(4)(a}(i) In any action arising out of any accident, 

collision, or liability in which a motor vehicle may be involved 

while being operated upon the roads, highways, and streets of 

this state, any defendant who operated such motor vehicle, or 

caused such motor vehicle to be operated on the defendant's 

behalf, except a defendant which is a foreign corporation 

maintaining a registered agent within this state, may be served 

with summons by personal service upon the Motor Vehicles Division 

and mailing by registered or certified aail. return receipt 

3 
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requested, a copy of the summons and complaint to the defendant 

and the defendant's insurance carrier if known. 

D(4)(a)(ii) Summons may be served by leaving one copy of 

the summons and complaint with a fee of $12.50 in the hands of 

the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division or in the 

Administrator's office or at any office the Administrator 

authorizes to accept summons. The plaintiff, as soon as 

reasonably possible, shall cause to be mailed by registered or 

certified· aail, return receipt requested, a true copy of the 

summons and complaint to the defendant at the address given by 

the defendant at the time of the accident or collision that is 

the subject of the action, the most recent address as shown by 

the Motor Vehicles Division's driver records, and any other 

address of the defendant known to the plaintiff, which might 

result in actual notice and~ the defendant's insurance carrier 

if known. For purposes of computing any period of time 

prescribed or allowed by these rules, service under this 

paragraph shall be complete upon such mailing. 

COBftENT 

The amendments to ORCP 7 D(4)(a)(1) and (11) make clear that 
supplementary mailing to the defendant and his or her liability 
insurer must be by registered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested. It makes these provisions consistent with ORCP 7 
D(4)(c). 
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TOI IIEKBERS, RULE 10 SUBCOKHITTEE: 
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Mike Starr, Chair 
John Buttler 
Lee Johnson 

Fred llerrill 

Attached is a letter received by the Council from Hugh 
Collins, relating to ORCP 7D, which I forgot to note in the last 
memo. 
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,OUR FILE NO, 

January 23, l9ij~ 

HUGH 8. COLLINS 
IITTORNEY AT LAW 

1135 EIIST MAIN STH( CT 

aox17o4 

Professor Frear i c R. r-1eft~rffo· orircoN 97501 01:ia 

University of Oregon School of Law 
£ugene, OR 974~3 

.11e: ORCP 

Dear Professor Merrill: 

Enclo~ea is a specimen of a su~tJested paca~ra~n F to b~ aaded to 
ORCP 6!:I. 

Also enclosed is a suggested paragraph D.(4)(a)(iv) for aadition 
to ORCP 7. 

These are designed to make it easier on defending attorneys to 
appear for their clients in an orderly manner. At present, 
there's an in ere as ing . cenaenct a1r10ntJ at torn~ts to w i tnt10 ld filing 
proof of service unless it becoilles necessar:t to file it in order 
to obtain a aecault. 

An increasing number of attorneys is resorting to ~MV service in 
motor venicle cases, without ant attempt at personal or: pri,nar~ 
service and in many inatances tneso attorneys don't bocnec to 
file proof of service unless it is necucd to obtain a dcfdult . 

When a defense assignment is received, affiong the first things an 
attorney should do is cneck the ClerK's file for the particulars 
of service of Summons. In tho~e instances ~,here the client to be 
aefenaed is a responsible sort, proof of ~ervice is almost alw~ys 
to be found in the Clerk's file. Where the client is a flake, 
quita often proof of service ia missing fro111 tl\e Clerk's fi.Le. 
~erhaps it is unfair to infur that th~re was any aeliber3tu 
attempt to conceal the fact of service or to ,11islead tile 
defending attorney. But it woulo certainly ao no l\arrn to put an 
end to the opportunitt to conc~al l.)r mislead, alteru..itively to 
require tile cooJ?eration of J.'.)laintiif 's attorneys in ocducly ana 
responsible court record keeping. 

I was taugnt in law scnool tllat aue 1>rocess requires that secvice 
of summons uf)on a aefenaant be maae in the manner that is most 
likely to give that defendant actual notice of the pending 
lititJation. 

It will be appreciated if you ~resent these suggested amendments 
to the Council on Court ~rocedures • 

.:iincerely, 

c-·,./J&---
HUGH 8. COLLINS/ors 

Enc . 



D.(4)(a)(iv) ~uffimons shall noc be sarved an cne Administrator 

of the Motor Vehicles Division or at any office of the 

Administrator before there has been filed with the Clerk proof of 

unsuccessful bona fide attempts to make personal or primary ser-

vice upon the aefendant concerned. 



·-.__ 

\... ,, ' 

'· 

P. An order of ~efault against a ~arty tor failure to r~s~ona to 

a complaint, counterclaim or third party com~laint, will not be 

grante6 prior to the expiration of 21 days from the 6ata. thdt 

proof of service thereof on that party was filed witn tne ClerK. 



October 10, 1989 

H E n O R A N D U M 

FROH: 

TO: 

RE: 

Fred Merrill 

Motor Vehicle Subcommittee (Hike Starr, Chairer, Judge 
Buttler and Judge Johnson) 

Redraft of ORCP 7 0(4) 

Set out below are two alternative revisions of ORCP 7 0(4). 
They are labeled the Johnson version and ,the Buttler version for 
their proponents at our subcommittee meeting. The format is that 
of legislative amendment; the bracketed material is removed, and 
the underlined material is new. 

Both revisions reflect the subcommittee's ideas expressed at 
our meeting. They separate the elements necessary for adequate 
service from the conditions necessary for a default judgment. 
Subparagraphs 7 0(4)(al(i) and (ii) of the current rule are 
combined into one new provision, 7 0(4)(a)(i}, which states that 
service in motor vehicles cases may be made by service upon the 
OMV and mailing to defendant's addresses. The provision differs 
from the existing rule by allowing the plaintiff to mail the 
summons to the OMV by registered or certified mail. I talked to 
Pete Higgins, the Department of Justice attorney working with 
OMV, and they would have no problem with mail service to their 
head office. I suggested that without personal delivery, DHV 
might be less sure that the $12.50 fee would be tendered. He 
$uggested that would be the plaintiff's problem. Allowing 
mailing to the OMV would save a substantial amount of money. 

Service for both versions is complete on mailing to the 
defendant. Presumably, this would satisfy the statute of 
limitations, although it should be remembered that the Council 
does not have power to modify the statute of limitations 
directly. Mailing must be by enhanced mail and to all addresses 
known .. 

The conditions for default appear in 7 D(4)(c). I have 
tried to clean up the language and make it absolutely clear what 
must appear before default is possibie when motor vehicle service 
is used. In both versions, the plaintiff must submit an 
affidavit showing service upon the OMV and the required mailing 
to the defendant's addresses. The affidavit also must show 
either mailing to the defendant's insurance carrier or that the 
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ident.ity of such carrier is unknown and could not be determined 
from the OMV records. Mailing must again be by registered or 
certified mail. The OMV records reflecting liability insurance 
are open. Under ORS 805.220, all records of the OMV are public, 
except accident reports. Insurance information required for 
vehicle registration is then open to the public. No insurance 
information is required by the OMV for licensing of drivers 
except certain drivers who have been convicted of DUI. For the 
accident reports, ORS 802.220(5)(a)(B) provides that DMV shall 
disclose "the names of any companies insuring the owner or driver 
of a vehicle involved in an accident" to "any party involved in 
the accident or to their personal representative or any member of 
the family of a party involved in the accident". The only hook 
ls the information is only available "Upon written request", and 
the OMV enforces that. Higgins said that, not only do they 
furnish the name of the company, they also have a record of the 
company address from the Insurance Commission and they will 
furnish that. ORS 802.230 allows OMV to set a reasonable fee for 
furnishing the information. 

The difference in the two versions is whether motor vehicle 
service is an alternative primary service method, or a secondary 
alternative which is only available when service cannot be 
completed any other way, ORCP 7 D(4)(a){i) of the Johnson 
version follows the present scheme of making motor vehicle 
service available at the plaintiff's option. Actually, the 
present rule has one limitation: motor vehicle service cannot be 
used when defendant is a foreign corporation with a registered 
agent in the state. That exception is retained. ORCP 7 
O(4)(a)(i) of the Buttler version allows motor vehicle service 
only when service cannot be had by any other method specified in 
ORCP 7 0(3). In other words, the plaintiff must try to 
accomplish service by the appropriate method specified in 0(3). 
ror example, for an individual, the plaintiff must use personal, 
abode, or office service if possible. Only if that cannot be 
done will motor vehicle service be allowed, Since a requirement 
that registered agent service be used against any corporation, if 
that is possible, is already built into the Buttler version, the 
specific language relating to foreign corporations is removed. 

For default in the Johnson version, in addition to service 
and mailing to the insurance carrier, the plaintiff must show 
either that the defendant received or rejected the mailed summons 
and complaint or that prior to service the known addresses were 
checked and defendant no longer resided at any of them. For 
default in the Buttler version, the plaintiff must show that 
service could not be accomplished by any method specified in ORCP 
7 0(3). In the Buttler version, the required attempt to complete 
service some other way before motor vehicle service is used would 
presumably include checking known addresses of the defendant to 
determine if abode service could be used. It might also include 
some further checking to determine that office service and 
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personal service could not be accomplished. Also, in the Buttler 
version, the fact that the letter caught up to the defendant does 
not in itself make default possible. 

I personally prefer the Buttler version. As you may have 
noticed, I have grave doubts about the efficacy of motor vehicle 
service without notice to an insurance company. If, however , 
motor vehicle service is only used when no better method is 
available, service meets the general standard of best notice 
under the circumstances. There are arguments the other way. If 
motor vehicle service is not successful in reaching the 
defendant, it is partly due to the failure of the defendant to 
comply with the legal requirements of ORCP 7 D{4){b) and the 
drivers' licence laws. Also, requiring an attempt to perfect 
service by other methods, before motor vehicle service can be 
used, contains the danger that the courts will insist on 
excessive due diligence in such attempt. 

Following the two versions is a short summary of the 
nonresident motorist statutes which exist in other states . 

JOHNSON VERSION 

sunnoNs 
RULE 7 

D. Hanner of service. 

* * * * 
D(4) Particular actions involving motor vehicles . 

D(4)(a) Actions arising out of use of roads, highways , and 
streets; service by mail . 

D(4)(a)(i) In any action arising out of any accident, 

collision, or liability in which a motor vehicle may be involved 

while being operated upon the roads, highways, and streets of 

this state, any defendant who operated such motor vehicle, or 

caused such motor vehicle to be operated on the defendant's 

behalf, except a defendant which is a foreign corporation 

maintaining a registered agent within this state, may be served 
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with summons [by personal service upon the Motor Vehicles 

Division and mailing by registered or certified mail, return 

receipt requested, a copy of the summons and complaint to the 

defendant and the defendant's insurance carrier if known.] 

[0(4)(a)(ii) Summons may be served] by leaving one copy of 

the summons and complaint with a fee of $12.50 in the hands of 

the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division or in the 

Administrator's office or at any office the Administrator 

authorizes to accept summons or by mai1inq such summons and 

complaint with a fee of $12.50 to the office of the Administrator 

of the notor Vehicles by registered or certified mail, return 

receipt requested. The plaintiff, as soon as reasonably possible 

after service upon the Motor Vehicle Division, shall cause to be 

mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, 

a true copy of the summons and complaint to the defendant at the 

address given by the defendant at the time of the accident or 

collision that is the subject of the action, and at the most 

recent address as shown by the Motor Vehicles Division's driver 

records, and at any other address of the defendant known to the 

plaintiff, which might result in actual notice [and to the 

defendant's insurance carrier if known.] to the defendant. For 

purposes of computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by 

these rules, service under this paragraph shall be complete upon 

[such] mailing to the defendant. 
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D(4)(a)[(iii}] il.!l. The fee of $12.50 paid by the plaintiff 

to the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division shall be 

taxed as part of the costs if plaintiff prevails in the action. 

The Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division shall keep a 

recoid of all such summonses which shall show the day of service. 

D(4)(b) Notification of change of address. Every motorist 

or user of the roads, highways, and streets of this state who, 

while operating a motor vehicle upon the roads, highways, or 

streets of this state, is involved in any accident, collision, or 

liability, shall forthwith notify the Administrator of the Motor 

Vehicles Division of any change of such defendant's address 

within three years after such accident or collision. 

D(4)(c) Defau1t. No default shall be entered against any 

defendant served [by mail] under this subsection [who has not 

either received or rejected the registered or certified letter 

containing the copy of the summons and complaint, unless the 

plaintiff can show by affidavit that the defendant cannot be 

found residing at the address given by the defendant at the time 

of the accident or collision, or residing at the most recent 

address as shown by the Motor Vehicles Division's driver records, 

or residing at any other address actually known by the plaintiff 

to be defendant's residence address, if it appears from the 

affidavit that inquiry at such address or addresses was made 

within a reasonable time preceding the service of summons by 
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mail , and that a copy of the summons and complaint was mailed by 

registered or certified mail, or some other designation of mail 

that provides a receipt for the mail signed by the recipient, to 

the defendant's insurance carrier or that the defendant's 

insurance carrier is unknown.] un1ess the p1aintiff subaits an 

affidavit showing: Cl) that summons was served as provided in 

subparagraph D(4)(a)(i) of this rule; and (2) either, (a) if the 

identity of defendant's insurance carrier is known to the 

plaintiff or could be determined fro• any records of the Kotor 

Vehicle Division accessible to plaintiff. that the plaintiff 

caused a copy of the summons and complaint to be mailed to such 

insurance carrier by registered or certified mail or soae other 

designation of mail that provides a receipt for the mail signed 

by the recipient. or (b) that the defendant's insurance carrier 

is unknown; and (3) either (a) that the defendant received or 

rejected the registered or certified letter containing the copy 

of summons and comp1aint, or Cb) that within a reasonable time 

preceding the service of summons the plaintiff caused inquiry to 

be made at the address given by the defendant at the time of the 

accident or collision that ls the subject of the action. and at 

the most recent address as shown by the Kotor Vehicles Division's 

driver records, and at any other address of the defendant known 

to the plaintiff, which might result in actual notice to the 

defendant and that defendant could not be found residing at any 

of such addresses. 
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BUTTLER VERSION 

sunnoNs 

RULE 7 

D. Hanner of service. 

* * * * 

0(4) Particular actions involving motor vehicles. 

D(4)(a) Actions arising out of use of roads, highways , and 

streets: service by mail. 

D(4){a)(i) In any action arising out of any accident, 

collision, or liability in which a motor vehicle may be involved 

while being operated upon the roads, highways, and streets of 

this state, any defendant who operated such motor vehicle, or 

caused such motor vehicle to be operated on the defendant's 

behalf[, except a defendant which is a foreign corporation 

maintaining a registered agent within this state,] who cannot be 

served with summons by any method specified in subsection 7 0(3) 

of this rule, may be served with summons [by personal service 

upon the Motor Vehicles Division and mailing by registered or 

certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy of the summons 

and complaint to the defendant and the defendant's insurance 

carrier if known.] 

[D(4)(a){ii) Summons may be served] by leaving one copy of 

the summons and complaint with a fee of $12.50 in the hands of 
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the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division or in the 

Administrator's office or at any office the Administrator 

authorizes to accept summons or by mailing such summons and 

complaint with a fee of $12.50 to the office of the Administrator 

of the Hotor Vehicles by registered or certified mail, return 

receipt requested, The plaintiff, as soon as reasonably possible 

after service upon the Hotor Vehicle Division, shall cause to be 

mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, 

a true copy of the summons and complaint to the defendant at the 

address given by the defendant at the time of the accident or 

collision that is the subject of the action, and at the most 

recent address as shown by the Motor Vehicles Division's driver 

records, and at any other address of the defendant known to the 

plaintiff, which might result in actual notice [and to the 

defendant's insurance carrier if known.] to the defendant. For 

purposes of computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by 

these rules, service under this paragraph shall be complete upon 

[such] mailing to the defendant. 

D(4)(a)[(iii)] ilil The fee of $12.50 paid by the plaintiff 

to the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division shall be 

taxed as part of the costs if plaintiff prevails in the action. 

The Administrator of the motor Vehicles Division shall keep a 

record of all such summonses which shall show the day of service. 

D(4)(b) Notification of change of address. Every motorist 
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or user of the roads , highways , and streets of this state who, 

while operating a motor vehicle upon the roads, highways, or 

streets of this state, is involved in any accident, collision, or 

liability, shall forthwith notify the Administrator of the Motor 

Vehicles Division of any change of such defendant's address 

within three years after such accident or collision . 

D(4)(c) Default. No default shall be entered against any 

defendant served [by mail] under this subsection [who has not 

either received or rejected the registered or certified letter 

containing the copy of the summons and complaint, unless the 

plaintiff can show by affidavit that the defendant cannot be 

found residing at the address given by the defendant at the time 

of the accident or collision, or residing at the most recent 

address as shown by the Motor Vehicles Division's driver records, 

or residing at any other address actually known by the plaintiff 

to be defendant's residence address, if it appears from the 

affidavit that inquiry at such address or addresses was made 

within a reasonable time preceding the service of summons by 

mail, and that a copy of the summons and complaint was mailed by 

registered or certified mail, or some other designation of mail 

that provides a receipt for the mail signed by the recipient, to 

the defendant's insurance carrier or that the defendant's 

insurance carrier is unknown.] un1e&& the p1aintiff submit& an 

affidavit showing: (1) that summons was served as provided in 

subparagraph D(4)(a)(i) of this rule; and (2) either, (a) if the 
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identity of defendant's insurance carrier is known to the 

plaintiff or could be determined from anY records of the notor 

Vehicle Division accessible to plaintiff. that the plaintiff 

caused a copy of the summons and complaint to be mailed to such 

insurance carrier by registered or certified mail or some other 

designation of aai1 that provides a receipt for the mai1 signed 

by the recipient. or (b) that the defendant's insurance carrier 

is unknown: and (3) that service of suaaons could not be had by 

any aethod specified in subsection 7 0{3) of this rule. 

* * * 

SUHHARY OF NONRESIDENT MOTORISTS STATUTES IN THE UNITED STATES 

out of the 51 other states and the District of Columbia, 29 
still have nonresident motor vehicle statutes. Most of the 
statutes have very similar language and would appear to derive 
from one of the early statutes approved in Hess v. Powlasky or 
Wuchter v. Pizzutti . They uniformly apply only to nonresident 
motorists or to resident motorists who move after the accident 
but before suit. They all contain an elaborate recitation of 
implied consent for persons using the highways. They all provide 
for service of the summons and complaint on either the Secretary 
of State or some motor vehicle related official, followed by 
mailing the summons and complaint by registered or certified mail 
to the defendant. All require a copy of a return receipt form 
attached to the return of service. Host have a provision that 
allows the court to grant a continuance to allow defendant time 
to appear. 

Most of the statutes do not require court permission to use 
motorist service . No showing of inability to serve by other 
means is required. New Mexico has an unusual statute that allows 
motorist service only upon court order and then requires personal 
service on the defendant. 

The primary difference in the statutes is the address or 
addresses specified for mailing. Fourteen of the states simply 
require that the summons and complaint be mailed to defendant, 
without reference to any particular address (Alaska, Arizona, 
o.c., Delaware, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maine, New 
York, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont}. In 
these states, there is some variation when there is no evidence 
(in the return reciept} that the defendant actually received or 
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rejected the mailed summons and complaint. Host treat the 
service as valid and allow default. In a few jurisdictions, e.g. 
Delaware and o.c., no default can be taken without evidence of 
either reciept or rejection. In New York and South Carolina, if 
the registered mail is not received or rejected, the plaintiff 
must send a copy of the summons and complaint by ordinary mail. 
Illinois allows default without proof of actual receipt or 
rejection, but the judgment is subject to being reopened for five 
years. 

Ten states require mailing to defendant's "last known 
address" (Arkansas, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, North Dakota, 
Ohio, South Dakota, Texas, Wisconsin, Wyoming). Most allow 
default based upon this, but Texas requires personal service on 
the defendant if the return receipt does not show receipt or 
rejection. 

Only four states specify an exact address for the mailing. 
Rhode Island says that the summons shall be sent to the address 
shown on defendant's registration or operator's licence. It is 
not dlear how this ls accessible to the plaintiff, but presumably 
it would be on the accident report. Massachusetts says that if 
the plaintiff knows that the defendant is the holder of a motor 
vehicle registration or operator's licence issued by another 
state or country, the mailing shall be to the address of record 
for the registration or licence. If plaintiff does not know 
where defendant is registered or licenced, the mailing must be to 
the last known address. Nevada requires mailing to the address 
of defendant shown in the accident report, and if none is shown, 
to the best address known to the plaintiff. The only state with 
a provision anywhere near as detailed as Oregon is Virginia. A 
copy of the Virginia statute is attached. It has some 
interesting language making a failure to keep drivers licence or 
accident report addresses current a waiver of notice. 

My general conclusion is that other state statutes are not 
much help. A surprising number of states still have motor 
vehicle service. Most do not seem too concerned about actual 
notice or require an attempt to make better service before use of 
mailing to the defendant. The detailed provisions relating to 
addresses and notice to the insurance carrier which appear in the 
Oregon statute are unique. 

Enclosure 

cc: Ron Marceau 
Henry Kantor 
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§ 8.01-313 CODE OF VIRGINIA § 8.01-313 

address so reported without making provision for forwarding to him of mail 
directed thereto, shall be deemed to be a waiver of notice and a consent to and 
acceptance of service of process served upon the Commissioner of Motor Vehi
cles as provided in this section. 

B. For the statutory agent appointed pursuant to the provisions of Title 13.1, 
the address for the mailin?. of the process as required by§ 8.01-312 shall be the 
address of the corporations registered office most recently filed with the State 
Corporation Commission. · · 

C. For the statutory agent appointed pursuant to § 26-59, the address for the 
mailing of process as requirea by § 8.01-312 shall be the address of the 
fiduciary's statutory agent as contained in the written consent most recently 
filed with the clerk of the circuit court wherein the qualification of such 
fiduciary was had or, in the event of the death, removal, resignation or absence 
from the Commonwealth of such statutory agent, or in the event that such 
statutory agent cannot with due diligence be found at such address, the address 
of the clerk of such circuit court. (Code 1950, § 8-67.2; 1954, c. 333; 1970, c. 680; 
1972, c. 408; 1976, c. 26; 1977, c. 617; 1983, c. 467.) 

Section set out twice. - The section above 
is effective until January 1, 1985. Forthis sec
tion as amended effective January 1, 1985, see 
the following section, also numbered 
§ 8.01-313. 

The 1983 amendment divided the former 

single sentence of the introductory language of 
subsection A into the present lirst end second 
sentences, by substituting "However" for "pro
vided that" et the beginning of the present sec
ond sentence and added subsection C. 

. § 8.01-313. (Effective January 1, 1985) Specific addresses for mailing 
hr statutory agent. - A. For the statutory agent appointed fursuant to 
§§ 8.01-306, 8.01-308 and 8.01-309, the address for the mailing o the process 
as required by § 8.01-312 shall be the last known address of the nonresident 
or, where appropriate under subdivision 1 or 2 of§ 8.01-310 B, of the executor, 
administrator, or other personal representative of the nonresident. However, 
upon the filing of an affidavit by the plaintiff that he does not know and is 
unable with due diligence to ascertain any post-office address of such 
nonresident, service of process on the statutory agent shall be sufficient 
without the mailing otherwise required by this section. Provided further that: 

1. In the case of a nonresident defendant licensed by the Commonwealth to 
operate a motor vehicle, the last address reported by such defendant to the 
Division of Motor Vehicles as his address on an apphcation for or renewal of 
a driver's license shall be deemed to be the address of the defendant for the 
purpose of the mailing required by this section if no other address is known, 
and, in any case in which the affidavit provided for in§ 8.01-316 of this chapter 
is filed, such a defendant, by so notifying the Division of such an address, and 
by failing to notify the Division of any change therein, shall be deemed to have 
appointed the Commissioner of the Division of Motor Vehicles his statutory 
agent for service of process in an action arising out of operation of a motor 
vehicle by him in the Commonwealth, and to have accepted as valid service 
such mailing to such address; or , . 

2. In the case of a nonresident defendant not licensed by the Commonwealth 
to operate a motor vehicle, the address shown on the copy of the report of 
accident required by § 46.1-400 filed by or for him with the Division, and on 
file at the office of the Division, or the address reported by such a defendant 
to any state or local police officer, or sheriff investigating the accident sued on, 
if no other address is known, shall be conclusively _presumed to be a valid 
address of such defendant for the purpose of the mailing provided for in this 
section, and his so reporting of an incorrect address, or his movin~ from the 
address so reported without making provision for forwarding to him of mail 
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directed thereto, shall be deemed to be a waiver of notice and a consent to and 
acceptance of service of process served upon the Commissioner of the Di~isioh 
of Motor vehicles as provided in this section. . 

B. For the statutory agent appointed pursuant to the provisions of Title 13.1, 
the address for the mailinff of the process as required by§ 8.01-312 shall be the 
address of the corporation s registered office most recently filed with the State 
Corporation Commission. · 

C. For the statutory agent appointed pursuant to § 26-59, the address· for 
the mailing of process as required by § 8.01-312 shall be the address of the ' 
fiduciary's statutory agent as contained in the written consent most recently 
!iled with the clerk of the circuit court wherein the qualification of such 
fiduciary was had or, in the event of the death, removal, resignation or absence 
form the Commonwealth of such statutory agent, or in the event that such '. · 
statutory agent cannot with due diligence be found at such address, the address 
of the clerk ofsuch circuit court. (Code 1950, § 8-67.2; 1954, c. 333; 1970, c. 680; 
1972,~ 408; 1976, ~ 26; 1977, C. 617; 1983, C. 467; 1984, C. 780J 

Section set out twice. - The section above 
is effective January 1, 1985. For this section as 
in e!Tect until January 1, 1985, see the 
preceding section, also numbered § 8.01-313. 

The 1984 amendment, effective January 1, 

1985, substituted "a driver's license" for "an 
operator's or chauffeur's license" and inserted 
"the Division or' preceding "Motor Vehicles" in 
subdivision A 1 and inserted "the Division or 
preceding "Motor Vehicles" in subdivision A 2. : 

§ 8.01-314. Service on attorney after entry of general appearance by :_ 
such attorney, - When an attorney authorized to practice law in this 
Commonwealth has entered a general appearance for any party, any process, 
order or other legal papers to be used in the proceeding may be served on such 
attorney of record. Such service shall have the same effect as if service had been ·· 
made upon such party personally; provided, however, that in any proceeding 
in which a final decree or order has been entered, service on an attorney as 
provided herein shall not be sufficient to constitute personal jurisdiction over 
a party in any proceeding citing that party for contempt, either civil or crim-
inal, unless personal service is also made on the party. · 

Provided1 further, that if such attorney objects by motion within five days 
after such tegal paper has been so served upon him, the court shall enter an. 
order in the proceeding directing the manner of service of such legal paper. 
(Code 1950, § 8-69; 1977, c, 617; 1981, c. 495.) 

REVISERS' NOTE 

The only significant change in former § 8-69 
accomplished by § 8.01-314 is the inversion or 
the present provision requiring five days' notice 
before entry of an order directing service on the 
attorney of record so that service on the attor
ney is good without more unless the attorney 

DECISIONS UNDER PRIOR LAW. 
Editor's note. - The case cited below was 

decided under corresponding provisions of 
former law. The term ''this section," as used 

objects within five days of receiving su'i:h ser
vice. The change allows the same amount of 
time for the attorney served to act, but requires 
service to be made only once rather than twice 
as under the former statute. Service would be 
made in accordance with Rule 1:12. 

below, refers to former provisions. 
This section deals, in broad language, 

with cases generally. Davie v; Davis, 206 Va. 
381, 143 S.E.2d 835 (1965). 
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DRAFT 
( d5te } 

M E M O R A N D U M 

FROM: 

TO: 

RE: 

Motor Vehicle Subcommittee (Mike Starr , Chairer, Judge 
Buttler and Judge Johnson) 

Council on Court Procedures 

Redraft of ORCP 7 0(4) 

Set out below is a revision of ORCP 7 D(4) recommended by a 
majority of the members of the subcommittee. The format is that 
of legislative amendment; the bracketed material is removed, and 
the underlined material is new. 

One member of the subcommittee, Judge Johnson, recommends 
that ORCP 7 0(4) be repealed. He believes that the provision was 
originally enacted as a jurisdictional statute and not to provide 
a method of serving summons and that the method provided does not 
give reliable notice. Judge Johnson also recommends that, if the 
Council does not repeal ORCP 7 0(4), it be revised to apply only 
to resident defendants. His suggested revision to accomplish 
this· is attached to this report. 

The revised language separates the elements necessary for 
adequate service from the conditions necessary for a default 
judgment. Subparagraphs 7 D(4)(a)(i) and (ii) of the current 
rule are combined into one new provision, 7 D(4)(a)(i), which 
states that service in motor vehicles cases may be made by 
service upon the OMV and mailing to defendant's addresses. The 
provision differs from the existing rule by allowing the 
plaintiff to mail the summons to the OMV by registered or 
certified mail. The subcommittee consulted the Department of 
Justice attorney working with OMV and the OMV does not object to 
mail service to their head office. Allowing mailing to the OMV 
would save a substantial amount of money in costs to the 
plaintiffs. 

Service is complete on the date of the first mailing to the 
defendant. With discovery of multiple addresses more than one 
mailing might be made. Presumably, this woul d satisfy the 
statute of limitations, although it should be remembered that the 
Council may not have power to modify the statute of limitations 
directly. Mailing must be by enhanced mail and to all addresses 
known . 
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The conditions for default appear in 7 D(4)(c). The 
revision makes it clear what must appear before default is 
possible when motor vehicle service is used. The plaintiff must 
submit an affidavit showing service upon the OMV and the required 
mailing to the defendant's addresses. The a£fidavit also must 
show either mailing to the defendant's insurance carrier or that 
the identity of such carrier is unknown and could not be 
determined from the OMV records. Mailing must again be by 
registered or certified mail. Note, the revision requires the 
plaintiff to make inquiry of the OMV. The OMV records reflecting 
liability insurance are open. Under ORS 805.220 all records of 
the OMV are public, except accident reports. Insurance 
information required for vehicle registration is open to the 
public. No insurance information is required by the OMV for 
licensing of drivers except certain drivers who have been 
convicted of DUI. For accident reports, ORS 802.220(5)(a)(B) 
provides that OMV shall disclose "the names of any companies 
insuring the owner or driver of a vehicle involved in an 
accident" to "any party involved in the accident or to their 
personal representative or any member of the family of a party 
involved in the accident". The only hook is the information is 
only available "Upon written request" and the OMV enforces that. 
The OMV furnishes the address as well as the name of the 
company. ORS 802.230 allows OMV to set a reasonable fee for 
furnishing the information. 

The most important revision in the new rule is that the 
language makes service on the DMV a secondary alternative which 
is only available when service cannot be completed any other way . 
Under the existing 'rule, OMV is an alternative primary service 
method. It may be used even though the defendant could be served 
in some other way. In the new rule, ORCP 7 O(4)(a)(i) allows 
motor vehicle service only when service cannot be had by any 
other method specified in ORCP 7 0(3). In other words, the 
plaintiff must try to accomplish service by the appropriate 
method specified in 0(3). For example, for an individual, the 
plaintiff must use personal, abode, or office service if 
possible. For a corporation, the plaintiff must serve corporate 
agents or a registered agent if that is possible. Only if that 
cannot be done will motor vehicle service be allowed. Since a 
requirement that registered agent service be used against any 
corporation, if that is possible, is already built into the new 
rule, the specific language in the present rule relating to 
foreign corporations is removed. 

To secure a default under the new rule, the plaintiff must 
show that service could not be accomplished by any method 
specified in ORCP 7 0(3). The required attempt to complete 
service by some other method before use of motor vehicle service 
would presumably include checking known addresses of the 
defendant which is required by the present rule. The fact that 
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the letter caught up to the defendant does not in itself make 
default possible. 

SUBCOMMITTEE REVISION 
SUMMONS 
RULE 7 

o. Manner of service. 
* * * * 
0(4) Particular actions involving motor vehicles. 

D(4)(a) Actions arising out or use of roads, highways, and 
streets; service by mail. 

D(4)(a)(i) In any action arising out of any accident, 

collision, or liability in which a motor vehicle may be involved 

while being operated upon the roads, highways, and streets of 

this state, any defendant who operated such motor vehicle, or 

caused such motor vehicle to be operated on the defendant's 

behalf[, except a defendant which is a foreign corporation 

maintaining a registered agBnt within this state,] who cannot bo 

served with summons by any method 1pacifiod in mub1~etieft; 0(3) 

of this rule, may be served with summons [by personal service 

upon the Motor Vehicles Division and mailing by registered or 

certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy of the summons 

and complaint to the defendant and the defendant's insurance 

carrier if known.] 

(D(4)(a)(ii) Summons may be served] by leaving one copy of 

the summons and complaint with a fee of $12.50 in the hands of 

the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division or in the 

Administrator's office or at any office the Administrator 
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authorizes to accept summons or by mailing such summons and 

complaint with a fee of $12.50 to the office of the Administrator 

of the Motor Vehicles by registered or certified mail, return 

receipt requested. The plaintiff, as soon as reasonably 

possible after service upon the Motor Vehicle Division, shall 

cause to be mailed by registered or certified mail, return 

receipt requested, a true copy of the summons and complaint to 

the defendant at the address given by the defendant at the time 

of the accident or collision that is the subject of the action, 

and at the most recent address as shown by the Motor Vehicles 

Division's driver records, and et any other address of the 

defendant known to the plaintiff, which might result in actual 

notice [and to the defendant's insurance carrier if known.] to 

the defendsnt. ~or purposes of computing any period of time 

prescribed or allowed by these rules, service under this 

paragraph shall be complete and the action 1hall be deemed to 

heve been commenced upon [such] the dete of the first mailing to 

the defendant. 

D(4)(a)[(iii)] JjJJ_ The fee of $12.50 paid by the plaintiff 

to the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division shall be 

taxed as part of the costs if plaintiff prevails in the action. 

The Administrator of the motor Vehicles Division shall keep a 

record of all such summonses which shall show the day of service. 

D(4)(b) Notification of change of address. Every motorist 
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or user of the roads, highways, and streets of this state who , 

while operating a motor vehicle upon the roads, highways, or 

streets of this state, is involved in any accident, collision, or 

liability, shall forthwith notify the Administrator of the Motor 

Vehicles Division of any change of such defendant's address 

within three years after such accident or collision. 

D(4)(c) Default. No default shall be entered against any 

defendant served [by mail] under this subsection [who has not 

either received or rejected the registered or certified letter 

containing the copy of the summons and complaint, unless the 

plaintiff can show by affidavit that the defendant cannot be 

found residing at the address given by the defendant at the time 

of the accident or collision, or residing at the most recent 

address as shown by the Motor Vehicles Division's driver records, 

or residing at any other address actually known by the plaintiff 

to be defendant's residence address, if it appears from the 

affidavit that inquiry at such address or addresses was made 

within a reasonable time preceding the service of summons by 

mail, and that a copy of the summons and complaint was mailed by 

registered or certified mail, or some other designation of mail 

that·provides a receipt for the mail signed by the recipient, to 

the defendant's insurance carrier or that the defendant's 

insurance carrier is unknown.] Yftl~§e th~ ~leifltiff eY§fflite eft 

affidavit ehowing1 (l) that summons was served as provided in 

6Ub~~rftgr&ph D(4)(a)(i) ot thi~ rul~ and all mailinga to 
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defendant reguired by subparagraph D(4)(a)(i) of this rul@ have 

been made; and (2) either, (a) if the identity of defendant's 

insurance carrier is known to the plaintiff or could be 

determined from any records of the Moto~ VehiEle bi~isi8R 

accessible to plaintiff, that the plaintiff caused a copy of the 

summons and complaint to be mailed to such insurance carrier by 

registered or certified mail or some other designation of mail 

that provides a receipt for the mail signed by the recipient, or 

(b) that the defendant's insurance carrier is unknown; and (3) 

that service of summons could not be had by any method specified 

in subsection 7D(3) of this rule. 
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JOHNSON VERSION 

(AS MODIFIED) 

SUMMONS 
RULE 7 

D. Manner of service. 

* * * * 
D(4) Particular actions involving motor vehicles. 

D(4)(a) Actions arising out of use of roads, highways, and 
streets; service by mail. 

D(4)(a)(i) In any action arising out of any accident, 

collision, or liability in which a motor vehicle may be involved 

while being operated upon the roads, highways, and streets of 

~~ ... a.ud who operated such motor vehicle, or caused such motor 

vehicle to be operated, on the defendant's behalf, [except a 

defendant which is a foreign corporation maintaining a registered 

agent within this state ,J may be served 



with summons [by personal service upon the Motor Vehicles 

Division and mailing by registered or certified mail, return 

receipt requested, a copy of the summons and complaint to the 

defendant and the defendant's insurance carrier if known.] 

[D(4)(a)(ii) Summons may be served] by leaving one copy of 

the summons and complaint with a fee of $12.50 in the hands of 

the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division or in the 

Administrator's office or at any office the Administrator 

authorizes to accept summons or by mailing such summon& and 

complaint with a fee of $12.50 to the office of the Adainistrator 

of the "otor Vehicles by registered or certified mail. return 

receipt requested. The plaintiff, as soon as reasonably possible 

after service upon the Hotor Vehicle Division. shall cause to be 

mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, 

a true copy of the summons and complaint to the defendant at the 

address given by the defendant at the time of the accident or 

collision that is the subject of the action, and at the most 

recent address as shown by the Motor Vehicles Division's driver 

records, and at any other address of the defendant known to the 

plaintiff, which might result in actual notice [and to the 

defendant's insurance carrier if known.] to the defendant. For 

purposes of computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by 

these rules, service under this paragraph shall be complete upon 

[such] mailing to the defendant. 
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D(4)(a)[(iii)] (ii) The fee of $12.50 paid by the plaintiff 

to the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division shall be 

taxed as part of the costs if plaintiff prevails in the action. 

The Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division shall keep a 

record of all such summonses which shall show the day of service. 

D(4)(b) Notification of change of address. Every 

individJlJll d_gruiciled in ;t;bi~ lilt.at~ [motorist or user of the 

roads, highways, and streets of this stateJ who, while operating 

a motor vehicle upon the roads, highways, or streets of this 

state, is involved in any accident, collision, or liability, 

shall forthwith notify the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles 

Division of any change of such defendant's address within three 

years after such accident or collision. 

D(4)(c) Default. No default shall be entered against any 

defendant served [by ~ail] under this subsection [who has not 

either received or rejected the registered or certified letter 

containing the copy of the summons and complaint, unless the 

plaintiff can show by affidavit that the defendant cannot be 

found residing at the address given by the defendant at the time 

of the accident or collision, or residing at the most recent 

address as shown by the Motor Vehicles Division's driver records, 

or residing at any other address actually known by the plaintiff 

to be defendant's residence address, it if appears from the 

affidavit that inquiry at such address or addresses was made 

within a reasonable time preceding the service of summons by 
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mail, and that a copy of the summons and complaint was mailed by 

registered or certified mail, or some other designation of mail 

that provides a receipt for the mail signed by the recipient, to 

the defedant's insurance carrier or that the defendant's 

insurance carrier is unknow.] unless the plaintiff submits an 

affidavit showing: (1) that summons was served as provided in 

subparagraph D(4)(a)(i) of this rule; [and] (2) (either, (a)l 

that if the identity of defendant's insurance carrier is known to 

the plaintiff or could be determined from any records of the 

Motor Vehicle Division accessible to plaintiff, that the 

plaintiff caused a copy of the summons and complaint to be mailed 

to such insurance carrier by registered or certified mail or some 

other designation of mail that provides a receipt for the mail 

signed by the recipient, (or (b) that the defendant's insurance 

carrier is unknownJJ and 113) either (alJ that either ttheJ 
defendant received or rejected the registered or certified letter 

containing the copy of summons and complaint, or (b) that (within 

a reasonable time preceding the service of summons theJ plaintiff 

caused inquiry to be made at the address given by the defendant 

at the time of the accident or collision that is the subject of 

the action, and at the most recent address as shown by the Motor 

Vehicles Division's driver records, and at any other address of 

the defendant known to the plaintiff, which might result in 

actual notice to the defendant and that defendant could not be 

found. [residing at any of such addresses.] 
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LEE JOHNSON 
JUDGE 

DEPARTMENT NO. 10 

CIRCUIT COURT OF OREGON 

FOURTH JUDICIAL Dl5TRICT 

MU LTNC MAH CCU NTY CCU RTHCU SE 

1021 S, W. 4TH AV£NUE 

PORTLANC,OREGCN 97204 

November 22, 1989 

MEMO: TO MEMBERS OF COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES 

FROM: LEE JOHNSON 

SUBJ: MINORITY REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE ON RULE 7(D)(4) 

PRESENT RULE 7(D)(4): 

COURTROOM 528 
(503) 248-3165 

Under present Rule 7(D)(4) any defendant in a motor vehicle 
accident may be served by service on DMV. I share the 
subcounnittee's concern that under some circumstances such service 
is probably constitutionally inadequate. For example, it is a 
fiction to require mailing to "the most recent address as shown 
by Motor Vehicles Division" if defendant is a non-resident or 
non-licensed. 

SUBCOMMITTEE PROPOSAL: 

The Subconnnittee proposes to replace the whole baby. Under 
its proposal service on DMV only can be used after personal 
service and substituted service at defendant's abode or office 
has failed. It is under these circumstances that service on DMV 
takes on its fictional character. If primary method of service 
is personal service and that service fails, the Court supervised 
alternative service under Rule 7(D((3) is more consistent with 
due process than the DMV fiction. 

If the Council concludes that primary service has to be 
personal service then I would recounnend repeal of Rule 7(D)(4). 

AN ALTERNATIVE: 

Neither the Subcounnittee nor my proposal to repeal addresses 
what is a salutary purpose for Rule 7(D)(4) which is to provide a 
simple method of service which also established a time certain 
for tolling the Statute of Limitations. That objective can be 
attained without constitutional infirmity if Rule 7(D)(4) is 
limited to resident motorists. 



Members of Council on Court Procedures 
November 22, 1989 
Page Two 

My rationale is that every resident driver is required to 
maintain a current address with DMV. Failure to comply should 
not lead to a default judgment. However, the noncomplying 
citizen should not be able to complain that the Statute of 
Limitations started running before he got actual notice. 
Service would be accomplished by mailing to DMV, the address 
given at the accident, the address shown in DMV records and any 
other address known to plaintiff. However, before default 
occurred, plaintiff would have to satisfy the court that (1) he 
had made the required mailings; (2) mailed a copy to the 
insurance carrier; and (3) if no return received that he has 
made reasonable inquiry to ensure actual notice. 

Sincerely, 

LJ/jim 



Nevembor 29, 1919 

M E M O R A N D U M 

rROM: 

TO: 

RE: 

Motor Vehicle Subcommittee ( Mike Starr , Chairer, Judge 
Buttler and Judge Johnson) 

Council on court Procedures 

Redraft of ORCP 7 0 ( 4 ) 

Set out below is a revision of ORCP 7 0(4) recommended by a 
majority of the members of the subcommittee. The format is that 
of legislative amendment; the bracketed material is removed, and 
the underlined material is new. 

one member of the subcommittee, Judge Johnson, recommends 
that ORCP 7 0(4) be repealed. He believes that the provision was 
originally enacted as a jurisdictional statute and not to provide 
a method of serving summons and that the method provided does not 
give reliable notice. Judge Johnson also recommends that, if the 
Council does not repeal ORCP 7 0(4), it be revised to apply only 
to resident defendants. His suggested revision to accomplish 
this is attached to this report. 

The revised language separates the elements necessary for 
adequate service from the conditions necessary for a default 
judgment. Subparagraphs 7 D(4)(a)(i) and (ii) of the current 
rule are combined into one new provision, 7 D(4)(a)(i), which 
states that service in motor vehicles cases may be made by 
service upon the OMV and mailing to defendant's addresses. The 
provision differs from the existing rule by allowing the 
plaintiff to mail the summons to the OMV by registered or 
certified mail. The subcommittee consulted the Department of 
Justice attorney working with OMV and the OMV does not object to 
mail service to their head office. Allowing mailing to the OMV 
would save a substantial amount of money in costs to the 
plaintiffs. 

Service is complete on the date of the first mailing to the 
defendant. With discovery of multiple addresses more than one 
mailing might be made. Presumably, this would satisfy the 
statute of limitations, although it should be remembered that the 
Council may not have power to modify the statute of limitations 
directly. Mailing must be by enhanced mail and to all addresses 
known. 
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The conditions for default appear in 7 D( 4 )( c ) . The 
revision makes it clear what must appear before default is 
possible when motor vehicle service is used. The plaintiff must 
submit an affidavit showing service upon the OMV and the required 
mailing to the defendant's addresses. The affidavit also must 
show either mailing to the defendant's insurance carrier or that 
the identity of such carrier is unknown and could not be 
determined from the OMV records. Mailing must again be by 
registered or certified mail. Note, the revision requires the 
plaintiff to make inquiry of the OMV. The OMV records reflecting 
liability insurance are open. Under ORS 805.220 all records of 
the OMV are public, except accident reports. Insurance 
information required for vehicle registration is open to the 
public. No insurance information is required by the OMV for 
licensing of drivers except certain drivers who have been 
convicted of DUI. For accident reports, ORS 802.220(5)(a)(B) 
provides that OMV shall disclose "the names of any companies 
insuring the owner or driver of a vehicle involved in an 
accident" to "any party involved in the accident or to their 
personal representative or any member of the family of a party 
involved in the accident". The only hook is the information is 
only available "Upon written request" and the OMV enforces that . 
The OMV furnishes the address as well as the name of the 
company. ORS 802.230 allows OMV to set a reasonable fee for 
furnishing the information. 

The most important revision in the new rule is that the 
language makes service on the OMV a secondary alternative which 
is only available when service cannot be completed any other way. 
Under the existing rule, OMV is an alternative primary service 
method. It may be used even though the defendant could be served 
in some other way. In the new rule, ORCP 7 D(4)(a)(i) allows 
motor vehicle service only when service cannot be had by any 
other method specified in ORCP 7 0(3). In other words, the 
plaintiff must try to accomplish service by the appropriate 
method specified in 0(3). For example, for an individual, the 
plaintiff must use personal, abode, or office service if 
possible. For a corporation, the plaintiff must serve corporate 
agents or a registered agent if that is possible. Only if that 
cannot be done will motor vehicle service be allowed. Since a 
requirement that registered agent service be used against any 
corporation, if that is possible, is already built into the new 
rule, the specific language in the present rule relating to 
foreign corporations is removed. 

To secure a default under the new rule, the plaintiff must 
show that service could not be accomplished by any method 
specified in ORCP 7 0(3). The required attempt to complete 
service by some other method before use of mot.or vehicle service 
would presumably include checking known addresses of the 
defendant which is required by the present rule. The fact that 
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the letter c,9.ught up to the ,jef enc¼,::mt cloes not in i t5elf m,:1ke 
default possible. 

SUBCOMMITTEE REVISION 
SUMMONS 
RULE 7 

D. Manner of service. 

* * * * 
D( 4 ) Particular actions involving motor vehicles. 

D( 4 ) (a) Actions arising out of use of roads, highways, and 
streets; service by mail. 

D(4 ){ a) ( i ) In any action arising out of any accident, 

collision, or liability in which a motor vehicle may be involved 

while being operated upon the roads, highways, and streets of 

this state, any defendant who operated such motor vehicle, or 

caused such motor vehicle to be operated on the defendant's 

behalf[, except a defendant which is a foreign corporation 

maintaining a registered agent within this state,] who oannot ba 

served with summons by any method specified in subsection 7 0(3) 

of thi1 rule, may be served with summons [by personal service 

upon the Motor Vehicles Division and mailing by registered or 

certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy of the summons 

and complaint to the defendant and the defendant's insurance 

carrier if known.] 

[D(4)(a)(ii) Summons may be served] by leaving one copy of 

the summons and complaint with a fee of $12.50 in the hands of 

the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division or in the 
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Administrator's office or at any office the Administrator 

authorizes to accept summons or by mailing such summons and 

complaint with a fee of 912.50 to the office of the Administrator 

of the Motor Vehicle Division by registered or certified mail, 

return receipt requested. The plaintiff, as soon as reasonably 

possible after service upon the Motor Vehicle Division, shall 

cause to be mailed by registered or certified mail, return 

receipt requested, a true copy of the summons and complaint to 

the defendant at the address given by the defendant at the time 

of the accident or collision that is the subject of the action, 

and at the most recent address as shown by the Motor Vehicles 

Division's driver records, and at any other address of the 

defendant known to the plaintiff, which might result in actual 

notice [and to the defendant's insurance carrier if known.] to 

the defendant. For purposes of computing any period of time 

prescribed or allowed by these rules, service under this 

paragraph shall be complete and the action shall be deemed to 

have been commenced upon [such] the date of the first mailing to 

the defendant. 

D(4 )( a ) [ ( iii ) J 1.lli The fee of $12.50 paid by the plaintiff 

to the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division shall be 

taxed as part of the costs if plaintiff prevails in the action. 

The Administrator of the motor Vehicles Division shall keep a 

record of all such summonses which shall show the day of service. 
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D( 4 )(b) Not1t1eat1on et eh&n~e et addre11, Every motorist 

or user of the roads, highways, and streets of this state who , 

while operating a motor vehicle upon the roads, highways, or 

streets of this state, is involved in any accident, collision, or 

liability, shall forthwith notify the Administrator of the Motor 

Vehicles Division of any change of such defendant's address 

within three years after such accident or collision. 

D( 4){c) Default. No default shall be entered against any 

defendant served [by mailJ under this subsection [who has not 

either received or rejected the registered or certified letter 

containing the copy of the summons and complaint, unless the 

plaintiff can show by affidavit that the defendant cannot be 

found residing at the address given by the defendant at the time 

of the accident or collision, or residing at the most recent 

address as shown by the Motor Vehicles Division's driver records, 

or residing at any other address actually known by the plaintiff 

to be defendant's residence address, if it appears from the 

affidavit that inquiry at such address or addresses was made 

within a reasonable time preceding the service of summons by 

mail, and that a copy of the summons and complaint was mailed by 

registered or certified mail, or some other designation of mail 

that provides a receipt for the mail signed by the recipient, to 

the defendant's insurance carrier or that the defendant's 

insurance carrier is unknown.J unlo11 the pla1nt1tt 1ubmit1 ~n 

affidavit ahowin;1 (l) that •ummon1 waa aorved •• provided 1n 
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1ubpArA9rAph C(4)(§)(t) et th1~ rul@ ~Rd ~ll m@111Rga te 

defendant required by subparagraph D(4)(a)(i) of this rule have 

been made: and (2} either. Ca} if the identity of defendant's 

insurance carrier is known to the plaintiff or could be 

determined from any records of the Motor Vehicle Division 

accessible to plaintiff, that the plaintiff caused a copy of the 

summons and complaint to be mailed to such insurance carrier by 

registered or certified mail or some other designation of mail 

that provides a receipt for the mail signed by the recipient, or 

(b) that the defendant's insurance carrier is unknown: and (3) 

that service of summons could not be had by any method specified 

in subsection 70(3) of this rule. 
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JOHNSON VERSION 

(AS MODIFIED) 

SUMMONS 
RULE 7 

D. Manner of service . 

* * * * 
D(4) Particular actions involving motor vehicles. 

D(4)(a) Actions arising out of use of roads, highways, and 
streets; service by mail. 

D(4)(a)(i) In any action arising out of any accident, 

collision, or liability in which a motor vehicle may be involved 

while being operated upon the roads, highways, and streets of 

this state, any defendant who :u fill inslixi~ual dQlUi~jJed jp tbja 

state a~d who operated such motor vehicle, or caused such motor 

vehicle to be operated. on the defendant's behalf, [except a 

defendant which is a foreign corporation maintaining a registered 

agent within this state,J may be served 

EX. 1-7 



with summons [by personal service upon the Motor Vehicles 

Division and mailing by registered or certified mail, return 

receipt requested, a copy of the summons and complaint to the 

defendant and the defendant's insurance carrier if known.] 

[0(4){a)(ii) Summons may be served] by leaving one copy of 

the summons and complaint with a fee of $12.50 in the hands of 

the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division or in the 

Administrator's office or at any office the Administrator 

authorizes to accept summons or bv mailing such sumaons and 

coaplaint with a fee of Sl2.50 to the office of the Adainistrator 

of the notor Vehicles bv registered or certified aail. return 

receipt requested. The plaintiff, as soon as reasonably possible 

after service upon the notor Vehicle Division, shall cause to be 

mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, 

a true copy of the summons and complaint to the defendant at the 

address given by the ~efendant at the time of the accident or 

collision that is the subject of the action, and at the most 

recent address as shown by the Motor Vehicles Division's driver 

records, and n any other address of the defendant known to the 

plaintiff, which might result in actual notice [and to the 

defendant's insurance carrier if known.] to the defendant. For 

purposes of computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by 

these rules, service under this paragraph shall be complete upon 

(such] mailing to the deEendant. 
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D(4)(a) [(iii)] (ii) The fee of $12.50 paid by the plaintiff 

to the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division shall be 

taxed as part of the costs if plaintiff prevails in the action. 

The Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division shall keep a 

record of all such summonses which shall show the day of service. 

D(4)(b) Notification of change of address. Every 

individual domiciled iD this stat~ Cmotorist or user of the 

roads, highways, and streets of this stateJ who, while operating 

a motor vehicle upon the roads, highways, or streets of this 

state, .is involved in any accident, collision, or liability, 

shall forthwith notify the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles 

Division of any change of such defendant's address within three 

years after such accident or collision. 

D(4)(c) Default. No default shall be entered against any 

defendant served [by ~ail] under this subsection [who has not 

either received or rejected the registered or certified letter 

containing the copy of the sUDUI1ons and complaint, unless the 

plaintiff can show by affidavit that the defendant cannot be 

found residing at the address given by the defendant at the time 

of the accident or collision, or residing at the most recent 

address as shown by the Motor Vehicles Division's driver records, 

or residing at any other address actually known by the plaintiff 

to be defendant's residence address, it if appears from the 

affidavit that inquiry at such address or addresses was made 

within a reasonable time preceding the service of summons by 
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mail, and that a copy of the summons and complaint was mailed by 

registered or certified mail, or some other designation of mail 

that provides a receipt for the mail signed by the recipient, to 

the defedant's insurance carrier or that the defendant's 

insurance carrier is unknow.] unless the plaintiff submits an 

affidavit showing: (1) that summons was served as provided in 

subparagraph D(4)(a)(i) of this rule; [and] (2) (either, (a)l 

that if the identity of defendant's insurance carrier is known to 

the plaintiff or could be determined from any records of the 

Motor Vehicle Division accessible to plaintiff, that the 

plaintiff caused a copy of the summons and complaint to be mailed 

to such insurance carrier by registered or certified mail or some 

other designation of mail that provides a receipt for the mail 

signed by the recipient, [pr (b) that the defendant's insurance 

carrier is unknownjJ and 113) either (ajJ that either [the] 

defendant received or rejected the registered or certified letter 

containing the copy of summons and complaint, or (b) that (within 

a reasonable time preceding the service of summons the] plaintiff 

caused inquiry to be made at the address given by the defendant 

at the time of the accident or collision that is the subject of 

the action, and at the most recent address as shown by the Motor 

Vehicles Division's driver records, and at any other address of 

the defendant known to the plaintiff, which might result in 

actual notice to the defendant and that defendant could not be 

found. [residing at any of such addresses.] 

-4-
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FROM: 

TO: 

RE: 

Fred Merrill 

RULE 7 D SUBCOMMITTEE: 

Mike Starr, Chair 
John Buttler 
Lee Johnson 

Revision 

12-19-89 

Below is a revision of ORCP 7 D reflecting the changes 
requested by the Council at the last meeting. A copy of a 
preliminary draft of the minutes which show the changes requested 
is enclosed. 

REDRAFT 12-19-89 

SUBCOMMITTEE REVISION 
SUMMONS 
RULE 7 

o. Manner of service. 

* * * * 
0 (4) Particular actions involving motor vehicles. 

0 (4 ) (a) Actions arising out or use or roads, 
highways, and streets: service by mail. 

D(4 ) (a)(i) In any action arising out of any accident , 
collision, or liability in which a motor vehicle may be 
involved while being operated upon the roads, highways, and 
streets of this state, any defendant who operated such motor 
vehicle, or caused such motor vehicle to be operated on the 
defendant's behalf[, except a defendant which is a foreign 
corporation maintaining a registered agent within this 
state,] who cannot* be served with summons by any method 
specified in subsection 7 0(3) of this rule, may be served 
with summons [by personal service upon the Motor Vehicles 
Division and mailing by registered or certified mail, return 
receipt requested, a copy of the summons and complaint to 
the defendant and the defendant's insurance carrier if 
known.] 

[D(4)(a)(ii) Summons may be served] by leaving one copy 
of the summons and complaint with a fee of $12.50 in the 
hands of the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division or 
in the Administrator's office or at any office the 
Administrator authorized to accept summons or by mailing 
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such summons and complaint with a fee of $12.50 to the 
office of the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division 
by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested. 
The plaintiff shall cause to be mailed by registered or 
certified mail, return receipt requested, a true copy of the 
summons and complaint to the defendant at the address given 
by the defendant at the time of the accident or collision 
that is the subject of the action, and at the most recent 
address as shown by the Motor Vehicles Division's driver 
records, and at any other address of the defendant known to 
the plaintiff, which might result in actual notice [and to 
the defendant's insurance carrier if known.] to the 
defendant. For purposes of computing any period of time 
prescribed or allowed by these rules, service under this 
paragraph shall be complete upon [such] the date of the 
first mailing to the defendant. 

D(4)(a)[(iii)] (ii) The fee of $12.50 paid by the 
plaintiff to the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles 
Division shall be taxed as part of the costs if plaintiff 
prevails in the action. The Administrator of the Motor 
Vehicles Division shall keep a record of all such summonses 
which shall show the day of service. 

D(4}(b ) Notification of change of address. Every 
motorist or user of the roads, highways, and streets of this 
state who, while operating a motor vehicle upon the roads, 
highways, or streets of this state, is involved in any 
accident, collision, or liability, shall forthwith notify 
the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division of any 
change of such defendant's address within three years after 
such accident or collision. 

D(4)(c) Default. No default shall be entered against 
any defendant served [by mailJ under this subsection [who 
has not either received or rejected the registered or 
certified letter containing the copy of the summons and 
complaint, unless the plaintiff can show by affidavit that 
the defendant cannot be found residing at the address given 
by the defendant at the time of the accident or collision, 
or residing at the most recent address as shown by the Motor 
Vehicles Division's driver records, or residing at any other 
address actually known by the plaintiff to be defendant's 
residence address, if it appears from the affidavit that 
inquiry at such address or addresses was made within a 
reasonable time preceding the service of summons by mail, 
and that a copy of the summons and complaint was mailed by 
registered or certified mail, or some other designation of 
mail that provides a receipt for the mail signed by the 
recipient, to the defendant's insurance carrier or that the 
defendant's insurance carrier is unknown.J unless the 
plaintiff submits an affidavit showing: 
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(i) that summons was served as provided in subparagraph 
D(4)(a)(i) of this rule and all mailings to defendant 
reguired by subparagraph D(4)(a)(i) of this rule have 
been made: · and 

(ii) either, if the identity of defendant's insurance 
carrier is known to the plaintiff or could be 
determined from any records of the Motor Vehicles 
Division accessible to plaintiff, that the plaintiff 
not less than 14 days prior to the application for 
default caused a copy of the summons and complaint to 
be mailed to such insurance carrier by registered or 
certified mail, return receipt reguested, or that the 
defendant's insurance carrier is unknown: and 

(iii) that service of summons could not* be had by any 
method specified in subsection 7 0(3) of this rule. 

For the diligence language required by Judge Johnson's 
motion, I would suggest adding the words "with reasonable 
diligence" to ORCP 7 0(4)(a)(ii) line 8 and 7 0(4)(c)(ili) line 
1, where the asterisks appear in the draft. I suggest 
"reasonable" rather than "due" diligence to stay away from the 
overly strict interpretation given "due diligence" in the 
previous statute (even though the only comparable language in 
the rules in ORCP 37 A(2) uses "due"). 

I read the Council vote as not deciding to accept a 
diligence standard, but asking to see possible language. I think 
using diligence language in ORCP 7 0(4) is a bad idea. However 
we phrase it, we invite a return to the overly difficult 
requirements of Ter Harv. Backus. Rule 7 has three other 
conditional preferences in service (individuals - 7 D(3)(a)(i), 
corporations - 7 D(3)(b), and court order - 7 0(6)), and none of 
them contain any requirement of diligence prior to use of the 
secondary method. The Court of Appeals seems to have had no 
trouble with the language of ORCP 7 0(6), relating to court 
ordered service, which has language identical to that now 
included in 7 0(4). It has required that the affidavit recite an 
inability to get service by all specified methods provided in 
Rule 7, but has not suggested any undue recitation of extended 
efforts to accomplish service. Dhulst and Dhulst, 61 Or App 383 
(1983). In Dorsey v. Gregg, 89 or App 194 (1988), the Court held 
that an affidavit which said it was impossible to accomplish 
personal service, but which did not explain why abode service 
could not be accomplished, was not sufficient to meet the 
requirements of ORCP 7 0(6). 

Enc. 
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JOHNSON VERSION 

(AS MODIFIED) 

SUMMONS 
RULE 7 

D. Manner of service. 

* * * * 
D(4) Particular actions involving motor vehicles . 

D(4)(a) Actions arising out of use of roads, highways, and 
streets; service by mail. 

D(4)(a)(i) In any action arising out of any accident, 

collision, or liability in which a motor vehicle may be involved 

while being operated upon the roads, highways, and streets of 

this state, any defendant ~hQ i§ ~Jl ~~i ~iJg_c;l_,.in,,J;,)Jj.s, 

~ ... a.ml who operated such motor vehicle, or caused such motor 

vehicle to be operated, on the defendant's behalf, [except a 

defendant which is a foreign corporation maintaining a registered 

agent within this state ,J may be served 



with summons [by personal service upon the Motor Vehicles 

Division and mailing by registered or certified mail, return 

receipt requested, a copy of the summons and complaint to the 

defendant and the defendant's insurance carrier if known.] 

[D(4)(a)(ii) Summons may be served] by leaving one copy of 

the summons and complaint with a fee of $12.50 in the hands of 

the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division or in the 

Administrator's office or at any office the Administrator 

authorizes to accept summons or by mailing such summons and 

complaint with a fee of $12.50 to the office of the Adainistrator 

of the Motor Vehicles by registered or certified mail, return 

receipt requested. The plaintiff, as soon as reasonably possible 

after service upon the Hotor Vehicle Division, ahall cause to be 

mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, 

a true copy of the summons and complaint to the defendant at the 

address given by the defendant at the time of the accident or 

collision that is the subject of the action, and at the most 

recent address as shown by the Motor Vehicles Division's driver 

records, and at any other address of the defendant known to the 

plaintiff, which might result in actual notice [and to the 

defendant's insurance carrier if known.] to the defendant. For 

purposes of computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by 

these rules, service under this paragraph shall be complete upon 

[such] mailing to the defendant. 
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D(4)(a)[(iii)] (ii) The fee of $12.50 paid by the plaintiff 

to the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division shall be 

taxed as part of the costs if plaintiff prevails in the action. 

The Administrator of the Motor Vehicles Division shall keep a 

record of all such summonses which shall show the day of service. 

D(4)(b) Notification of change of address. Every 

individual domiciled in tJli~ ijkiJ;~ [motorist or user of the __ ,_ . 
roads, highways, and streets of this stateJ who, while operating 

a motor vehicle upon the roads, highways, or streets of this 

state, .is involved in any accident, collision, or liability, 

shall forthwith notify the Administrator of the Motor Vehicles 

Division of any change of such defendant's address within three 

years after such accident or collision. 

D(4)(c) Default. No default shall be entered against any 

defendant served [by ~ail] under this subsection [who has not 

either received or rejected the registered or certified letter 

containing the copy of the summons and complaint, unless the 

plaintiff can show by affidavit that the defendant cannot be 

found residing at the address given by the defendant at the time 

of the accident or collision, or residing at the most recent 

address as shown by the Motor Vehicles Division's driver records, 

or residing at any other address actually known by the plaintiff 

to be defendant's residence address, it if appears from the 

affidavit that inquiry at such address or addresses was made 

within a reasonable time preceding the service of summons by 

- 3-



mail, and that a copy of the summons and complaint was mailed by 

registered or certified mail, or some other designation of mail 

that provides a receipt for the mail signed by the recipient, to 

the defedant's insurance carrier or that the defendant's 

insurance carrier is unknow.] unless the plaintiff submits an 

affidavit showing: (1) that summons was served as provided in 

subparagraph D(4)(a)(i) of this rule; [and] (2) Ceither, (a)l 

that if the identity of defendant's insurance carrier is known to 

the plaintiff or could be determined from any records of the 

Motor Vehicle Division accessible to plaintiff, that the 

plaintiff caused a copy of the summons and complaint to be mailed 

to such insurance carrier by registered or certified mail or some 

other designation of mail that provides a receipt for the mail 

signed by the recipient, (or (b) that the defendant's insurance 

carrier is unknownIJ and Jl3) either (ajJ that either [the], 

defendant received or rejected the registered or certified letter 

containing the copy of summons and complaint, or (b) that (within 

a reasonable time preceding the service of summons the) plaintiff 

caused inquiry to be made at the address given by the defendant 

at the time of the accident or collision that is the subject of 

the action, and at the most recent address as shown by the Motor 

Vehicles Division's driver records, and at any other address of 

the defendant known to the plaintiff, which might result in 

actual notice to the defendant and that defendant could not be 

found. [residing at any of such addresses.] 
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January 12, 1990 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Members, COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES 

ORCP 7 0(4) Subcommittee 

The subcommittee suggests the addition of the following 
language to ORCP 7 D relating to the standard for attempt of 
service under ORCP 7 0(3). This language would apply not only 
to motor vehicle service under ORCP 7 D(4) but also service by 
court order under ORCP 7 0(6). The subcommittee submits two 
versions of the language for your consideration. One includes a 
specific reference to a good faith attempt to accomplish service 
under ORCP 7 0(3). 

ORCP 7 0(7). Defendant who cannot be served. A 
defendant cannot be served with summons by any method 
specified in subsection 7 0(3) of this rule if the 
return of service shows that the plaintiff attempted 
service of summons by all of the methods specified in 
subsection 7 0(3) and was unable to successfully 
complete service. 

ORCP 7 0(7). Defendant who cannot be served. A 
defendant cannot be served with summons by any method 
specified in subsection 7 0(3) of this rule if the 
return of service shows that the plaintiff made a good 
faith effort to serve summons by all of the methods 
specified in subsection 7 0(3) and was unable to 
sucessfully complete service. 
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February 24, 1990 
Page 2 

Re: Uniform Foreign-Money Claims Act 

Dear Sirs and Madam: 

I am writing as a member of the Uniform State Laws 
Committee of the Oregon state Bar. Enclosed is a copy of the 
Uniform Foreign-Money Claims Act with commentary and prefatory 
notes, and a copy of my report to the Committee. On February 21, 
1990, the Committee met and approved the adoption of the Act 
subject to review and approval of the Act by the Council and 
Sections which you direct or chair. 

On behalf of the Committee, I ask that your council or 
section review the Act and make a written report to the Uniform 
State Laws committee of your position with respect to this Act. 
The committee has the Act on its May meeting agenda and therefore 
requests your responses by May 16, 1990. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call 
or write. If you desire, I would be happy to meet with the 
members of your group to discuss the Act. 

Thank you. 
Very truly yours, 

BOGLE & GATES 

JS3/lc:ay 

cc: Stanley R. Loeb, Chair 
Wendell G. Kusnerus, Secretary 

47\pers\jps\uslft 
BOGLE& GATES 
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TO: 

DA'l'E: 

FROM: 

RE: 

REPORT 

Oregon State Bar Uniform State Laws Committee 

January 31, 1990 

John P. Salisbury 

Uniform Foreign-Money Claims Act 

I. OVERVIEW 

This act sets forth rules for dealing with foreign money 
claims. It determines which currency is the proper money of a claim 
if the parties have not otherwise agreed, determines the amount of 
money for certain contract claims involving foreign money, and 
determines the date for converting foreign money into United States 
dollars whether in ordinary actions or in "distribution proceedings" 
(liquidation proceedings or the like). The act also validates 
agreements which vary from the rules set down in the act and 
authorizes judgments to be entered in foreign money. The act has 
rules concerning prejudgment and judgment interest on foreign-money 
claims and has rules for determining the United States dollar value 
of foreign-money claims for the purpose of facilitating enforcement 
of provisional remedies. The act also deals with currency revalori-
zation. · 

Oregon appears to have no law, whether statutory or common 
law, concerning the subject of this act. Foreign-money claims 
according to the Prefatory Note to the act, have increased greatly. 
There is a lack of uniformity among the states concerning foreign
money claims and the United States treats recoveries on foreign
money claims differently than most of our major trading partners. 

This act would not require any wholesale amendment of 
existing Oregon law because no Oregon law covers this subject matter 
of this act. ORS 73.1070 and ORCP 70A. might have to be modified. 

II. RECOMMENDATION 

I recommend the adoption of the act subject to review of 
this act by the Oregon State Bar debtor-creditor and international 
law sections. This act would substantially clarify many issues 
involving foreign-money claims. The rules appear to be clear and 
would meet the reasonable expectations of litigants. Passage of the 
act would promote uniformity and certainty. 
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III. DISCUSSION OF ACT AND COMPARISON 
WITH OREGON LAW 

As stated above, Oregon law concerning the subject matter 
of this act is nonexistent. ORS 73.1070(1), part of the Uniform 
Commercial Code, however, makes promises or orders to pay a sum in 
foreign money negotiable and states that if an instrument specifies 
a foreign currency as the medium of payment, the instrument is 
payable in that currency. Eighteen states have statutes which can 
be interpreted to require all judgments to be entered in dollars, 
but Oregon is not one of them. 

A section-by-section analysis of this act follows . 

Section 1 contains definitions. Important definitions are: 

1. "Conversion Date" which essentially means the 
banking date next preceding the date money is 
paid. 

2. "Distribution Proceeding" means a proceeding for 
the distribution of funds such as a liquidation, 
an accounting, the distribution of an estate and 
the like, in which a foreign-money claim is 
asserted. 

3. "Money of the Claim" is the money d.etermined by 
agreement or law as the proper money in which 
the claim is to be paid. 

4. "Spot Rate" is the rate of exchange at which 
foreign money is sold by a bank for immediate 
or next day availability or for settlement by 
immediate payment or by an agreed delayed 
settlement not exceeding two (2) days. 

Section 2 of the act states that the act applies only to 
foreign-money claims in actions or distribution proceedings and 
that the act applies to foreign-money issues even if other law under 
the conflict of law rules of the forum applies to other issues in 
the action or distribution proceeding. 

Section 3 allows the effect of the act to be varied by 
agreement and allows the parties to a transaction to agree upon 
money to be used in a transaction and agree to use different monies 
for different aspects of the transaction. 

Section 4 provides a number of rules for determining the 
money in which the claim is to be paid. The rules apply in the 
order stated in Section 4. They are: 
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1. The money in which the parties to a transaction 
have agreed that payment is to be paid. 

2. The money regularly used between the parties as 
a matter of usage or course of dealing. 

J. The money used at the time of a transaction in 
international trade, by trade usage or common 
practice, for valuing or settling transactions 
in the particular commodity or service involved. 

4. The money in which the loss was ultimately felt 
or will be incurred by the claimant. 

Sections of the act contains rules for exchanges. The 
rules are if there is a contract to pay in foreign money, the amount 
is to be determined on the conversion date, i.e., the banking date 
be next preceding the date of payment. 

If an amount is to be paid in a foreign money to be measured 
by a different money at the rate of exchange prevailing on a date 
before default, that rate applies only to payments made within a 
reasonable time after default, not exceeding thirty (30) days . 
Example: "Pay on November 30, 1989, 5,000 Swiss francs in pounds 
sterling at the exchange rate prevailing on June 30, 1989." This 
agreement is· only upheld if payment is made within a reasonable time 
after default, not to exceed thirty (30) days. 

Section 5 also validates claims against defenses of usury 
or unconscionability ~hen the agreement is that the amount of a 
debtor's obligation to be paid in the debtor's money must equal a 
specified amount of the foreign money of the country of the cred
itor. If a Japanese bank buys dollars with yen and then loans the 
dollars, it can require payment in dollars of an amount which would 
repurchase the amount of yen used to acquire the dollars advanced. 
A drop in the value of dollars against yen would not allow the 
debtor to claim usury or unconscionability. 

Section 6 allows foreign money claims to be made, allows 
opposing parties to allege and prove that a claim is in a different 
money than that asserted by the claimant, allows an opposing party 
to allege and prove that a claim is in a different money than that 
asserted by the claimant, and allows a person to assert defenses or 
counterclaims in any money without regard to the money of the other 
claims. The determination of the proper money of the . claim is a 
question of law. 

Section 7 states that a judgment on a foreign-money claim 
must be stated in the amount of the money of the claim and makes 
the judgment payable in that foreign money or, at the option of the 
debtor, in the amount of United States dollars which would purchase 
that foreign money on the conversion date at a bank-offered spot 
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rate. Costs must be entered in United states dollars. Part 
payments in dollars must be accepted and credited in the amount of 
the foreign money that can be purchased by the dollars on a date 
before the payment. Judgments with counterclaims, set-offs, 
recoupments, etc. must be netted. 

Section 7 also sets forth a prescribed judgment form with 
specific language for judgments on foreign money claims. Section 
7(g) deals with judgments on contracts where there is an amount 
contracted to be paid in a foreign money which is measured by a 
specified amount of a different money or the contract for foreign 
money is to be measured by a different money at the rate of exchange 
prevailing on a date before default. Section 7(h) provides that a 
foreign money judgment must be filed, docketed, recorded, etc., in 
the same manner as other judgments and has the same effect as a lien 
as other judgments. 

Section 8 provides for distribution proceedings and states 
that the rate of exchange on the day before the distribution 
proceeding is initiated governs all exchanges of foreign money in 
a distribution proceeding. 

Section 9 deals with pre-judgment and judgment interest and 
states that such claims are to be governed by the conflict-of-laws 
rules of the forum. Section 9(c) states that a judgment on a 
foreign-money claim bears interest at the rate applicable to 
judgments of the forum. 

Section 10 concerns enforcement of foreign judgments and 
requires foreign money judgments to be entered, whether or not the 
foreign judgment confers an option to pay an equivalent amount of 
United States dollars. Section l0(b) allows a foreign judgment to 
be enforced in accordance with any statute of the forum providing 
for a procedure for its recognition. In Oregon, the statute is the 
Uniform Foreign-Money Judgments Recognition Act in ORS Chapter 24. 
Section l0(e) states that a judgment entered on a foreign-money 
claim only in United States dollars in another state must be 
enforced in the forum in dollars only. · 

Section 11 deals with determining the value in the United 
States dollars of assets to be seized or restrained pursuant to 
prejudgment proceedings such as attachments, garnishments, execu
tions, or other legal process and requires a party seeking such 
relief to compute in dollars the amount of the foreign money claimed 
on the exchange rate prevailing on the banking day next preceding 
the filing of the request or application for prejudgment relief. 
The party seeking such relief must file an affidavit or certificate 
executed in good faith by its counsel or a bank officer stating the 
market quotation used. The statute provides immunity for court 
officials to rely on such affidavits. 
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Section 12 deals with currency revalorization and provides 
that if a new money is substituted in place of an old money by a 
country, the obligation is treated as if expressed or incurred in 
the new money at the rate of conversion the issuing country estab
lishes. This section further requires a judgment to be amended if 
there is a revalorization. The act takes no position on the effect 
of a money repudiation or revalorization which is in effect a 
confiscation. 

Section 13 supplements the provisions of this act by other 
principles of law and equity. 

section 14 states that the law shall be applied and con-
strued to effectuate its general purpose to make uniform the law . 

Section 15 provides a short title for the act. 

Section 16 is a severability clause. 

Section 17 provides that the act becomes effective on 
January 1, following its enactment. 

Section 18 makes the act applicable to all actions and 
distribution proceedings commenced after its effective date. 

Section 19 reminds the legislature to repeal acts and parts 
of act in accordance with the act. ORCP 70 and ORS 73.1070 dealing 
with the form of judgments would probably have to be modified. 

VI. CRITIQUE OF THE ACT 

A. Uniformity. 

There is no doubt that this act would further the goal of 
uniformity among the states. This is precisely the kind of act 
which should be uniform throughout the country and world. 

B. Certainty. 

This law provides clear rules for determining the date on 
which exchange rates are to be determined. The only other sources 
of law on this subject appear to be in conflicting case law and 
Section 823 of the Restatement (3rd) of the Foreign Relations Law 
of the United States. That section provides a much less certain 
rule stated as follows: 

(2) If, in a case arising out of a foreign currency 
obligation, the court gives judgment in dollars, the 
conversion from foreign currency to dollars is to be 
made at such rate as to make the creditor whole and 
to avoid awarding a debtor who has delayed in 
carrying out the obligation. 
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The commentary to Section 823 makes clear that the court is given 
substantial discretion to determine the conversion rules. The 
restatement is much less certain than the precise rules of the act. 
As of February 8, 1990, only Connecticut had adopted this Act. 

c. Budgetary Impact. 

This act might create some additional duties for court 
personnel in entering, satisfying, and otherwise handling foreign 
money judgments, but this impact should be minimal. 

VI. OUTSIDE COMMENT 

I spoke with Tilman Hasche, immediate past chair of the 
international law section of the Oregon State Bar. He said that 
he would have an interest in reviewing this act on behalf of the 
International Law section. I will contact the chair of that section 
and also transmit the act to the chair of the Debtor Creditor 
section. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This act should be adopted subject to review and approval 
of the act by the international law section and the debtor creditor 
section. 
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UNIFORM FOREIGN-MONEY CLAIMS ACT 

PREFATORY NOTE 

This Act facilitates uniform judicial 
determination of claims expressed in the money of 
foreign countries. It requires judgments and 
arbitration awards in these cases to be entered in the 
foreign money rather than in United States dollars. The 
debtor may pay the judgment in dollars on the basis of 
the rate of exchange prevailing at the time of payment. 

A Uniform Act governing foreign-money claims has 
become desirable because: 

These claims have increased greatly as a result of 
the growth in international trade. 

Values of foreign moneys as compared to the United 
States dollar fluctuate more over shorter periods of 
time than was formerly the case. 

United States jurisdictions treat recoveries on 
foreign-money claims differently than most of our 
major trading partners. 

A lack of uniformity among the states in resolving 
foreign-money cliims stimulates forum shopping and 
creates a lack of certainty in the law. 

American courts historically follow one of two 
different rules in selecting a time during litigation 
for converting foreign money into United States dollars. 
These are called the "breach day rule" - the date the 
money should have been paid - and the "judgment date 
rule" - when judgment is entered. Many other countries 
use the "payment day rule" - when the judgment is paid. 
See Miliangos v. George Frank (Textiles) Ltd., (1976) 
A.C. 1007. The merits of this approach have begun to be 
recognized in this country. The payment day rule is 
endorsed by this Act. 

The three rules produce wildly disparate results 
in terms of making an injured person whole. This is 
illustrated by the following example: 

An American citizen (A) owes 18,790 pounds sterling 
to a British corporation (BCo) suing in New York, and 
the pound is falling against the dollar. Due to the 
declining value of the pound, the three rules worked 
out as follows: 
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Breach day 
Judgment day 
Payment day 

Rate of Exchange 

Pound= $2.20 
Pound= $1.50 
Pound= $1.20 

BCo Gets 

$41,338 
$28,185 
$22,548 

A judgment of $41,338 may be entered based on the 
breach day rule. However, the payment in dollars was 
worth 34,449 pounds ($41,338 divided by $1.20) when 
eventually received, an excess of Ll5,659 over the 
actual loss. 

This example is adapted from an actual case. See 
Comptex v. LaBow, 783 F.2d 333 {2d Cir. 1986). The 
facts are simplified. 

If conversion is delayed until the date of actual 
payment, the creditor is recompensed with its own money 
or the financial equivalent in United States dollars; 
the debtor bears the risk of a fall in the debtor's 
money or reaps the benefit of a rise therein. If 
conversion is made at breach or judgment date, the risk 
of fluctuation in value of a money not of its selection 
falls on the creditor. 

The real issue is where the risk of exchange rate 
fluctuation should be placed. This Act recognizes the 
right of the parties to agree upon the money that 
governs their relationship. In the absence of an 
agreement, the Act adopts the rule of giving the 
aggrieved party the amount to which it is entitled in 
its own money or the money in which the loss was 
suffered. 

The principle of the Act is to restore the 
aggrieved party to the economic position it would have 
been in had the wrong not occurred. Thus, for example , 
if oil is spilled on the coast of France by an American 
ship, the loss is felt by the French in francs and a 
judgment of an American court for damages should reflect 
this fact. courts should enter judgments in the money 
customarily used by the injured person. 

The payment day rule, on which the Act is based , 
meets the reasonable expectations of the parties 
involved. It places the aggrieved party in the position 
it would have been in financially but for the wrong that 
gave rise to the claim. States which adopt it will 
align themselves with most of the major civilized 
countries of the world. 
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The Act also covers other issues that may arise in 
connection with foreign-money claims. These include 
revalorization and interest. In order to determine 
aliquot shares for distributions from funds created in 
insolvency and estate proceedings, the Act specifies use 
of the date the distribution proceeding was initiated 
for conversion of foreign money into United states 
dollars. 
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UNI'FORM FOREIGN-MONEY CLAIMS ACT 

SECTION l. DEFINITIONS. In this [Act]: 

(l) "Action" means a judicial proceeding or 

arbitration in which a payment in money may be awarded 

or enforced with respect to a foreign-money claim. 

(2) "Bank-offered spot rate" means the spot rate 

of exchange at which a bank will sell foreign money at a 

spot rate. 

(3) "Conversion date" means the banking day next 

preceding the date on which money, in accordance with 

this [Act], is: 

(i) paid to a claimant in an action or 

distribution proceeding; 

(ii) paid to the official designated by law to 

enforce a judgment or award on behalf of a claimant; or 

(iii)'used to recoup, set-off, or counterclaim 

in different moneys in an action or distribution 

proceeding. 

(4) "Distribution proceeding" means a ·judicial or 

nonjudicial proceeding for the distribution of a fund in 

which one or more foreign-money claims is asserted and 

includes an accounting, an assignment for the benefit of 

creditors, a foreclosure, the liquidation or 

rehabilitation of a corporation or other entity, and the 

distribution of an estate, trust, or other fund. 
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(5) "Foreign money" means money other than money 

of the United States of America. 

(6) "Foreign-money claim" means a claim upon an 

obligation to pay, or a claim for recovery of a loss, 

expresseq in or measured by a foreign money. 

(7) "Money" means a medium of exchange for the 

payment of obligations or a store of value authorized or 

adopted by a government or by inter-governmental 

agreement. 

(8) "Money of the claim" means the money 

determined as proper pursuant to Section 4. 

(9) "Person" means an individual, a corporation, 

government or governmental subdivision or agency, 

business trust, estate, trust, joint venture, 

partnership, association, two or more persons having a 

joint or common interest, or any other legal or 

commercial entity. 

(10) "Rate of exchange" means the rate at which 

money of one country may be converted into money of 

another country in a free financial market convenient to 

or reasonably usable by a person obligated to pay or to 

state a rate of conversion. If separate rates of 

exchange apply to different kinds of transactions, the 

term means the rate applicable to the particular 

transaction giving rise to the foreign-money claim. 
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(11) "Spot rate" means the rate of exchange at 

which foreign money is sold by a bank or other dealer in 

foreign exchange for immediate or next day availability 

or for settlement by immediate payment in cash or 

equivalent, by charge to an account, or by an agreed 

delayed settlement not exceeding two days. 

(12) "State" means a State of the United States , 

the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto 

Rico, or a territory or insular possession subject to 

the jurisdiction of the United States. 

COMMENT 

1. "Action." A suit or arbitration may be legal 
or equitable in nature, but it must be based on a 
pecuniary claim. 

2. "Bank-offered spot rate" is th~ rate at which 
a bank will sell the requisite amount of foreign money 
for immediate or nearly immediate use by the buyer. 

3. "Conversion date." Exchange rates may 
fluctuate from day to day. A date must be picked for 
calculating the value of foreign money in terms of 
United States dollars . As used ·in the Act, "conversion 
date" means the day before a foreign-money claim is paid 
or set-off. The day refers to the time period of the 
place of the payor, not necessarily that of the 
recipient. The exchange rate prevailing at or near the 
close of business on the banking day before the day 
payment is made will be well known at the time of 
payment. See comment 2 to Section 7. 

4. "Distribution proceeding." In keeping with 
the concept underlying Section 2, the coverage of this 
statute is limited to judicial actions and nonjudicial 
proceedings which involve the creation of a fund from 
which pro-rata distributions are made to claimants. As 
provided in Section 8, a different conversion date is 
required where either input to or outgo from a fund 
involves two or more different moneys. Thus, the term 
includes a mortgage foreclosure proceeding, judicial or 
under a trust deed, distribution of property in divorce 
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and child support proceedings, distributions in the 
administration of a trust or a decedent's estate, an 
assignment for the benefit of creditors, an equity 
receivership, a liquidation by a statutory successor, a 
voluntary dissolution of a business or a nonprofit 
enterprise or the like when in each case a fund must be 
shared among claimants and where, usually, the fund will 
not satisfy all claimants of the same class. An asset 
or a liability of the fund must also involve one or more 
foreign-money claims, but not all of the claims can be 
in the same money. 

s. "Foreign money." Since only the federal 
government has the power to coin money and regulate the 
value thereof, the term "foreign" means a government 
other than that of the United States of America. 
Special Drawing Rights of the International Monetary 
Fund are foreign money even though the United States is 
a member of the Fund. Foreign governments included are 
all those whose moneys are, in the currency markets of 
the world, exchangeable for the money of other 
currencies even though the government is not recognized 
by the United States. 

6. "Foreign-money claim." The term 11 claim 11 is 
not limited to any one party to an action or a . 
distribution proceeding and may be asserted by a 
plaintiff or a defendant or by a party to an arbitration 
or distribution proceeding. It may be based on a 
foreign judgment, or sound in contract, quasi-contract, 
or tort. 

7. "Money." The definition includes composite 
currencies such as European Currency Units created by 
agreement of the governments that are members of the 
European Monetary System or the Special Drawing Rights 
created under the auspices of the International Money 
Fund. These are "stores of value" used to determine the 
quantity of payment in some international transactions. 

a. "Money of the claim." See Section 4 and the 
Comment thereto. 

9. "Party." This combines the Uniform Commercial 
Code's definitions of "person" and "organization," but 
is limited to those who are parties to transactions or 
involved in events which could give rise to a foreign
money claim. 

10. "Rate of Exchange." A free market rate is to 
be used rather than an official rate if both exist. 
Some countries have transactional differences in 
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exchange rates with slightly different rates; for 
example, in Belgium one rate prevails for commercial and 
another for financial transactions. Both rates are 
recognized in money market transactions. The last 
sentence of the definition indicates that the rate 
appropriate to the transaction is the rate to be used. 

11. "Spot rate" is the term used in the financial 
markets of the United States for the rate of exchange 
for immediate or nearly immediate transfers from one 
money to another, as distinguished from the rates for 
future options or future deliveries. 

In the foreign exchange markets, as in the stock 
markets, quotations are either "bid" or "ask," and the 
spread between is where the dealer makes a profit. An 
"offered spot rate" is the rate at which the offerer 
will sell the particular money. It is, of course, 
higher than the rate at which that person will buy the 
same money. "Spot" refers to the time the trade is 
made, not the time for settlement, which in spot 
transactions is often two days after the date of the 
trade. 

12. "State." The definition, as in other Uniform 
Laws, is extended to include areas given the same, or 
nearly the same, treatment in law as the states. 

SECTION 2. SCOPE. 

(a) This [Act) applies only to a foreign-money 

claim in an action or distribution proceeding. 

(b) This [Act] applies to foreign-money issues 

even if other law under the conflict of laws rules of 

this State applies to other issues in the action or 

distribution proceeding. 

COMMENT 

Under the rules of the conflict .of laws, the 
determination of when a foreign money is converted to 
United States dollars is generally considered a 
procedural matter for the law of the forum. Subsection 
(b) removes any doubt. 
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SECTION 3. VARIATION BY AGREEMENT. 

(a) The effect of this [Act] may be varied by 

agreement of the parties made before or after 

commencement of an action or distribution proceeding or 

the entry of judgment. 

(b) Parties to a transaction may agree upon the 

money to be used in a transaction giving rise to a 

foreign-money claim and may agree to use different 

moneys for different aspects of the transaction. 

Stating the price in a foreign money for one aspect of a 

transaction does not alone require the use of that money 

for other aspects of the transaction. 

COMMENT 

1. A basic policy of the Act is to preserve 
freedom of contract and to permit parties to resolve 
disputed matters by contract at any time, even as to 
choice of law problems. The parties may agree upon the 
date and time for conversion. After entry of judgment 
the. parties may agree upon how the judgment is to be 
satisfied. 

2. Subsection (b) covers cases where, for 
example, claims for petroleum may be settled in United 
States dollars but settlement for joint costs of 
exploration may be in pounds sterling. The parties also 
may agree on the money to be used for damages. The 
second sentence recognizes that a price stated in a 
particular money does not indicate, without more 
evidence, an intent that all damages from breach are to 
be in the same money. The principle of freedom of 
contract allows the parties to allocate the risks of 
currency fluctuations between foreign moneys as they 
desire. Sections 4 and 5 provide rules in the absence 
of special agreements by the parties for determining the 
money to be used. Parties may by agreement select a 
particular market or foreign exchange dealer to be used 
for exchange purposes. 
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SECTION 4. DETERMINING MONEY OF THE CLAIM. 

(a) The money in which the parties to a 

transaction have agreed that payment is to be made is 

the proper money of the claim for payment. 

(b) If the parties to a transaction have not 

otherwise agreed, the proper money of the claim, as in 

each case may be appropriate, is the money: 

(1) regularly used between the parties as a 

matter of usage or course of dealing; 

(2) used at the time of a transaction in 

international trade, by trade usage or common practice, 

for valuing or settling transactions in the particular 

commodity or service involved; or 

(3) in which the loss was ultimately felt or 

will be incurred by the party claimant. 

COMMENT 

l. Subsection (a) uses "payment" in a broad sense 
not related to just the price, but to any obligation 
arising out of a contract to transfer money. see also 
Section 3(b). -

2. Subsection (b} states rules to fill gaps in 
the agreement of the parties with rules as to the 
allocation of risks of fluctuations in exchange rates. 
The three rules will normally apply in the order stated. 
Prior dealings may indicate the desired money. If there 
are none, it is appropriate to use the money indicated 
by trade usage or custom for transactions of like kind. 
The final rule of subsection (a) is one established in 
English cases. See The Despina Rand the Folias, (1979) 
A.C. 685. An example is the use of an operating account 
in United States dollars by a French company to buy 
Japanese yen for ship repairs; the loss is felt in the 
depletion of the dollar bank account. Appropriateness 
of a rule is to be determined by the judge from the 
facts of the case. See Section 6(d). 
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SECTION 5. DETERMINING AMOUNT OF THE MONEY OF 

CERTAIN CONTRACT CLAIMS. 

(a) If an amount contracted to be paid in a 

toreign money is measured by a specified amount of a 

different money, the amount to be paid is determined on 

the conversion date. 

(b) If an amount contracted to be paid in a 

foreign money is to be measured by a different money at 

the rate of exchange prevailing on a date before 

default, that rate of exchange applies only to payments 

made within a reasonable time after default, not 

exceeding 30 days. Thereafter, conversion is made at 

the bank-offered spot rate on the conversion date. 

(c) A monetary claim is neither usurious nor 

unconscionable because the agreement on which it is 

based provides that the amount of the debtor's 

obligation to be paid in the debtor's money, when 

received by the creditor, must equal a specified amount 

of the foreign money of the country of the creditor. 

If, because of unexcused delay in payment of a judgment 

or award, the amount received by the creditor does not 

equal the amount of the foreign money specified in the 

agreement, the court or arbitrator shall amend the 

judgment or award accordingly. 
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COMMENT 

l. Subsections (a) and (b) cover different 
interpretation problems. One arises where the amount of 
the money to be paid is.measured by another money, one 
of which is foreign. An example is "pay s,ooo Swiss 
francs in pounds sterling." The issue is the time at 
which the rate of exchange into pounds sterling is to be 
applied. Subsection (a) says in a 11meas1..1red by" 
situation with no rate specified, the rate of exchange 
that controls is the one prevailing at or near the close 
of business on the day before the day of payment. See 
Section 1(2), the definition of "conversion date." 

2. Another problem arises when an exchange rate 
in effect before a default is .used, as i.n "pay on 
November 30, 1989, 5,000 Swiss francs in pounds sterling 
at the exchange rate prevailing on June 30, 1989." In 
this case, the issue is how long does the specified 
exchange rate control in the absence of a clear 
expression of intent? 

Inclusion of a fixed rate as of a date before 
default, under subsection (b), remains effective only if 
payment is made within a reasonable time after default , 
not to exceed 30 days. The JO-day limitation accords 
usually with the expectation of the parties. Parties 
may agree to a longer time. 

3. The most common application of subsection (c) 
will be found in international loan transactions. For 
example, a loan by a Japanese bank to an American 
company could be made with dollars purchased by yen for 
the purpose. The loan agreement could provide for 
repayment in dollars of an amount which, when received 
by the lender, would repurchase the amount of yen used 
to acquire the dollars advanced. 

An exemption is needed from the application of 
usury laws that may be interpreted to hold that the 
indexing of the principal amount creates additional 
interest. · See Aztec Properties, Inc. v. union Planters 
National Bank. 530 s.W.2d 756 (Tenn. sup. ct. 1975). 
The subsection removes all doubts as to the legal 
enforceability of such agreements under theories such as 
usury, merger ~n a judgment, unconscionability, or the 
like. 
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SECTION 6. ASSERTING ANO DEFENDING FOREIGN-MONEY 

CLAIM . 

(a) A person may assert a claim in a specified 

foreign money. It a foreign-money claim is not 

asserted, the claimant makes the claim in United States 

dollars. 

(b) An opposing party may allege and prove that a 

claim, in whole or in part, is in a different money than 

that asserted by the claimant. 

(c) A person may assert a defense, set-off , 

recoupment, or counterclaim in any money without regard 

to the money of other claims. 

(d) The determination of the proper money of the 

claim is a question o·f law. 

COMMENT 

1. Subsection (a ) covers not only the claim of a 
plaintiff but also the assertion by a defendant of a 
defense, set-off, or counterclaim. Subsection (b) 
provides that the money asserted as the money of its 
defenses by the defendant need not be the same as that 
of the plaintiff. 

2. The money to be used as the money of the claim 
is a threshold issue to be determined, if contested, by 
the court after any factual issues as to expenditures, 
custom, usage, or course of dealing are decided. See 
subsection (b). If a payment is made or a debt incurred 
in a money other than that in which the loss was felt, 
the party asserting the foreign-money claim should 
establish the amount of the money of the claim used to 
procure the money of expenditure and the applicable 
exchange rate used. 

3. J~dgments may be entered in more than one 
money when dealings impact on more than one area. An 
inn-keeper in Mexico, for example, in taking in 
customers from many countries, should be held to foresee 
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that treatment for injuries at the inn would occur not 
only in Mexico, but also in the native land of the 
injured party or in a third country. 

SECTION 7. JUDGMENTS AND AWARDS ON FOREIGN-MONEY 

CLAIMS; TIMES OF MONEY CONVERSION; FORM OF JUDGMENT . 

(a) Except as provided in subsection (c), a 

judgment or award on a foreign-money claim must be 

stated in an amount of the money of the claim. 

(b) A judgment or award on a foreign-money claim 

is payable in that foreign money or, at the option of 

the debtor, in the amount of United States dollars which 

will purchase that foreign money on the conversion date 

at a bank-offered spot rate. 

(c) Assessed costs must be entered in United 

States dollars. 

(d) Each payment in United States ·dollars must be 

accepted and credited· on a judgment or award on a 

foreign-money claim in the amount of the foreign money 

that could be purchased by the dollars at a bank-offered 

spot rate of exchange at or near the close of business 

on the conversion date for that payment. 

(e) A judgment or award made in an action or 

distribution proceeding on both (i) a defense, set-off, 

recoupment, or counterclaim and (ii) the adverse party's 

claim, must be netted by converting the money of the 

smaller into the money of the larger, and by subtracting 
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the smaller from the larger, and specify the rates of 

exchange used. 

(f) A judgment substantially in the following 

form complies with subsection (a): 

[IT IS ADJUDGED AND ORDERED, that Defendant 

(insert name} pay to Plaintiff 

<insert name) the sum of (insert amount 

in the foreign money) plus interest on that sum at 

the rate of (insert rate - see Section 9) 

percent a year or, at the option of the judgment debtor, 

the number of United States dollars which will purchase 

the (insert name of foreign money) with 

interest due, at a bank-offered spot rate at or near the 

close of business on the banking day next before the day 

of payment, together with assessed costs of (insert 

amount} United States dollars.] 

[Note: States should insert their customary forms of 

judgment with appropriate modifications.) 

(g) If a contract claim is of the type covered by 

Section S(a} or (b), the judgment or award must be 

entered for the amount of money stated to measure the 

obligation to be paid in the money specified for payment 

or, at the option of the debtor, the number of United 

States dollars which will purchase the computed amount 

of the money of payment on the conversion date at a 

bank-offered spot rate. 
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(h) A judgment must be [filed] (docketed) 

[recorded] and indexed in foreign money in the same 

manner, and has the same effect as a lien, as other 

judgments. It may be discharged by payment. 

COMMENT 

1. Subsection (a) changes a number of statutes in 
the states which can be construed to require all values 
in legal proceedings to be expressed in United States 
dollars. Professor Brand, in his article in the Yale 
Journal of International Law, Vol. 11:139 at page 169, 
identified 18 states having statutes which could require 
all judgments to be entered in dollars. They are 
Arkansas, California, Idaho, Iowa, Louisiana, Maryland, 
Michigan, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New 
York, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, West 
Virginia, and Wisconsin. Brand, ibid. fn. 166. Hence, 
direct statutory authority must be given the courts in 
those states, and will be helpful in other states~ In 
some states other statutes may need amendments. See, 
~,Wisc.Stats. §§ 138.0l, 138.02, 138.03, and 
779.05. 

2. Subsection (d) gives defendants the option of 
paying in dollars which are, at.the payment date, 
practically the economic equivalent of the foreign money 
awarded. The judgment creditor should be indifferent to 
whether the debtor exercises the right to pay in dollars 
as the only difference is a small bank charge for 
exchanging the dollars for the foreign money. The 
concept of the rate of the banking day next before the 
payment day is taken from Section 131 of the Province of 
Ontario, Canada, Courts of Justice Act (Ch. 11 Ont. 
stats. (1984) as recently amended). It gives the 
defendant and the sheriff conducting the sale the 
necessary conversion rate comfortably ahead of its use. 
Newspaper quotations are usually said to be "at or near 
the close of business" on the stated date, so that 
phrase is used in this Act. 

3. Subsection (e) provides for netting the 
affirmative recoveries ot a defendant and plaintiff, 
whether in the same money or in different moneys, but 
preserving the quantum of each for appellate purposes. 
The theory is that when claims are reduced to money, 
they become mutual debts and should be set-off, so that 
a person's exchange rate fluctuation risk continues only 
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for the surplus in its money of the claim. The set-off 
is made by the judge or arbitrator. 

4. The form of judgment in subsection (f} should 
be varied appropriately wber• th• money to be paid ia 
measured by a foreign money. See Sections. 

SECTION 8. CONVERSIONS OF FOREIGN MONEY IN 

DISTRIBUTION PROCEEDING. The rate of exchange 

prevailing at or near the close of business on the day 

the distribution proceeding is initiated governs all 

exchanges of foreign money in a distribution proceeding. 

A foreign-money claimant in a distribution proceeding 

shall assert its claim in the named foreign money and 

show the amount of United States dollars resulting from 

a conversion as of the date the proceeding was 

initiated. 

COMMENT 

All claims must be in the same money when 
determining aliquot shares in a distribution proceeding. 
The Act requires use of the date the proceeding was 
initiated for applying the exchange rate to convert 
foreign- money claims into United States dollars. See Re 
Lines Bros, Ltd,. (1982) 2 All E.R. 99. A claim may be 
amended to show the proper ~onversion rate and the 
proper amount of United States dollars. 

SECTION 9. PRE-JUDGMENT AND JUDGMENT INTEREST. 

(a) With respect to a foreign-money claim, 

recovery of pre-judgment or pre-award interest and the 

rate of interest to be applied in the action or 

distribution proceeding, except as provided in 

subsection (b), are matters of the substantive law 
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governing the right to recovery under the conflict-of

laws rules of this State. 

(b) The court or arbitrator shall increase or 

decrease the amount of pre-judgment or pre-award 

interest otherwise payable in a judgment or award in 

foreign-money to the extent required by the law of this 

State governing a failure to make or accept an offer of 

settlement or offer of judgment, or conduct by a party 

or its attorney causing undue delay or expense. 

(c) A judgment or award on a foreign-money claim 

bears interest at the rate applicable to judgments of 

this State. 

COMMENT 

1. As to pre-judgment interest, the Act adopts 
the majority rule in the United States that pre-judgment 
interest follows the substantive law of the case under 
conflict of laws rules, both as to the right to recover 
and the rate. English courts use a different rule, 
~, the borrowing rate used by plaintiff or prevailing 
in the country issuing the money of the judgment. See 
Helmsing schiffarts G.M.B.H. v. Malta Drydock corp. 
(1977) 2 Lloyd's Rep. 44 (Maltese money but borrowed in 
West Germany; German rate); Miliangos v. George Frank 
<Textiles) Ltd. CH9, 2) (197_6) 1 QB 487 at 489 (Swiss 
money, swiss interest rate). Although pre-judgment 
interest is one form of damages, provision for pre
judgment interest is not to be taken as indicating that 
no other damages for delay in payment can be awarded . 
under the substantive law applicable to the 
determination of damages. ~ Isaac Naylor & Sons, Ltd. 
v. New Zealand co-operative Wool Marketing Association, 
.Lt9..a. (1981) l N.Z.L.R. 361 (exchange loss due to delay 
as additional damages). 

2. Allowances of pre-judgment interest in some 
states depend upon a party's conduct with respect to 
settlement or delay of the proceeding. Subsection {b ) 
treats these state laws as either procedural in nature 
or expressions of a signifi~ant policy, in either case 
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to be governed by the law of the forum state. 

3. Interest on a judgment is considered to be 
procedural and also goes by the law of the forum. There 
is a problem here in that there is great discrepancy 
among the states in the rates for judgment interest. 
When a judgment is in a foreign money, United States 
interest rates may result in some overcompensation or 
undercompensation as compared to what would be awarded 
in the jurisdiction issuing the foreign money. But in 
both the United States and in foreign countries, most 
jurisdictions have fixed statutory rates that do not 
readily respond to the inflation or deflation of the 
value of their money in the world market. Hence it was 
decided to apply the usual rules of th~ conflict of 
laws. 

SECTION 10. ENFORCEMENT OF FOREIGN JUDGMENTS. 

(a) If an action is brought to enforce a judgment 

of another jurisdiction expressed in a foreign money and 

the judgment is recognized in this State as enforceable, 

the enforcing judgment must be entered as provided in 

Section 7, whether or not the foreign judgment confers 

an option to pay in an equivalent amount of United 

States dollars. 

(b) A foreign judgment may be [filed] (docketed] 

[recorded] in accordance with any rule or statute of 

this State providing a procedure for its recognition and 

.enforcement. 

(c) A satisfaction or partial payment made upon 

the foreign judgment, on proof thereof, must be credited 

against the amount of foreign money specified in the 
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judgment, notwithstanding the entry of judgment in this 

State. 

(d) A judgment entered on a foreign-money claim 

only in United States dollars in another state must be 

enforced in this State in United States dollars only. 

COMMENT 

l. Some states have special acts that simply 
cover the recognition, entry, and enforcement of foreign 
judgments. Common law enforcement is by action. 
Subsection (a) refers to the common law method; it is 
subject to subsection (b) which refers to statutory 
procedures. Subsection (c) applies to both procedures. 

2. Subsection (d) avoids constitutional issues 
under the full faith and credit clause by requiring that 
judgments of sister states be enforced as entered in the 
sister state. 

SECTION ll. DETERMINING UNITED STATES DOLLAR VALUE 

OF FOREIGN-MONEY CLAIMS FOR LIMITED PURPOSES. 

(a) Computations under this section are for the 

limited purposes of the section and do not affect 

·computation of the United States dollar equivalent of 

the money of the judgment for the purpose of payment. 

(b) For the limited purpose of facilitating the 

enforcement of provisional remedies in an action, the 

value in United States dollars of assets to be seized or 

restrained pursuant to a writ of attachment, 

garnishment, execution, or other legal process, the 

amount of United States dollars at issue for assessing 

costs, or the amount of United States dollars involved 
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for a surety bond or other court-required undertaking, 

must be ascertained as provided in subsections (c) and 

(d) • 

(c) A party seeking process, costs, bond, or 

other undertaking under subsection (b) shall compute in 

United States dollars the amount of the foreign money 

claimed from a bank-offered spot rate prevailing at or 

near the close of business on the banking day next 

preceding the filing of a request or applicat"ion for the 

issuance of process or for the determination of costs, 

or an application for a bond or other court-required 

undertaking. 

(d) A party seeking the process, costs, bond, or 

other undertaking under subsection (b) shall file with 

each request or application an affidavit or certificate 

executed in good faith by its counsel or a bank officer, 

stating the market quotation used and how it was 

obtained, and setting forth the calculation. Affected 

court officials incur no liability, after a filing of 

the affidavit or certificate, for acting as if the 

judgment were in the amount of United States dollars 

stated in the affidavit or certificate. 

COMMENT 

This section protects those who must determine how 
much should be held subject to a levy or other 
collection process or what the dollar amount of a 
supersedeas or other surety bond should be. If the 
judgment debtor is damaged by a gross overstatement of 
the dollar amount in the affidavit or certificate of 
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counsel for the judgment creditor or the bank officer , 
recovery should be against that person. 

SECTION 12. EFFECT OF CURRENCY REVALORIZATION. 

(a) If, after an obligation is expressed or a 

loss is incurred in a foreign money, the country issuing 

or adopting that money substitutes a new money in place 

of that money, the obligation or the loss is treated as 

if expressed or incurred in the new money at the rate of 

conversion the issuing country establishes for the 

payment of like obligations or losses denominated in the 

former money. 

(b) If substitution under subsection (a) occurs 

after a judgment or award is entered on a foreign-money 

claim, the court .or arbitrator shall amend the judgment 

or award by a like conversion of the former money. 

COMMENT 

1. Subsection (a) refers to situations in which a 
country authorizes the issue of a new money to take the 
place of the old money at a stated ratio. An example is 
Brazil's recent abolition of cruzieros for cruzados. 
The subsection mandates that foreign money claims should 
be subjected to the same ratio. 

2. The Act takes no position on the effect of 
money repudiations or revalorizations so drastic as to 
be, in effect, confiscations. Remedy, if any, for these 
is usually found through diplomatic channels. Equally, 
the Act takes no position on the effect of exchange 
control laws. The effect, if any, on obligations to pay 
is left to other law. 

SECTION 13. SUPPLEMENTARY GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF LAW. 

Unless displaced by particular provisions of this [Act] , 
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the principles of law and equity, including the law 

merchant, and the law relative to capacity to contract, 

principal and agent, estoppel, fraud, misrepresentation, 

duress, coercion, mistake, bankruptcy, or other 

validating or invalidating causes supplement its 

provisions. 

COMMENT 

The section is taken from Section 1-103 of the 
Uniform Commercial Code. 

SECTION. 14. UNIFORMITY OF APPLICATION AND 

CONSTRUCTION. This [Act] shall be applied and construed 

to effectuate its general purpose to make uniform the 

law with respect to the subject of this [Act] among 

states enacting it. 

SECTION 15. SHORT TITLE . This (Act] may be cited as 

the Uniform Foreign-Money Claims Act. 

SECTION 16. SEVERABILITY GLAUSE. If any provision 

of this [Act] or its application to any person or 

circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity does not 

affect other provisions or applications of this [Act] 

which can be given effect without the invalid provision 

or application, and to this end the provisions of this 

[Act] are severable. 
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SECTION 17. EFFECTIVE DATE. This [Act] becomes 

effective on January 1st following its enactment. 

SECTION 18. TRANSITIONAL PROVISION. This (Act) 

applies to actions and distribution proceedings 

commenced after its effective date. 

(SECTION 19. REPEALS. The following acts and parts 

of acts are repealed: 

(1) [Any statute requiring judgments to be 

entered in United States dollars.] 

( 2 ) 

(3) 
__________________ .] 
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